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INTRODUCTION

,

In 1976, the Chief State School Officers' Institute focused on the topic .

"Learning," with particular concern Yior th4 school environment itself as'
fhe primary educative force. i

t, For the 1977 Institute, the' Chiefs decided to probe a closely relSted 1, topic the learning that takis place in the broader societal environment,
- "Beyond the School. What EA'e Educates?;' became, thus, the theme for this
year's training session. ,

1
- .

hOnce again, as in t'e previous seven annual institutes, the Chiefs
sought and secured the services of an outstanding group of experts who
could illuminate the many different facets of the topic, detailing not only
the educative effects Of social forces and agencies outside of the -formal
school, but suggesting hom, these amid be used to enhance the

k
work of the '

..

American schooistem. . .

.

4
This report Oproduces the substance of the 'major presentations, and

..

.. stands by itself ors a significant CloMment. But it is not a complete "institute'
report," for ryany of the most important outeomes for thp Chiefs in atten- . , ..

dance rpsolted from the insightful questioning. of speakers by panel"
membeit and om the give-and-take of discussions which enlivened each
day's sessions. .

f .. Although prepared primarily for the Institute participants, this report
:' will he widely distribute,c1 and, we hope profitably read by Others in-

terested in our schools and our-society.

4

Kenneth H.'Hansen
Institute Director



CHAPTER

THE AMERICAN CULTURE AS EDUCATOR

Fred M. Hechinger
President, The New York Times Company Foundation

. -

It seems to me an act:of great daring:on your part, as leaders of
American public education+.....+8_ assign to.me the .topic of "The American T.t
Culture a's-Educator.- An Vdnocent observer might suspect-that u the
guardians of the public schools have become infected with the 'virus of
de-schooling. It is, after all, Ivan Illich's 6-and design that the revolu-
tionary society and its total cultural impact would sotne day take over all
education'al f\mctions and responsibilities and thus bring about the wither-

.ing 1way of the school .or the de-schoplirg of society.
You may rest easy. I do not intend to report to some alarmed Congres-

sional committee that the nation's Chief School Officers 'are conspiring to
bring about the de-schooling of America. On the contrary, I find it a matter
for great rejoicing that you roject the narrow view of the schools operating
in splendid isolation from the American culture that has so often deceived
the nation's school leaders and ultimately underrtiined their effectiveness.
As we documented in our book "Growing Up in America," the American
school never could set its agenda in disregard of the society it &vas estab-
lished to sere. American educators have always courted danger and defeat
when they ignored the impact' of major cultural and social curi+ents. The
role of the American culture as educator is real and strong, fOr better and
for worse. It is for us, not to deny that rolebut to learn how to extract from
it the best and shun the worst effects On education. ,

"History offers ample proof that there is nothing new in the concept of
the dominant culture as educator. Children in the Puritan era got their start,
studying their ABC's by way of the illustrated verse on the opening page of .
their primer that warned them: In Adam's Fall/We Sinned All.-

Later, in the early years after the fotnding of the Republic, learning
"derived the benefit of that era's politicaL and philosophical giants. The
founding fathers gave their contemporaries mow than the Declaration of
Independence and the Constitution; they provided a new mission for educa-
tion. It was Thomas Jefferson who warned that "if a nation-wishes to be
both ignorant and Nee, it'wants what never Was and never will be in a state.
of civilization.- But Jefferson did more than exhort;.he sketched out the in-

. timite connection" between education and a free society; he provided the
first blueprint for. the creation of independent school districts; he set forth in
great detail the way in which an aristocracy of talent would -replace the
established aristocracy of inherited, unearned privilege.

1



All the earls spokes-men for ,the new nation Jefferson, Franklin.
Madison. 11, ebster understood the absolute necessity to create a cohesive
nation, ss ith common ssinhuls and traditunrs, with shared goals and with a
single language \nd the schools were to be the instrument to create that
cohesion Americanization ss as the unquestioned mission of the school
because it ss, as the unquestioned prionts of the count r'

Then as now it is well to recall at this point the culture was also
capable of some fatal errors, and capable. too, of inflicting t how errors on
the schools Just as the 'anti-slas cr. faction of the Continental Ctrrigress
failed in its efforts to include black Americans in the benefits of the new k
established fret, smuts . su the schools failed to make equal educational op-
portunities asadahle tw black children In I 7'59, Franklin. ssho was presi-
dent of the Abolition Sutlers. warned Congressiduring one of his last public
appeararn es that, the issue must be fated. fie implored the members to
"des Ise means fen' amusing that inconsistency from the character of the
American people Floss much personal miser. and national tragedy might
hate been as orted had the men( an culture at that time not been so stub-
botls committed to an immoral. irrational and indefensible course' Can
we afford es er to forget,,this tragic Aample of the American culture as
misedutator'-)

Let me cite, husse, . a few more outstanding e\amples of the positise
impact of the linerican c (liken. on education. Today, sse blithels accept the
Land -grant 1ct as a historic milestone The measure. apprised

Ks
Congress

in the mast of the Cisil War. not ends transformed the uniiersits:111 the
noted States but has suite become the model of higher education in s

'esers wuntrs that hopes to des elop from pfinitise to ads anced
sot ial'and industrial patterns What could has e beep"' mese re% olutionars
than to tale the umsersits. ss iiIi its classical remoteness from dads life, and
make it the agent for the upgrading of farming. animal husbandry and the
mechanical re'olutnila let, It was not education and its leadership that
shaped and passed the historic legislation. it v, as the politics of the day
the American cult ewe at large, that understood the oess needs of a chang-
ing tountrs and gas e educators their net's mission IAll this did not happen
%% about stubboin resistance from some of t helradit tonal IStS who sass in the
new "aggres or "cuss colleges'' nothing but the destruction of old stand-
ards, Just as trallitiona) educators today see in.the o en access to higher
education nothing but the destruction of old standafffs.

In the schools of that era, too. the American culture changed educa-
ional goals %kith a vengeance The dominant cult then was the railroads

and the emei ging factories Standardization, and centralization were the
order of the day Arid sou predecessors the new Is created , rid powerful
professioili of educationa superintendents les en the term --vs as borrowed
from industrs') were franticalls searching for %%hat the Am rican culture
demanded. the one best way. (Philbrick. "the one best desk.') Punctuality
and stead habits were the watchwords. (Toe the line.)
_ Along ex nth it all. tlAe culture once again demanded the rapid anti-effec,
tise assimilation of millions of.children who accompanied the stream of im-
migrants to'the promised land. The Alum( an culture called for a melting
pot. and the schools tried tijeir best to preside it. (Mary Antis, Leonardo

2
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Cov len& Esther Oberhein E. O'Brien: Giuseppe Vagnotti - "Mike Jones.)
So much for history. Today, the American culture changes more rapid-*

ly than ever before. The result is uncertainty, rootlessness and confusion.
Within less than two decades, the Youth Culture, with its all-per. aside im-,
pact on eYery_thing from music and litsrattire to fashions and the sty ling of
automobiles, has come and gone. Sociologists tell us fhat ;ye are on t'h7
threshold of the Old-Age Culture. We ate told that politicians who only so
recelitly were deadly afraid of the Blatk Panthers are standing in similar
fear of the prospect of the Grey Panthers.

Whatever the reasons, the .4cfnerican culture is no longer as CohesiYe as.
it once appeared The melting p3t is no longer viewed as the standard
Amer.ican-solutLon to all problems, .indeed. the melting pot has fallen into
disrepute as an un-American device charged with acoercive goal a far
cry from the once universal!y admired goal of "E Pluribus Unum." Ethnic-
ity- and the search for one's roots have become priority concerns. It seems to
me ironic that this should hate been the response to-the expressions of black
nationalism which was born largely of the white denial to allow blactcs to
share the melting pot's benefits. Perhaps the present ethnic fragmentation
(which to me has strong elements of anew racism) is a necessary prepara-
tion for a stronger, more peifect union which ultimately will not exclude
anyone for ethnic or racial reasons. Let us hope that his is so. But for the
moment. ,Nmeric'an education must operate in a cultulhat places at least
as much stress on ethnic fragfnentation pluralism `triay be a hopeful
euphemism as on the binding cement of Americanization.

While mu( h hp set- is e is still being giy en to the importance °Pa liberal
education. there 'is little agreement concerning the content of such 'a cur-
riculum. The general complaint is that young people read little, and the lit-
tle they do read is largely contemporary and frequently of rather ephemeral
Yalue.' The classics are generally 'neglected. When I. recently sampled a'
representatke group of collet freshmen, their composite view of their
high-scliool instruction in American history, wars that they knew little about
anything other than th events of 1776, the Civil War, Reconstruction.
(their knowledge .of the atter was confined to the code word "carpetbag-
gers;') and World War Although most studentsof.that vintage had some
Yague4knowledge an* formed some political pdgments about .Vietnam,

. they had Pile historical equipment to put that 'episode in any kind of
perspecti.e. EY en that fact did not seem to bother them'since the passage of
five years already separated the activist anti-Vietnam student generation
and last year's freshmen by a wide political and intellectual gap. (As an
aside, the current lack .of interest in the classis may not be a new
phenomenon. In I8Ir. Jt.ffiEson had wrigen to John Adams that he had
been reading Plato's RepubP and that, "while wading throygh the whim-
sies..the puerihties. and the unintelligible jargon of this work," he asked
himself Kow th000rld could so long hate "consented to giy e reputation to
such nonsens!;els this." We might add, however, that however critical Jed' -,
ferson mighMave been of the classics, heat least read them.)

What is the American culture? It is Eugene o'Neill t ,d musical com-
edy. It is Hemingway and Steinbeck but it is also soap era and blvody ,
cops-and-robber serials. It i;,Mark Twain and Woody Allen, but it is also

3,
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the flood of porno -sideshows. It is the National Geographic but also
Playboy. It is what critics of the American culture used to calf Coca-
Colonization but anyone whO has traveleerabtoad knows that the con-
demnation of the American mass-culture as a degrading form of capitalist
imperialism is a gross distortion of the facts. The American mass-culture,
with its.super arkets and fast-food dispensers,, its mass-produced fashions
and -r.-s an magazines, struck a responsive cord across the world, not
only because It was often Yulgar (which it was) hut also because it helped to
liberate-the messes from restrictions that had limited their lives; because it
helped the ciorrimon people everywhere to share for;-the first time in the con-
yenienles and 'the luxuries that had in the past been reserved for only the
privileged few.

American culture is all thai it Pleasy v. Ferguson, Eiut it is also Earl
Warren; it is the Klan but it is also Martin Luther King. Ainerican culture is
the petty fears,that Make y igilarate groups raid school libraries in the name
of protecting the purity of children's minds, but it is also the living heritage
of the Bill, of Rights. American culture still is often plagued by obsessive
fear of everythineforeign and different, but the American conscience con-
tinues nevertheless to'keep the gates open ro thousands who seek' refuge and
asylum The American culture includes its share provincial chaiein4m,
but it has'Aigo given birth to the Marshall Plan, the most impginativo and

.altritistic policy of international responsibility'ever put forth bxany World,
power. \

All of these fragments are part of the American culture as educator.
Each of these segment.), characteristics, virtues and flaws teaches. Inside
and outside the school/they have their impact on what youngpeople ledrn,
what they cherish, what they loathe. When the nation withdraws into its
shell of isolationism, as it does periodically, foreign languages go into
decline When Xmericans become obsessed with only the relevancyt of the
present, history is.ignored or recast by opportunistic revisionist.

A nation teaches thrgugh its psyche. For.most of America's first 200
sears, the inner drive was'exPansion, growth, mere of everything for every
generation and forever. When Jefferson bOught Louisiana, he thought that
American would thus enjoy a surplus of land for over a thousand years.
But much sooner than the optimistic spirit of a youryg nation had dreamed,
lirnitswere reached. The frontier closed. The search for new frontiers and-
for the great society wasmade increasingqv difficult as America drifted
'rushed, in the past decade from its dream of unending expansion into a
period of neogromith and, at least in tenors of population statis4icsy,even of

Progvess and planninVre faer more difficult in such a period,'when less
-must be made to be, not worse, but better. The realization that, even in
America, resources are limited is hard on people's tempers. Conservation,-
means sacorif ices. But there is little consensus about v(Arat to give up and
what to preservt...just as there is less cohesion in a society that'sees all its in-
stitutions the church, the government, the fami , the school if not in a
state of crisis, then at least in flux. Therg was little estion about whit the
American culture was te-a-ching, and expected its sc orris to teach, when it
was assumed that Father Knows Best and when it was believed the "the

4
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farm} that prays togethersthys together" or, indeed, that most farnilies do*
stay together;

.
lk"

It was easy foy the, school to teach the culture's lesson when America's,
role in the world was widely believed toe readily dewilbed by such
slogans* as "SpeA Softly and Carry a Big Stack" or by the simple faith that
we could."maks. the world isafe fqvdemocracy." s.

I need not tell you that the culture today has no such.simple or univer-
sail% believed lessons to teach. And yet, the culture, is, for better or for
worse. a more insistent And inescapable educator% today than ever befOre.
The cuitute and its current predominant views are transmitted constantly
through mass-comTunications that never rest, never slow down. Speed in
transmission has dramattcall shortened the cultural. political and

'ideological cy cies The pendulum swings with infinitely greater speectfrom
consery atism to liberalism The result is less stability, les.s"faith in past solu-
tions. less patience to wait for gradual answers to presging problems.

The news media are the transmitters of the culture but they are also the
forum froth which the culture teaches long before children enter the

'classroom. The media-culture combination is ppwerful:. It has,made con-
, tributions that few classrooms couldseker match. Without it, the civil righ.,ts./

triumphs would not have been possible, century-old injustices could not
have been corrected. Without that combination, cancerous corruption in
our gok erntnent could not have been brought to light, nor a..ziy sterious, dis-
tant war brought to an end.

But the media-culture combination also carries within its power an
. enormous potential for the wrong kind of popular instruction the debase,

meet of tastes. the trikialtzation of" politics, the rapid and irresistible diffu-
sion of foolish and debilitating factS. (What a contrast to the constant preoc-
cupation in the Fouhding Fathers' writings with the "diffusion of
.knowledge! ") .

1

'Moreover, much of the new culture certainly its most compelling
aspect is visual and aural. In this respect. the culture is a one-sided
teae,her. It blatantly neglects the written word Children learn at an early
age to pick up the phone to thank Aunt Nelly for that latest Country-

estern record. The paucity. in both vrilume and style, of contemporary,
, let er-writing invites a dek stating comparison with the letters of an earlier

agt.. , odern political oratory consists of speeches group-produced 1-4,
media a d itnage experts rather than by the politicians themselves. Their
quality to ches young people at in early age that the way ta gain a repura- .
tion for eloquence is to be able to afford a stable of speech-writers...

And yet. theopportunify to enlist all. of society in education is enor-
mous, if only we learn to be discerning and selective in enlisting the best

. elvments of our culture,in the om ipresent education process. Television is
the prime example, Rather than reject it as nothing but a k ulgar and distort-
ing intrusion on the business of the school, we ought to enlist its vast power
al an ally. Television, properly used, call,'becorne an incentive for reading
and personal, exploration rather t an a Mere pacifier. But-this requires of
us. as pareik and educators,,an e rly participation in our children's view?
fing. If we 7 the older generation merely, scorn the new medium, then we
build an impenetrable wall between the generations, far more destructive

r
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of mutual understanding and esen of communication than the tempprary
t.\

-', generation gap of the confused, Sixties.
.

One last wor0 of warning. The newly popular view among educitors .:
that the whole society le-aches (which is entirely trut) could readily lead to a
situation where nobody truly teaches, where nobody takes responsibility ,for
die values and priorities. The culture as educator is persuasive and Or-
sasiNe; bpt7it is'also amorphous, confusing, aimless. At the moinent, for ex-
ample, it says to the young that abortion is all right pros ided one can afford
it, but it is all wrong if public funds, rather than pHs ate wealth pay for it.

t the moment, the most audible political s owes seem to-be say ing that the ,

ath penalty is the best and 'cheapest way to control crime, drowning out
th se who suggest that the O.\erw helming number of crimes whkh plague .

\ou cities and our-citizens would never be affected by the deafhlienalty ;
and Is° drowning out those who warn that .it, is the breakdown of the
crimi al justice system, and not the absence of capital puhishment, that

c undermines the power of law-enforcement as a' deterrent to crime. .
I

What the school can do -,- what the school must do more than ever
before is to focus on the priorities, to teach the yqui-ig how to make in-
formed cho- ices in selecting from the Nast supermarket of views and options..
presented by-the culture as educator. The schools cannot do this by stand-
ing aside, sulking and contemptuous of the maw- culture. The school must
learn to understand that culture, to understand TV and.tfie media of newt al

and entertainment. lint the school must also help to establish ctiteria 'of
quality quality in matters of taste, quality in the asssessment pf law and
justice, quality in each person's reaction to each printed or televised
message. The people's right to know must be matched by ,the' people's
capacity to understand, to analy ie, fo sift the genuine Core fromthe Last
surrounding body of sham -and triviality. -,

, The admirable concept of life-long,learning must he turre into ,more
.. than a slogan, more than an emergency ploy to fill sacant college places. It

must be a continuing process of selecting out the best the c ?lture can teach,
inside and -o-utsitle educational institutions. But,it must be accompanied by
a clear understanding that es ery learning expprience does nit ettnal esery

..,_

other leaknikig experience in value and desirability.
We do worse at this point in our history? than to recall John

Dewey. He was among the first of the educational pioneers to grasp the con-
cept of the culture as educatOr,'but he also knew that the schqol could never .
afford to abdiCate to the culture. When society no longer taught the young
how the tools of like were shaped and created, he demanded that children be
given an understanding of t} process by' letting them make by hand the ob-
jects that the modern culture manufactured by remote machinery. When he

*lett that -the society at large might present to the young -a corrupt or
distorted picture of American institutions, he urged the schools to be em-
bryonic societies, yes; but embryos of a just society. The present Culture,
aided and abetted by the Supreme Court,' may teach that it is constitutronal
to beat pupils; but the school as educator surly isnot co pelted to accept
that cultural lesson is right and I proper, on the ont ry, the, school as
educator has a unique oppofritunity, through its ac on, to Te-edgc,ate.the
culture.

6 '10



This mia, seem like an overly simply example. There is virtue in..*
' simplicity when it comes to the assignment of important new roles to

school and to society as educators, sometimes as allies, at other times as
sisals If the school ignores society's-new educational impact and potential,
then the iehool willtebyliassed and will stagnate in self-imposed isolation;
but if it abdicates to the culture-at-large on the,theory that everybody may
teach anvtionk, then the school will be guilty of the slow but inexorable de- t.
'schooling.

3
Aboe all, the school musts iew itself; in Dewey's terms, as the special

agent of Anlerica as'a "deliberately progressive society." Thht is no state-
ment4 political ideology : it is a reaffirmation of the American prospectus
written' in this nation's finest era just over 200 years ago. Even at a fink of
po-growth, when pow erful elc7ents in the society express petty reservations,

- about open access to education, professional educators must stand in the
%anguard of the battle tozemme the barriers to educational opportunity. I

A\ reentk.attended the commencement of the City Col lege"of New York. One'

of the graduates, a black youth rrom.the ghetto, recalled that when he left
high school with a shaky academic record, he saw little hope or opportuni-
b, ,thea Something happened to that young man after he was admitted to
college n the four sears that followed, an unsuspected spark somehow
turned int ) a "bright flame: He compiled a perfect grade score alid left col- ,
lege as a b lhant scholar. .

_.,,-.1... This exa ,'ple embodies the best achievement of the culture as teacher.
In an. extensidn of the, American blueprint-, the larger society Ras, in recent , .
years. taught Our professional educational establishment that nothing is
quite as important as keeping the doors toschool and college open, fOr all, .
without discriminatioand throughout life. fiHe re are danger signs that

' the society` is hiking second tfioughts about such lakgesse. A lesstoptjmistic,
less generous yonservatke spirit 'has once again rin, ready to restrict and i
to limit, anxious to apply; simplistic cost- accounting to the amount of

' educatjon to be made adable. Now, thereforc4ii becOmes your task, aid=
ed 1)1, an of us who are reads to be your allies, to convince the society-Tat! ta ile bottom line is m* t the sum of the cost but the sum of the oppor-

ties' offered acrd accepted. minds opened, youths tirade productive
. citizens There will be no second Louisiana Purchase to keep the American.

frontier open arc ; the American dream alive. It is for those who know and
lose education to persuade I at larger tiduc a tor of the American culture
that education alone remains merica's invisible arc tier. A

4.
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CHAPTER II

AMERICAN FAMILIES AS EDUCATORS
Wilbur 4. Cohen*, A. Sidney JohnsonIII , Theoiora Oohs',4

Our approach to the topic of this paper the Family as Educator is
an immediate outgrowth of the fbeus and work of the Family Impact
Seminar in Washington, D.C.; in Which we all participate. Thus we will
,spend a few moments first outlining the goals of the Seminar, which will
serve as an introductory background to the discussion to follow.-

The-Family Impact Seminar is an independently-financed, three-year-
project based at the Institute for Educational Leadership at George -.

'Washington University. The,Seminar represents the first sustained attempt
to look systematically at Government's relationship to families by develop -
ins, and testing a itoOl" the family impact statement. for encouraging
government to be more aware of and sensitive to what it does to' and for

' families. ' )
The idea of developing what might be called family impact statements

was first proposed in the Hearings held by the, Senate Subcommittee. on
41 Children and Youth in 1973 e...-"`led "American Families: Trends and

Pressures." Vice President Mondale, then a Senator and Chairman of the
Subconlmittee, stated that the hearings were "predicated upon the simple.
belief that 'nothing is,more impOrtant to a child than a healthy family
We must start," he said, "by asking to what eifent government policies

are helping or hurting families ... these hearings are designed to encourage
exactly that kind of reexamination . .. Our goals will be to identify and seek
changes in arbitrary policies that plabe hardships on familieS with children:
to develop poliCies that provide alternative.vJays of strengthening families;
and to detepmine how,we can provide the options and choices that famili s
need to do their best job."

Many witnesses, clearly influenced'by the example of the environmen-
tal movement and the new legislation requiring environmental impact

4 statements, suggested thtt a comparable tool might .be used to anticipate
and assess the ways Public policies affect families. However it was abun-
dantly clear that there were so many important differences between -en-

., vironmental impact and family impact differences of difficulty, of
measurement, complexity of dimensions, sensitivity of ethical'and political
questions involved that the idea would need to be carefully.researehed .

and cautiously tested before anx recommendations for action were made.
We have spent our first yea' in an exploratory stage with Seminar

members (who beet 5-6 times a year) and a sniall staff learning from each
'other, and others we I4ve talked with about the complexity ai importance
of the task ahead of us. We have discussed- a.broad set of programs'and
issues which convince us both of the breadth and depth of government in-
volvement in familit)6 and' of the need to be flexible in the'analytic approach

the authors ke all related to and involyedsm the work of the Family Impact Seminar in
the Institute of EducationALeadership at George Washington Uniyercits in Washington. D C,
Sidney Johnson is the 11Qerector hi the Seminar. Themigra Ooms is its Dwu,ty Director. and
Wilbur J Cohen, whp ipiDeamof the School oG Education yt the University of Nachigan.,16 one

of the seminar members.
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of family/impact. For example, we,review from a family impact perspective
programs,targeted towards teenage pregiiancy.and foster care; aspects of
housing, and welfare programs; Medicaid and Medicare policies which of-
fer incentives towards institutionafiTation of the aged; agricultgural exten-
sion programs and the treatment of oneearner families, vis-a-vis two-
earner fannies, in,social security and income tax policies. By October we
will have chosen four programs or policies around which we will set by
task forces designed to research and write, feasibility family impact
statements. These preliminary statements will be circulated widely for reac-
tion and comments. Our finalreport and recommendations will be com-
pleted by early 1979.

Our work thus far suggests that the questions we are raising are a new
and helpful perspective on public policy which is not just limited Co the
level of federal legislation and administrative actions. In examining impact
we feel it is essential to try to trace any govermhent activity through levels
of government down to where the families are. Hence the Seminar's emerg-
in conceptnal framework is a broad one. Individuals and especially
children need to be understood in the context of their families. Families are

'most directly affected by .their relationships with the institutions with
which they have daily contact: their place of employment, schools, social
service agencies and government offiCes, neighborhood church and media.
Families can either tfeel supported by these local structures or alie*ted
from them. They can be involved with them in a meaningful way or
isolated from them.

The Seminar will be looking diiectly at the world of work and how it
'impacts on family life as we have chosen Governmejt as Employer as the

focus of one of our four task forces. This paper is an opportunity foi'us to
use the family impact framework to raise questions that we think are of
great importanCe about the relationship of families to schools, and vice 4
versa.

Definition
'What is meant by ';Families as Educatoirs"? Broadly the term suggests

a growing recognition among educators and educational researchers that
family members have a crucial role to play in educating and socializing
children, especially in the early pre-school years, but also once the child-is
in school. As you know-so well, we are now more Teady to assert that the
total responsibility for education does not ,fall upon the teacher in the
classroom environment within a school bujlding. We recognize the need to
take into account the important role of the individual student's parents and
family in providing the basic skills, motivation, support, and reinforcement
which are necessary to his/her learning both in school and out of school.
Schools cannot do it all. Research is tinderscoicing this conclusion, and has
directly and indirectly influenced many new developments and shifts in
educatibnal policy.
Significant Themes -

This significant body of studies culminating in,the Coleman Report, in
the '60's, and later in Jencks' study in the '70..s in4earching for ex-
planations wEy the "disadvantaged" groups-of children did not perform

(
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well in scilool,in spite of varied school inputs and conpensatory programs.
suggested that the conditiorts surrounding "families" werethei1/4ey explana-
tion.'More precisely, they., suggested that families' low socioeconomic status
accounted for the education handicaps which were so difficult to overcome.
The major solutions suggested by these findings were racial and economic
integration in schools find direct attacks-on the root causes of poverty.

Further research suggested that the fact that lowerclass parehts talked
less to their children led to stunted cognitive skills. The implication of these
findings was increased emphasis on parent educatio'n programs and parent
involsiernent.

Yet a new focus of studies places less 4phasis on looking for causes'of
failure and deficits andmonton.uriderstanding the complex way s in which
"educational functions are, div ided among the family and other-institu-
tions." ' It focuses on the farnil% as a "system" open to a multitude of exter-
nal influences. Teachers College, Columbia University., has 'f'eCeritly
eqabLished a Center for the Studs of Family as Educator, which is conduct-
ing sorn6 interesting research drawing on interdisciplinary knowledge.

Jensen-Leichter and her colleagues at this Center are interested in'a
definition of "famil that is broader than "parent .and child." She asks ,

about the influence Of parents on children and children on parents; and
about the effect of siblings on each other. Margare4 Mead, in the same
volume, discusses the rot of grandparents as educatQrs. Their influence
was originally associated with that of conservatism. Now she thinks that. is
no longer true (the grandparent generation has seen and sury iv.ed more
change than any other) but-'that they have a vital function to 'play in
teaching about continuity and adaptability. "The strength that comes from

-a sense of continuity for the past and hope for the future is sorely needed."
Mead makes several very practical suggestions concerning how schools'can
help to bridge This generatioh gap.

A furthef group of studies and concerm focus oh.the discontinuities be-
tween the cultural v alues of family and home, and Those of the school. "The
structure of the modern school . .. tends to drive students toward extreme
inch% 'dualism, excessive and unstable peer-centeredness and hedOnism

$uchbehavior is obviously inconsistent with the values of most parents1"2
There have been various educational responses to this type of criticism of
school structures, environment and ideology , eich move in the direction
of humanizing the schools and bringing in family. These inchfde: multi-age
grouping, older children tutoring younger children, bringing parents into
the classroom to shaViheir skills and experiences, curricula emphasizing
affective education and values clarification; curricula centered around
teaching about child development with practice units in pre-sefiool centers;
and an emphasis on bilingual eduCation. These and other methods are all
attempts to "bring family into the schooL.or bridge the distancc.between
the two environments: eel°

Uric Btonfenbrentier, in a comprehensny review of early intervention
programs,' concludes that those programs that are most effective are those
that involve the parent directly in activities with the child and that the
earlier such activities are begun and the longer they continue the better.
There is, he says, no evidence that traditional forms of parent edikation in-'
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volving courses, dissemination of in formatiori%and counseling addressed
only to the parent are effective. One must wonder, however, wiliether the
employed single parent or the two-earner family are effectively excluded
from such' benefits by their inability (not willing/Ass) to participate in these
programs.

The curious facts that in spite of all this new interest in the role of the
faintly as educator and of the influence of family on outcomes in schooling,

`school and family continue to be conceived of 'by scholars as two parallel
systems, that somehow are supposed to intersect and communicate only
through the child who'needs to "mediate" between these two worlds.

The family impact perspective leads us to conclude that this thinking
reveals a serious omission. It is not sufficient to engage in close up detailed
portraits of processes within schools and within families. We need to adopt
the approach' of a camera with a zoom lens that focuses on the interactions
betweeen the family and school systems both from a distant gperal
perspectiye'and in concrete, specific detail. Regretably, few educattonal
researchers 'and child development specialists have expressed any substan-
tial sustained interest in studying the dynamic interconnections between
families and schools:*

-4 We want to underscore that o ur questions and suggestions that-follow
in the nexhection of this paperloCus almost exclusively on the school's role
in what is in fact a two -way relationship.

GAPS. IN RESEARCH AND PRACTICE
Yet if it is admitted that both family and school share in the education

of.the child, then ,it becomes critical t& ask questions about the nature and
effectiveness of this partnership. As with any other partnership, we need to
ask, are the roles complementary or competitive? Do school and family sup-
port each other or unde'rmine each other? Do they respect each other and
learn from each other? Do they have expectations about each other's roles
and about,the child which-are openly shared, and hopefully don't conflict?

To shift for a,moment from the World of research to that of practice:
how in fact do schools and families relate to each other? What are the
pathways of Communication? What are the attitudes and expectations of
teacher to parent and parent to teacher or administrator? What priorities
are given within the school budget and schedule to parent-teacher relation- '
ships? What do teachers know about the realities of families today? What
are the places in the-leacher training or on the job supervision where they
are supposed to learn about how to communicate with parents, how to con-
duct and learn from conferences, and what can-be achieved froth such com-
munication?

How in fact do school systems understand end relate to the current
realities of family life? In an age when the majority of school-age children's
mothers are working, what rethinking 'have schools done about their daily

!Hope jenseml.cichter. in December issue of the Teacher's College Record, 1974.
'Edward Wyrirle, -Schools that Serve Families." from the National Elementary School

Principal, August. 1976.
'Teachers College Re'iord. December. 1974. .
it is of note that a, recent major study. undertaken by the National Academy of Sciences

"Thwart! a National Policy for Children and Families.- published. 1976.,,doesn't discuss the
importance of schools in families lives.
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schedule, theirs acations, their sudden snow days or teacher insery ice days?
We are not here suggesting that schools should necessarily adopt a primary
childeare function, hut rather that further assessment should,,be made of
what could be done tdfrieet the needs of the younger children of employed
parents, and that myre teachers and parents alike realize that these schedul-
ing problems_are experienced by great numbers of parents and can no
longer',be safely ignored.

How often do teachers assume parents are uninterested in their
childreny. hen they fail to come to school conferences or meetings, or fail to
participate in school projects and omit to inquire whether the parent can ill
afford 4 day off work or a baby sitter? How often do teachers reach out to
contact fathers.or other significant family members? These are just a few of
the queitions that need to be asked.

We yvould suggest that too frequently parent - school encounters amount
to. little more than "public relations" efforts. Too often both parties dutiful-
ly go through the motions, but are relieved when the meeting is over. In-

. deed, tt4y can be disastrous events where parent and school angrily blame
each oth r for a child's failure or problems, and the child suffers from being
in the sc pegoat ebsition. There are, on the other hand, some schools and
occasion I teachers who are able to create a genuine partnership between
family and, school This partnership is based on mutual respect for each

,

other's expert knowledge 'I'
abput the child and a faith that a raj sharing of

this knowledge Vs ill result in enhanced growth and learpmg. Moreover if
this kind ,of relationship is established, the minor learningor behav ior prob-
lems --which the majority of children at one time or another experience
can be coped w ith by, parents and teachers jointly exploring the reasons for
the difficulty and developing strategies for dealing with the problems. In
these and other way s sensitive partnerships between teachers and parents
can sometimes avoid the need for outside, professional consultation, and
prevent aggravation of the problem.

This kind of partnership implies a commitment of time, energy. and
resources and a considerable flexibility on the part of already burdened and
isolated school teachers and adanistrators. (Flexibility to.make phone
calls' in the evening, to.v. rite notes home reporting on good achievements,
as well as problems, etc., to be willing to meet with both parents early or
late-in the day, etc.) Teachers who perform in this way often find they are
rewarded by improved results in the chissroom and a much greater sense of
support from the parents. However, for the excepion to become theple,
school hoards and administritors would need to -explicitly recognize arat
school-family relations are an 'area of high priority.

Thug far our discussion of family school relationships has focused on
the problems and suggested some directions that apply primarily to .the
elementary schoOl level, where it seems improvement can most easily be
made. The gap in communication and partnership is es en more acute at the
junior and senior high saw! levels. Because of specialization- there is rarely
any teacher or school personnel beyond tIte sixth grade who,knbws their
child well enough to be able to communicate meaningfully with his/her
family. Faculty and counselors at this ley el are also often committed to
respecting the privacy of the adolescent so that they tend to avoid contacts

13
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with parents. One congeqtience is that problems of 'school failure, drug and
alcohol abuse, nonattendance, etc., often come to the attention of parents
far too late.' < , - 4

There are some family-relevant trends in high schools; which are tak-
ing the direct ion -of increased_ rights of childand family to due process hear-
ings (for suspension, spitial placement); rights to access Of school records,
rights to appropriate education (for. handicap*, etc.). The challenge of
humanizing the junior high and high schools sufficiently that family and
school can work ins,partnership seems at tim6s insurmountable and is partly
related to size. Some schools which have subdivided into smaller ad-
ministrative units, and have a ,teacher/counselor being responsible for
follo*ing the child through his/her four years, collecting reports from other
teachers, etc., are better able to communicate with parents.

Other new emphases to deal with teenagers' increasing alienation from
the world of adults in general, as well as from their parerits, are increased
opportunities for on -the job experiences, and apprenticeships, vocational
education, and learning "beyond the walls." Some communities are involv-
ing parents heavily in devising approaches for., dealing with problems of
'alcohol and dritg abuse, nd.Jess often but, equally important sex

" education programs and Ntricula,
Sex Education in,its broadest sense = is a critical example of the

failure of family-school partnerships. Our increased awareness of the extent
of teenage pregnancies (approximately one half a million each year) and the
grave health and social risks involved, of the rapidly increasing rate of
pregnancies among, the youngest age group 12-15 years, and of the high
risks associate with teenage marriages make this a topic of widespread cone
cern. Eunice Shriver recently pointed out that our society is placing our
young persons into a elassi "double-bind" situation: media, advertising
and generally more Fermi 'ye standards of behavior urge teenagers- im-
plicitly to 'become sexually ac e, yet the authorities from whom teenagers
generally derive their standards_ parents and' schools seem, tO,,be

ti powerless and give little effective 'guidance.s Who should step iirthis
vacuum?

The Seminar *Ps currently studying teenage pregnancy and ap-,
propriate role o ,f,.vernmeht towards prevention of pregnaricy..,' fist
tentative conclusiMs9dtgest that indeed much stronger gover Collar
support is needed both, for birthcontrol and sex-education prcig but
thit the families, schools and communities need to be invoke. ese

< ,'4.-p4/5gcams and not by-passed. Programs must respect the dive s of
different families andfcbmmunities, to be more acceptable:an five.
Teachers are right that sex education is not their joh,a

We have intend in this paper-to sketch what are some Ili amity
impact questions stimulated by ani'understanding of the fank ole as
educator. ,Having highlighted what we believe is a sigitifi ap in
research and professiOnal thinking, we do not intend to imply t hanges
must wait for more r earch or changes At the professionakcho or is it
enough to make a pl a for more parent education cour , qr r school

:There hay(' however I n some promising, improvements in enabli glpregnan teenagers
and teenage mothers to retnin in school.
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parent intervention programs. School systems can begin, as some already
have, to critically evaluate the partnership between family and school, and
their role in this partnership.

Suggestions:
In conclusion, let us suggest some concrete changes that you could help

encourage in your own school systems. Some will require additional
resources which we recognize in this time of serious financial limitations
will pose some difficult choices. 1

1. The teacher's role, especially at the elementary level, ,

needs to be redefined to include a responsibility to build
a partnership with the pupils' faipilies. If thds were
done, the schools of education would need tore- evaluate
their curricula with regard to preparing teachers for .

this responsibility.,
.2. Selected schools might experiment with innovative

approaches: kindergarten teachers making home visits
to.every child at the 'start of school; parent- teacher
conferences could be scheduled at the beginning of the
year to learn from each other and 'not only on the
potentially tense occasion of the report 'card. Volunteers
mighc ?be used to relieve teachers' time for conferences.
Any such innovations should be carefully'evaluated b
parents and teachers alike.

3. Parent groups -- P.T.A.s, etc. -- .should be.involved in
any evaluation of parent-schpol relations, planning-of
workshops_or atternative approaches. PSvOnts. themiSelves
can help say what itis approprianeto ask from parents
in the way of supporlo. r

.

4. Schools shoul0 addrets the special needs of children under
11 whose parents are employed by exploring what could be
done to help parents prol4de more appropriate care for
their Children after school, when they are:sick, or on
vacation'.

All schools -- especially those which used to rely heavily
on the help mothers gave in classrooms, on trips, and in
libiaries --.need,to explore Margaret Meaes,suggesilop
about invglving the grandparent generation in school.

(activities.
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6. With regatd to problems of sex education, and teenage
pregnancy, school administrators and pAsonnel should be
dieting with parents (including those who are .-

opposed toIudh plipgrams), church and community leaders
and teenager's to share facts and recommend solutions tha
might involvespecialist teSchetp and specific curricula
but might instead be part of an afierschool, or
communitrrachool program.

These are some beginning' suggestions. Mu will think of, -
others Which may be more relevant Snd more urgent to-the needs-?
of your state and local communities.',`r f

$
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CHAPTERill

THE.MEDIA AS EDUCATORS
. ,

, JOAN GANZ COONKY
. President, Children's Television Workshop

I'm, very happy and honored to have been asked to -address this ex-
clusive group of influential educators. ,

I feel though that.l may be bringing proverbial coals to Newcastle, for I
`s know you' are well aware of the complexity of the queAion: "Beyond

ichool what else educates ?"
- If: I may make a guess, I'd venture at your other speakers have

already reminded you that beyon lmost everything educates. The ,
family, the neighborhood; the streets we live on. The Church,business, the
government, And of course, the media. All educate us in a variety'of ways.

'-By Media, I mean sometelevision, both educational and commercial,
which is also quote "educational:7

And I mean radio and those audio-visual aids which have done so much
to enliven classrooms around, the world.

And I'm not forgetting that fundamental device, the printed page in
books, magazines and newspapers.,Or records, games and puzzles.

At the Children's Television Workshop, we're constantly experiment-
ing with different media to help today's youngsters learn. One of our resear-

l ,,,chers came up with, w%haf she thought was a pretty good toy for modern
kids. It was a puzzle Whose pieces didn't fit together.. Her explanation: the
puzzle would prepare young people for the probability that things Won't
workout the way they want them to!

The product didn't get too far into deueloprlent for kids, but it occurs
to me that the subject we're tackling here could make thk puzzle, ap-
propriate for those of us in the educ Tonal field.

In other words, things aren't' go g'to work (int the way we anthem
to unless we look around at what's vailable.forteducation, including par-
ticularly the media, and make a cons 'ous effort to fit them together for our
own purposes.

My message this morning is simple:
The media, electronic and print: can be dramatically effective educa-

tional tools. And they can be even more effectbie when used together to-
. enhance each other's potential.

Just over ten years ago, I began a study underwritten by the
Carnegie Corporation of the feasibility of educagng young children with
television. At the time, television was characterizeB as a "vast wasteland."

And the most barren spot of all was the programming for children.
Mindless cartoons awl buffons and commercials, above all commercials,
mad le 'up the teleyision menu for `children.

The Children's Television Workshop was created to find a way to use
all of the marvelous audio-visual. techniques perfected 'by commercial
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television to see and to entertain as it means of attracting children to a shoe',/,'
with specific educational purposes. We call the show Sesame Streetan 'ex-
periment and still is. A laboratory, if you will, for investigating the:uses
of television as an aid 'to the eaucational development of preschool
children.

Back an 1968 when 41r began, we called together, in a Series of
seminars, more than 100 specialists in early education and child devvlov-
ment.'albng with writers, artists, musicians and television producers to fo--

mulate the initial curriculum goals of Sesame Street.
The group specified that we teach traditional sidlls, skills judged likely

to be most helpful to the child when entering school especially"' the
economically disa4antaged child. We concentrated on the most "fun-
damental skills, such as recognition of letters and numbers.

Last January, Sesame Street broadcast its one thaiisancih hour of
original programming. It was vastly different from the firstsho; broadcast
in November of 1969.

We will continue.to teach letters and numbers, but today we are also
teaching sight words and phrases, safety and nutrition, .cultural and
geographical differences and attempting experiments in affective educa-
ion.

4 . ,

We are taping more pfOgraiiks o }Ai ide the studio. Our intent is to
broaden the educational and culturgl.se,of-the'sliow by taking it to dif-
ferent environinents where youngsters live and'pla, and learn.

0 Our first venture was with Sot-fish-speaking' youngsters and Indians in
New Mexico. We hay e visited, Long IsWttl So d, and we are planning a
trip to the deep South. We are currently tapint.sho.,ws in Hawaii.

Let me show you some typieul examples of our work on Sesame Street,
starting with our trip'to New Mexico, then typical letters and numbers
pieces, short film dote in Appalachia and an affecting learning piece.

A few months ago, the National Assessment of Educational Progress
reported that nine-year-oldsAmericans are .reading better than their'
counterparts of a few years ago. Educational television shows Sesame

'Street in particular were cited among possibletfactors' in the imprdye-
.ment in'the scores.

So, scores are up. And, as might be expected, interest in reading is ris-
ing. More than 10 million copies of books based on Sesame Street have been
sold since the show went on the air eight years ago.

Our Sesame Street Magazine is among the most popular children's
magazines. Last year, its circulation jumped from 350,000 to nearly a half
million.

I'm trying to emphasize that telev4ion can promote reading; that/print
and television need not be mutually exclusivf

A case in point is CTW's Electric Company. In 1970, researchers and
CTW producers collaborated again ti, produce .The Electric Company.

"Also an experiment. its aim is to teach specific reading skills to seven-to-ten-
year-olds.

Frere, again, we offered a blend of appealing entertainment and
carefully designed curriculum. Music, animation and coirAly go to work.
on behalf of the printed

18.
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Many teachers repilft that who watch the` show have,im-

P.

proyed their reading ,kills and independent 'Impact testing hears out their
reports. This experiment has taught us a lot ,about how kids read and
pointed the way toward helping them deolop essential skills more easily.

,-The Electric Company is No iewe&by more then six million children,
4ialf in school and half at home. 't . t,

Millions of children watch the programs in various fornis on six con-
. tinents around the globe. . . .

Again,' we combine the electronic. and print 'media to reinforce our
basic goals to enhan.ce our educational effectieness. A few months.agu,
The Electric Company Magazine had a print,,run of 300,000,coPies.Company

I must point out here that we don't permit advertising in our magazines
4 because we are 'opposed to advertising directlyjto children. But our

feictmagazines do _return No epies,..as do royalties from the books, toys and
records and other prodt s we create. These rev enues help to support our
educational tele. ision programs and other educational experiments with

, media. , '
The, Electric ComAany is also being used as a findarnental component ,s,

. .

of instruction by reading clubs end in tutorial and remedial programs. The
Dallas eubc Libraries have included it in their summer residing .program,
and five fppitals igtBoston use it to tutor pediatric patients. t.

Here are some examples of how The Electric Company is using tele\ i-,;.,
sion to present print, - % : ,

This fall, we embarkon a new and quite different se ries call0 Thfe Best
of Pamilies.,It is nine hour's of dr.tma to be.shown in prime time on public
teley isidh, and it w ill illustrate the social history PI American between 1880
and 19(10. ".

Agin, we dedicated grekiimounts of time and energy to defining our" ,

ethicational goals, we called in historians, social scientists and .others..to
work with our researchers-and prqucers.so that the programs will be both
entertaining and educationhl. - .

`Here's the opening of the series which goes on air October 20. The
sets, clothing, veech and behav ior of the three fictional families, set against

. a backdrop of ?eil events, reflect the kind of detailed information the pro-
ducers recfivecle from our researchers. ., .

_ We exPect, to d'ev'elop print materials for schools to accompany this
.

series. - . ' , _

. But I don't want to talk eaCrUSiNelbbut educational telex ision. Com-
mercialmercial television, the programs you see on ABC, CBS, NBG and indepen-
dent commercial stations are also quote -education*" by accident
and by design. I am encouraged by the fact that in recent years more, corn-
mercial programs itre educating viewers by intent. ..

Since 1970, Cag stations have been developing a- television reatling
a ',.,,eprogram in which youngsters read scripts liefore and during a broadcast

a direct link between the sound coming from the set and the word on the
printed page. The program has enjoyed remarkable success. , tz

6'1 the beginning, Dr. Michael McAndrew exposimented with such prole
grams as,The Ropkies and Sanford and Son, using scripts bOrrOwed from i

,the prodUcerssand videocassette copies of the ,broadcasts. Later, he used ! ..
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programs like The Autobio
Franklin.

On the clay of the Elean
quirer printed the entire scr
read along. That day, circ
550,000.

A few days later, Dr
which had stocked larg

.Franklut was based. All
Whars more, for e

program, they have ga.
A As Dr. Michael

Philadelphia, put it:
detrimental to educa

raphy of Miss Jane Pittman andEleanor and

rand Franklin broadcast, the Philadelphia .
pt so the parents as well as the youngsters could
lation of the Inquirer jumped from 410,00 to

'McAndrew canvassed 30 boot:stores, most of
numbers of the book on which Eleanor and
it two wert sold out.

ery year that youngsters have participated 'in the
ed a year-and-a,half in reading skill.
Marcase, now Superintendent of Schools, in

eople have been knocking commercial television as
on: now we're learning to use it.-

There are those who preach that simply watching television is harmful
that the act in'itselris detrimental more so than the content of the pro-

gram.
How much do children watch? A survey made a few years ago revealed

thlit Children in the two-to-five age group spent 331.4,hours a week watching'
television while those in the .six-to-eleven group spent 25.5 hours.

Preschool children 'are- spending about a third, of their waking hours
before thedtelevisioQ set.

' I worry about excessive Niewing of television.
. Even if all television wereegoocl. we wouldn't want children to watch it

w-for so many hours a day. We want them to play, socialize with peers, look
fr at picture .books,when they are young, and read when they are older.

But the truth -is that.,at thisAime, in this country Jade is being done to
reach and teach parents particularly poor parents about the needs of
their children. So, unfortunately, some children will be allowed to view
television too much.

Thus, we miist concern ourselves as educators, parents and just plain
Citizens with what is being televised and, in particular, televised violence.

If CTW has proven that television can teach letters and numbers,
words, and ideas, who can doubt television's ability to teach 'antisocial
behavior.

And I am not against pictotialized violence per se. When it is shown as
an integral part of the action as in Roots it serves,a useful purpose. But
we must question the repetitiveness of gratuitous violence on television, that
is, violence dragged in to "hype" the ratings which`may hype t'he ratings
all right but which 'might also harm our children and ouy society.

Way back at the beginning orthese remarks, I said that I won;k1 like to
talk at least briefly about Vice qse,of print, other than text hooks, in the
classroom..bike the content of teleyikion programs, the content of the daily
newspaper can be used to stimulate discussion and-to m9tivate composition

)1? of essays and reports.
At BloCk Junior Nigh School in East Chicago, Indiana, students in the

American history,rlasses subscribe to'a major metropolitan daily. They are
given time to read the paper in class; discussion, group projects and quizzes
follow. 0.
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Again, students are urged to take the paper home to motivate Wady

discussion. The teachers who developed the program report that reading
scores have improved. r

1., .

Interestingly enough. positive results tend to appeal first among the
females. What, lesson there is in that bit of inteVence for newspaper
publishers, I cannot guess.

We at CTW have been experimenting with the 6rea on of multi- dia
materials for use in the classroom. sound filniStri who tapes with corn-
plementary acts it% books, games, and other materi, Is. They are designed
to Imhance. the' effectiveness of Sesame Street aurdThe Electric:Company.

We are particularly pleased that the material is produced in Spanish as
well ,rs in English, and that it can be used in the education of th
handicapped. -

In a few y ears°, more classrooms will doubtless have acce.* to cassett
play ers and cassettes, totlosed circuit television systems,to motion pictur
projectors, and to tele% ision sets themselves. A multi-media approach t
education Will become technically and economically feasible. /

CTW, and main *other producers already in the field or yet to corn
will be stretched to their limits to pros ide multi-media aids to teachers, Iy
the same token, the home, too, could become a more formal learniiig cent r
with easy access to educatiA, how-to, cultural, and'quality em,tertainmelit
video materials.

k

Potentially, the impact will be as greet as the printing press itself.
But the content for all this technology will be no better, no mor

taseut, no 'mire educational and no more pro-social than those who
duce it.

And-tha , indeed, must give us pause. We wILLne ed a lot of people. both
inclucatic d outside, and in and outside federal, state, and city govern-..." menu deli ed to a better idea than a quick dollar and the lowest common
denominator.

There's a road sign in rural Vermont that roads, "Dangerous," and
goes on to say, "Pick the right rut because you're going to be in it for the
text 15 Thiles." , _

In a sense, the uses of television and oth media for educational
purposes was in the wrong rut during the f generation of the medium.
Only in recent years have we begun to dispel the my th thatelevision is for
entertainment and the classroom is for learning. Now we know that' such
polarisation is wrong and damaging_to educational progress. especially as
demands accelerate for better education and greater access to knowledge
through 'a variety of media.

I believe we now have enough experience to be confident that with
continued study and experimentation and a greater national commitment,
to educational success for all children we can put television and other
media to work to enlighten the present generation and educate the next one,

There is enough potential there for us to feel, like Pogo, that we are
surrounded by insurmountable opportunities.- -

-
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-FILM FOR SUMMER INSTITUTE
CHIEF STATE SCHOOL OFFICERS
Traverse City,Michigan
1 August 1977

7
. .

New Mexico Opening, 1:33
Martiart Beauty #9 :57.
Appalachian Mailman 2:20,
Bert arid Ernie Typewriter 1:40
Lena and Grover 3:34

e

Total: 10:04

5 seconds of black

. Elec it ompany Opening .47,
Silhouette Blend .. 1:15
Smile . s :50

I`
Phantom of Love 1:55
Giant Person 1:00

s

Total:

5 seconds of black

562

o

Z

BO of Families,Opening

GRAND TOTAL

3:01

18:57
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THE ARTS AND HUMANITIES AS EDUCATORS:
Orchestrating the Dream.

Thomas P. Bergin
Dean of Continuing Educabon

University of Notre Dame -
Chairman, Artists-In-Schools Panel

_Nlational Endowment for the Arts

It was with considerable interest and enthusiasm that I accepted, some
months 'agq, your kind, invitifion to be with you today. I welcomed it
primarily because I thoubt of it as a challenge, an opportunity fdrine,to he
able to share with you some of the marvelous happenings I have witnessed"
in 'arts education in the public School systeni over the past. few years.

I have felt all 41onF, that you would gfpreeiate my sharing with yop
some df the thoughfi rhave concernjng the National Endowment's Artists-
in-Schools Program and arts eduction in general. -

.

My reason for being here stems primarilyefroirithe associatiin, insight
and enthusiasm I have experienced in arts education over the past seven
years as.a member and chairman of the Indiana Arts Commission and cur-
rently as chairman of the National Endowment's Artists -in- Schools panel, a-
responsibility I have held for the past three. years. .

AS a prelude to'our discussion this afternoon, I would like to present a
very short film which, in a brief and vivid way, describesOne of the Na2" 1

tional Endowment's programs bearing directly on the subject of the arts
and humanities in education. It is the Artists-hchools Program. I think.
you will enjoy the film.

110* FILM: RTISTS-INSCItOOLS :.. IN YOViSCHOOL

Film Dialogue ... ti
and I awoke and it was

k true
I saw everything I saw

sky of roses house of daisies
a tree of orange a book of

. apple and
I loved.it all and I lived,with

e -
it for the restofyy life

<

This chilli, was in the habit of coming to school 2 or 3 days a
week, just puffin§ in time. Then we had a sculptor, a guest artist. We
gave him a clump(of clay and'you would not believe has
really found himself and he liaslot missed a daY of school since,
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Children go to school certainly to learn` the intellectual fun-

,

damentals. But more than that, children go to school to learn about '
the world beyond home and to learn to rnake,observations and valid
judgments about the world, to learn to make choice esthetic as well as
practical; ih short, to prepare for a rich and full life.

A school is a fact factory. It is where children beginrto learn about
themselves, to perceive others, and to express what they see and feel. Artists-

in- &hools, sponsored by the National, Endowment 'for the Arts, was
developed in cooperation with th'e U.S. Office of Education, State Arts
Agencies, State Departments of Education, and local school districts. It is a
program aimed at expanding children's perceptions and in helping them to
express theinselves through the arts.

It began in 1967 with a few poets working in the schOols. During the
past 4 years, Doug Anderson was a guest poet in schools in several states
across the Eountry.

Generally, a guest poet i's invited to a school for a week. During that
time he reads a little of his work, perhapS some work by students in other
schools, and then tries to get the students writing Themselvesdoing it,
reading it sharing it with their friends.

When we ask children to use theirimaginations, we might well assume
that they are going to use them in very childish ways. I haye often fOund
that the creative ingenuity, the imaginative power of pertsons 10 or 12 years
old is often as great, perhaps greater, than at any other time duiing their

In 1969 six pilot projects across the country brought visual artists into
the schools. Success built upon success and today more than 1 million
students and teachers are participating throughout the-50 states and in five
special jurisdictions from Sarasota to American Samoa, froafFairbanks to

-the Ourerbanks.
Beginning with a modest budget in 1969, the prograni has grown to

more than $3.5 Million a year. It includes nearly 2,000 professional artists
now at work in the schools. They are dancers, musicians, poets, actors,
film-makers, photographers, fOlk artists, craftsmen and craftswomen,
sculptors, painters, potters, architects, and environmental designers.
Although many teach the arts, the artist is not expected to be a teacher only.
He is an artist doing what he or she does professibnally; where the students
and teacherecan watch and share in the experience of creative work. They

.learn firsthand about people who earn a liming through words, or shapRs
' and colors, or sounds, or movement.

Not every child will become an artist; that is ndhthe purposed the pro-
gram. Each child has an opportunity to discover his own imagination, to
discover his own natural desire to create, to express his own feelings inhis
own way.

It is misleading in a sense to consider artists-in-schools a Federal pro-
gram. It is instead 5,000 local programs; each one different, each one
unique, eachone special:

If a school or a community wants to participate in a program and
wants to share the Federal funds, it applies to the state arts agency. That
agency, in turn, applies to the National Endowment for the Arts for morfey
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to help honor the.Artists-in-Schools projects in that state. Together the state
agenCies at each 1°4 school select a program and recruit.a professional
artist. The success of the program depends lirgely on the artist. He must be",
a special kind of person as well as an able professional.,

In many states a special panel is formed and consults with the Arts
agency in participating schools to review programc and select the artist. A
typical panel in the visual arts, for example, might include the state arts
council director, the arts supervisor for the state public school system, a
curbior from a museum or gallery, a practicing artist or craftsman, and the
president of a local crafts or arts council.

The artists then works in residence at the schoola new and exciting
resource for the students, the teachers-, and the community as well. He can
work with the students singly or in groups outside the regular curriculum.

,J-le works with the teachers holding workshops where they can watch him
work and explain his art. He works with the community doing poems or
pottery, giving recitals or shows, offering his art and his expertise. The
length of the residency depends upon an artist's discipline.

A company of dancers, for example, might only be in residence for a
couple of weeks giving perfornances, conddeting workshops, teaching
classes, showing the school or a community that ,perhaps had never seen
professional dancing before, what the art of dance is all about.

A painter or sculptor typically sets up his studio in the school and may
stay foj months.

The most successftil piiojects are the ones in which an artists becomes a
part of the school and the community, and that takes time,

It is hard to describe a typical artist-in-school project because each one
is designed to meet a specific situation. Following the endowment's general
guidelines, the artists and schdol design a project best suited to their par-
ticular needs and resources. The state arts agency acts as an adviser and
coordinator. I

The real direction, the real ,energy, cbmes from the -people in- .
olyed creatiN e administrators, teachers, students, and parents. Most im-

portant, everyone learns about an art form in a direct and intimate way,
from the working artist, himself. The children, many of them, for the first
time team they can express themselves through 'art and learn that they have
unique things to say. The creative urge is universal. Their own special way
of seeing and doing has value.

There have beeRkindreds of successes where the program just does not
add a new curriculum or decorate the walls of the school. Many children,
adults, and communities have already benefited from the works of the pro-
gram. An artist-in-school awakenseveryone to the choice of creative work,
to the excitement of new perceptions and the pleasure of personal,expres-
sion. 4

It doesn't really matter when yqii are trying tobe creative whether you
get high grades or low grades. It really doesn't matter. Everyone has an im-
agination.

The artist-in-school confirms that there is something of the artist in
each of us, especially when we are children and art is all around us to see,
hear, or feel. Each of us can learn the art of perception, the art of expres-
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sion, through words and sounds, colors, and motion, if given the opportukii-
ty. Wbat better way is there than by bringing the artists into the schools.
Bring them. into your school. -

The spirit, sight and sound, color and movement we have just ex-
perienced delivers its own message. These represent the very foundation of
the arts in,,education. Because our senses are engaged, the ideas and con-

. cepts the'film are broLkht closer to the real-life experiences, they aim to
embody. It is just such an exercise, involving feelings, the affective side of
Our lives, which the arts are so uniquely capable of, and which makes their
place in education so crucial.

For just a few moments I would like to focus specjfialy" on some of the
contributions which I° feel the National Endowment's Artists-in-Schools
Program has been making to our artists, our children, and communities
throughout the country.

I honestly find, it difficult to exaggerate the significance, the impact,
and the tremendous rewards which I believe have been accruing to the
young pelple of our nation through,the Artists-in-Schools Program. It has
created a whole new dimension in their sensitivity and awareness to the arts
and the role that art should play in their dally lives. In my own mind, I see
this new experience for the student,Ninstinctively arid 'very quickly, equated
to the whole concept of joy and as Teilllard de Chardin has so ap-
propriately put it "Joy is the most infallible sign of the presence of God."

It is with the word "joy"that I would like to quickly present some of
the first-rate activities, and what I feel are almost miraculous transitions,
currently taking place in classrooms and schools throughout this country
under the name -of the artists-in-schools. For it is precisely this sense of
"joy" which is badly needed in our schools and, indeed, in our general con-
cept of education. Jt is this sense of joy in education which artists-in-schools,
along with many other ne and imaginative programs, has succeeded 'in
bringing to our'educationa rocess.

In the-words of one Alabama educator. describing his reaction just
recently to an artists-in-schools residency within his school, he said ...
"After 33 years in education,I'm seeing for the first time §omething truly
new and exciting. I can't imtine why this wasn't done 200 years ago."
This year, iri over 6,000 schools throughout the nation, educators, children,
parents and communities are voicing similar reactions to this exciting and
innovative program in basic education.

As you know, the Artists-in-Schools Program is an attempt to make
change possible within school structure itself by incorporating the arts
into the standard'curridlla.

At the core of the program is the firm belief, consistently echoed by a
substantial number of prominent educators and administrators, people like
yourselves, that the experience of art is basic to the human spirit and that it
should be offered'to all children as an essential part of their educative pro-
cess. The hope and dream is to expand the personality of the child, develop'
his/her emotional attitudes and receptivity to the processes of learning ... to
instill in our young an awareness of creativity as a living and personal pro-
Cess that wilIendure long 'after their formal education is completed.

It is, ladies and gentlemen, a hope and dream which, before our very
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eyes, is coming tciruition in thousands of classrooms across this nation, a
quiet "revolution" in which are contained the seeds pf some of the most
profound and pervasive changes ... changes which can touch all olour lives
... most importantly, touch and enha,nce the lives of our children.

A few weeks ago, I received a letter from a colleague of mine, a
member of the faculty of a prominent university in the east, which .says
something about this program, and I would like to readirom that letter.

"Tom,
About two months ago I was one of those asked by the Office of `-

Education to read applications for their new program in support of
'the ,arts in public schools. Time after time the applications which I
saw made reference to participation in the Artists-in-Schools Program
and I gathered from the gnarly who wrote in that this program is
beginning to have major impact on plablic school education in the
arts.

As you know, 'many public school teachers of art, music, drama,
etc. raised objections to the program when it was first launched
becausg they felt that persons not trained to work with children were
usurping their functions. I believe that just the opposite has now been
proved, namely the impact of these visitors is such that they generate
additional interest in and support for the arts in the schools.

The National Endowment forthe Arts Program continues to serve
the fuqction of , stimulating the development of public -school pro-
grams in the arts and it seems to me that the applications I reviewed,
which came from all pats of the country and school systems,, carried
that message home very clearly and forcibly."

It is indeed a dream which is becoming a reality in California, where
the Alvarado School Art Workshop has dramatically enriched the arts cur-
riculum of participating public schools, as well as creatively transforming
many of the physical settings in which this art takes place.

The program is designed to- utilize the talents of professional artists
working with children in emperation with teachers and administrators to
increase the students' experience with

I
creative arts in molding a new

physical environment.
Working within the common framework, the program retains the flex-

ibility which allows schools, teachers, students, gnd parents to decide what
resources of the Alvarado Program are best suited to their,paiticular needs.

t ft is my understanding that it is becoming a realitr in East Lansing,
Michigan; where a commitment to the artists-in-schools concept was the
catalyst for the establishment of a pevanent "creative dance movement
pi-6gram" in grades 1-5, of all nine East Lansing elementary schools.

It is happening in Portland, Maine, where the full-residency of a
sculptor created a major breakthrough to involve the arts as a dynamic,
creative force in vocational education, indeed providing us with a brief
glimpse of the tremendous potential of the arts in all areas of the educa-
tional system. There are many other fine examples and, again, they are not
confined to the Artists-in-Schbols Program.
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Under another category of the endowment's ducation program,
Learning Through the Arts, it is happening not only i the schools, and notonly for the 'young, but also in projects outside of th; schools and in com-munities across the nation helping to further demon trite that the arts dochange the face of education and present an exciting new way of learning.

In Boston, for example, aging, infirmed and disa led persons in over 40nursing homes in and around the Boston area have ad their lives enrichedand renewed by The Learning Guild, a mobile a is education programwhich brings arts programs and workshops directl to the doors of those so
often neglected and discounted by the more vocal lements of our society.As part of this program, an 80-year-old former ri ress -shop owner at theWilliam Francis Nursing Home in Cambridge c eated a line of puppets
made from cardboard tubes, seyrofoam: ands rands of yarn, tappingwithin herself a source of creativity and jdy wh eh might well otherwisehave gone unnoticed and unexpressed.

In California, talented and bright, yet n rologically.handicappedChildren of the Full Circle Residential Center have been placed by-TheGrowing Mind, in a crafts, apprenticeship py'ogram intended to involve.them in meaningful careers in the arts througli.a training program of high
artistic qualify. 44.rtists from the nationally-known Bolinas Craftsnlan'sGuild work wit children in .an approach which stresses nutrition,physical therapy and special academic remediation within, the context ofserious artistic training.

As exciting as ail of these are, they are really only scratching the sur-face ... there are millions more of our young people to be reached. The
artists-in-schools approa'ch, in a very particular way, is providing foci -the
long neglected role of the professional artists as a dynamic and life-giving
fbrce in fhe educational process. In classroom after classroom, that-natural-
ly symbiotic relationship which exists'between the arts and education -Swittl, artists everywhere receiving inspiration and creative energ,' from ourchildren, and children everywhere being exposed to the tremendous
creative potential of their own lives) is being revealed to us as the catalystfor what may well become a new and highly innovative approach inAmerican-education ... an age in which joy and learning, euphoria ,and
discipline, creativity- and knowledge, progress and traditional education
are no longer seen-as antithetical concepts, but as partners in a renewed
commitment to a philosPhy of education which is as old as the Greeks
that truth and beauty are one and the same, and are best attained when thehuman spirit is free to come to terms with the creative impulses which areits rightful destiny._

None of us here need to be convinced or converted, we areunreservedly committed our Problem for the most part is ... how do weget there effectively, economically and politically in a reasonable andmeaningful way.
I thitik I have some reasonable observations and recommendations tomake ahich could be helpful ...
OW the past two years I have been serving on a national study panelfocused primarily upon assessing the signifance of the arts for Americans,and more specifically, education. The twenty-five members of this panel,
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chaired by David Rockefeller, Jr., took their work very serious'y. They were
selecttd not for their professional ekperience in the field of arts education,
but rather for their concern about the arts, their concern about education,
and their foncern for the way Amerjcans live. The panel was originally en-
titled, Arts, Education and Americans. On May 24 of this year with
scheduled congressional hearings and a national conference in Washington
our report was made public. It is entitled, Coming to Our Senses. If you ,.
have not already received a copy of this publication f, Coming to Our .

.

Senses I know you will very shortly as l made sure your name was on the
list*. . .

With some modesty, and yet as one who workgd hard on this report, I
urge you to read this document carefully it is accurate and it represents
an immense distillation and synthesis of the total picture of the arts in .
education programs now under way around the nation, Aliso presents vecy
clearly a forceful case for "the power and urgency of arts education" in the
lives of all Americans. The report is filled with moving evidence of the need
for learning in, about and through the arts. There are fifteen major recom-
mendations with some 96 supplemental ones stemming from the major
i§sues. , i

I will not distress you by attempting to highlight thilik recommenda-
tions as I feel you will welcome the opportunity to do so, quietly arid ref fec-
,tively, once you have the full report as background.

A
There are, however, three very solid principles which underline the fa-

s teen major categories of the recommendation and I think it is important
to mention them here.'

1. The fundamental goals of American education can be realized orily when the arts
. become central to the individual's learning experience, in or out of schools and at

eVery stage of life.
12. Educators at all levels must adopt tie arts as a basic component of the curriculum

deserving parity with all other elements. -
3. School programs in the arts should draw heavily upon all available resources in the .

community: the artists, the materials, the media, And theiotal environment both
natural and Tanmade. -,..

..
In droving to embrace these principles, it seems to me, one of the first

big problems to be resolved concerns the dispersion of responsibility and
duplication, and/or fragmentation, of effort among those federal agencies
which.administer the major 14islatve programs in arts education. This
problem is pla in perspective in a well-focuSed statement contained in
the report C ming to Our Senses. That statement is as follows:

Sihce the early 1960's the federal government has played an increasingly important role

' in developing ideas and initiating new programs. As a rule, federal agencies have in-
fluenced art progfams by providing financial guidelines. Predictably, the rapid growth of
federal involvement has been acompanied by a dispersion of responsibility among a
number of separate federal programs and agencies. Despite the creation of coordinating
bodies, there are significant duplidations of effort in some situations and wimp ommis-
skins M others ...

1.- .
. It is fair to say that similar problems exist between and among the ma-

jor assocations of arts educators and the private foundations operating in
the field. Adquate communication mechanisms within the federal establish-i
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ment a nd among the private associations must be greatly improved and
strengthened. The time is now because the apptopriate,envitonafent exists.

The education programs. within the National Endowment far the
`Humanities hal'e from time to time supported significant 'studies Of the role
of the arts in humanistic/ studjes. However, the Focus usually has been more
concerned with the study of the arts tlianit has been with their practice.
The Humanities Endo ment .has assisted iri curriculum development ac-

.

tivities which includes fie acts-in interdisciplinary instructional programs
and has, of course, su portedipriljects aimed at improving elementary and
secondary 'school tea ping in the humanities.

As you look at t e various existing'programs and activities, there is no
escaping the fact tha no serious rational, coo dinated plan has been design-
ed to deal with arts education isn2: long r . The pattern of support has
'evolved haphazardly. There ha n no serious systematic analysis of all
the components which together make u the remely complicated arts
eflu tion'' picture.

Over time, separatelegislative actions have taken place, as one agency
or- another has pressed for a particular action. - Once a new program
becomes established it seems to have grown unilaterally without much at-
tention being paid to objectives and program giials or funding policies.

It is obvious, the lack of a,sound, identifiable policy structure has con-
tributed substantialy to confuse many at a variety of educational levels, in-
cluding those in the federal agencies and in the Congress.'

One of the recommendations made by the Arts, Education and
Americans panel in its report, Coming to Our Senses, could remedy this in
some measure. It calls for the establishment of a "National Arts Education
,Leadership Program," one which couldjnclude a broad spectrum of arts
education allies: ,that is, "schobl administrators, education curators in
museums, and the ethication directors of other arts institutions, education
program directors of state and local arts councils, project leaders, and those
educators engaged in 'arts education leadership positions at tile state,
regional and district lever.",

Surely,-this country is well behind other educational systems in the
utilization of the arts as an educational resource. For example, id China'

\and in Russia as part of their national arts educational program, arts
education is woven into and used in the basic fabric of the educational pro-
cess. They understand how to make the arts work for educational purposes, .

particularly early education. They believe arts education does not work in
isolation; it must be integrated early_on, into the education process.

Perhaps such a national sdUcational leadership,progra, as described
in Comitg to Our Senses, Might ,permit us to move more quickly toward
establishing a strong national posture concerning the arts in our educa-
tional structure. , ,

In appraising the cu ent situation ... attempting to determine how we
get there effectively, e nomically and politically in a reasonable and...)
meaningful way, I uld like to present some of the elements which I view
,as strong inotivat nal forces which are currently at work, and which
ultimately could provide for vast and sweeping changes in arts education if
they were,carefully and delicately orchestrated.
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Again, drawing upon my personal experience and association with the
state arts agencies and the National Endowment for the Arts, I honestly
believe we are on the threshold of some significant breakthroughs in art
education on a var ty of level's. There is a new mood a new wave of the
future in which ma of our good, schools are acquiring greater
understanding anct appreciation of what giftedness is all about a new
sensitivity to artistic interpretation and in identifying all of the various
talents among our young. They are beginning to think- of art ,as a process
and not just a pfoduct. We must keep this new spirit alive and encourage its
advancement.

My optimism and, indeed, my rationale for this anticipated rebirth for
the arts within our 'educational system is focused upon-the substantial
changes which are already under way ... at the federal, state and local level,
411 of which can generate effective change. Let me just comment on a few of
these.

There is genuine interest and a new motivation at the national level. At
the 'present time Congress has every intenticln of becoming more involved in
the arts, specifically as they relate to the education of oar young.

Ire reeept Congressional support for the National Endowment for the
Arts and Humanities provides further evidence that this commitment will
grow and become a substantial part of. .natirtal policy.

4I can think of no better way of presenting.the spirit and future action
we might'expect from Congress than to read to you the message my good

iend, John Brademas2asked'me to present at this meeting:,.---
I was very pleased to learn that the Chief State School Officers had invited my consti-
tuent and good friend, Tom Bergin, to deliver a paper on 'The Arts and Humanities as
Educators" at their 'annual meeting, for as chairman of that suhagnmittelof the United
States House of Representatives with juriidiction over the arts andhumanities, I have
taken particular interest in the endowment's efforts to encourage a greater appreciation
for the arts and humanities in elementary and secondary school pupils.

I congratulate the Chiefs on their attention to this extremely important subject and
assure them of my continued commitment to this vital component of education.

9

The President, his Cabinet and the executive offices are ago very much
interested and intend to be Continually involved in the arts. At the cabinet
level, the Department of Health, Education and Welfare, and the Office of
Education, there is clear indication that there will be some changes made:
As a matter of fact at a recent meeting of the alts held at the Museum of
Modern Art, Mrs. Joan Mondale said:

This administration is devoted to broadening the base of support for the iirtsAd the best
war to accomplish this goal is through the recognition-that the-arts have a place in all
areas of our lives they are part of our total environment. '

I believe we cairexpect good suppOrt at this level and we ought to make sure
that it is intellectually interpreted and effectively. administered.

Within the National Endowment for the Arts itself there, has been a
continuing evaluation and reassessmeni of the various programs in educa-
tion. The chairman, Nancy Hanks, has been very conscious of this need and
continues to seek resources both human and financial in trying to provide
sutantial growth and improved opportunities for the arts in education.

In turning to the state level ... may I say right off that there are
many here in this room who have been quietly and imaginatively moving
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mountains in relation to the arts programs within their own particular
states.

In many of the states this quiet revolution has been underway for some
time and it is indeed succeeding. The Ad Hoc Coalition of States under the
JDR 3rd Fund has Ipen a' significant part of this movement, along with
many other special programs which have been initiated within the in.:
dividua I, states.

There are several states vl.:hich might be cited as exemplary models of
prdgress in the arts. My own state of Indiana and, indeed, the tremendous
accomplishments Harold Negley has succeeded in bringing abOut could
well ,represent one such exemplary model.

However, lest you think I was being too provincial, I decided to go-
west, and selected the state of Washington, a state which, it seems to me,
has made some truly significant strides in arts education.

Back ih 1966, the State of Washington initiated the Cultural Enritiient
Program, which was funded initially with Title III monies and later funded
entirely by legislative appropription to the Office of the State Superinten-
dent of Public Instruction. The program consists of performances in schools
throughout the state by sqch professional groups as the Seattle Symphony,
Spokane Chamber Orchestra, Seattle ,Opera, Seattle Repertory Theatre,
First Chamber Dance 'Company; plus performances by many smaller
musical, theatre, or dance ensembles. The program also tours the state art-
mobile, which presents visual art collections including original works by
Mark Tobey and other famous northwest artists, as well as crafts and North
Coast Indiap art. The program has been funded at approximately $500,000
annually.

The State of Washington has an Artists-M-Schobls Prograrn which in
many respects is similar to those funded in the other states. However, it also
includes an outreach program that serves small rurallschools in the plains
of eastern Washington with weeklong residencies,

The State of Washington also has, throughThe Centrum Foundation, a
series of 20 week-long workshops for the. state's creatively talented
students: The workshops include music composition, modern dance,
theatre, visual arts, poetry. All workshops are led 'by professionals in the
arts including nationally famous persons in poetry and in the dance. The
program budget is about $125,006 annually and is funded by the Gifted
Div ision of thOffice of the State Superintendent of Public Instruction, the
National Endowment's Alternative Education Program, the- State Arts
Commission and local school districts.

About four years ago, in the State of Washington: a special project en-
titled Arts for the Handicapped and Very Special Arts fairs was organized
and funded by federal, state and special education monies, about $100,000
per year "It serves mentaly and physically handicapped youngsters from
throughout the state and is, now being repliCateci nationally,

Currently underway, the state has a Comprehensive Arts in Education
project with up to 27 elementary schools which have been selected to
become model sites for the infusion of the arts in basic education. As I
understand it, thb state will provide modest seed money and technical
assistance. Funding will depend on a strong focal- effort.
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° I think it is important to point out that the State of Washington
Legfslaturp recently passed a description of basic education for purposes of
state school funding. The description inclUdes music and art, K through 12,
as basic learning'areas.

'All of this concern and commitment for the arts in education is taking
place in one of our states ... the State of Washington. It is happening in
others and it ought to be happening in all. 411r

'L , Mans of the states haN e or are currently considering a.sPecific line item
in their budgets for arts in education. This is\a terribly important. concept
and mos enient, a great ajternative from havineto rely on the traditional'
prOcess, of the as ailabilits of discretionary funds *funds which ultimately
are never quite so available or discretionary.

It is fair to sas that in most instances a st tes, hve been very
cooperatise and anxious to participate in the arts p ogram opportunities
pips ided by the federal gosernment, regardless of how modal thcse, funds
might be. ,

,

For example, the Arts Education Pr-ogram of the UnitettStatesbffice of
Education, in section 409 of the Education Amendments of 1974, author- ,

lied a minimum of $750,000 each fiscal year "to encourage and assist state
and local education agencies to establish and conduct programs in which
the arts are an integral part of elementary and secondary school pr4,1grams.-,

All would agree, $.750,000 is not a great amount of money spread-6Ni-
,50 states, and >et it has been, I believe, effectively used. In Jurie 1.976, 89
grants were made for 4-i state level Projects and 44 local level projects in 3,1
states. Last month !June 1977; 77 grants were made for 30 statewide pro-
jets and 47 local projects. . .

So fc-ir most state and local projects concentrate on training those who
bring the arts to children ' classroom teachers, artist-teachers, profes-
sional artists, arts specialists, and 'administrators. Most use artists in some
capacity-,--to demonstrate a particular art form, to help plan, to advise.

Mans state education agencies are involved in statewide arts education
planning or offer assistance. Grants have pros ided for wigkshops,.newslet,-.
tern, mini-grant programs, or just a few yearly meetingsV bring together
arts and education represelitatises at the state level. Sot gtat,e_agencies
had well established visual 'art .dnd music pr I rams,',?ut needed to in-
troduce dance and drama,: to teach them as art-711nguage arts or
reading. Some concentrated on developing arts curricula. *.,,,

Mans of these,projects had substantial backing from state educAion_
departments or school districts. Some had funds from state or local arts
councils, from the Artists-in-Schools,Program, and from primate sources. 1._

Another ser> significant and dynamically expanding,opportunity for
arts education at the state level is represented by the state arts agencies or
commissions. IM ..

The growth, strength and commitment of our state arts agencies, aver
the past ten years, is in itself a phenomenon. While they stumbled and
fumbled in the early stages and did not always have effective leadership
and adequate budgets, they have indeed come of age. These councils today,
for the most part, represent serious people committed to the arts, intelligent
people who consistently look for a good working partnership with state and

....
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local educational systems toward greater extension of the arts. They have
revved up support from their state legislatures and thus have succeeded in
securing more appropriate budgets to accommodate the cultural needs
within their state'.. Nationally, their budgets total over $50 Million, and
that $50 million is up from $5 million ten years ago. Along with this in-
crease has come matching funds from the communitties.In many instances
they are over-matched.

Today, for the first time fiscal year 1978 states have appropriated
more money to state arts _agencies than the federal government has in the
past. Historicallyit has been the other way aroun

One really important aspect of this gro3th and development focuses
upon the fact that ,virtually every state aft agency. is.currently wor4ing
closely with some local public school systems and providing comipunity -

support for expanding arts and community progranis in the public schools.
Their flexibility, staff and general commitment to the arts in education
represent valuable allies in demonstrating public support for expanding
arts in education programming.

This coalitionof citizen support from outside, along with faculty and
'administrators' support from inside, is a very strong, coalition and, not in-
frequently, a coalition which can be made to worklfor the state department
of education in cooperation with the state arts agencies.

In many states, the state arts agency is allocating better than one-third
of its arts programming funds to arts -in- education projects and programs,
School administrators at the state and local level have shown a great deal of
professionalism in handling this new support and as a result the program is
highly respected within the educational community ... a situation which in
the past might have been-highltpoliticized.

Another strong force working in support of arts in education is focused
upon the growing number and the effectiveness of community arts councils.
Five years' ago, community arts 'councils numbered 300. Today, it is
estimated that there-are more than 1,500.
. In the communities themselves, through the.schools and the local arts

, councils, there has been generated new sensitivity and motivation which is
enriching the arts in a variety of ways within these communities in'and
out Of schools with the old and the young among the infirm and the
underprivileged. The councils have created a new wave of interest in the
arts and the joy whi eyhring to the-total community. Many of these
community arts. co nbils ye substantial funds antihuman resources
available which can frequen y be of great service to the public school
system, through direct community contacts outside the educational
establishment. They can reach parents and other members of the communi-
ty in uring support at the voter level for expanding arts and humanities
progr s within the state department of education and/or the local system.

Wi in these same communities corporate giving to the arts has alsq ex-
panded tremndously, and in many instantts this support goes directly to
community arts education programs.

Thikrepresents a significant amount ofmontiy; over the past 10 years
,corptirare support of the Arts has moved from $22 millidn a year to $221
million in 1976.
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These, then, are some/ef the areas and forces where' change is taking
place changes which augur well for impaned arts in education. I believe
they are strong forces and that they represent opportunities which we have
not had in the past. As some of these changes,continue, their objectives and
commitment refined, they cannot help representing a strong force for the
changes all of us would like to see' take place.

I an sure we would all agree there is a tremendous number of divergent
`parts and components which must be carefully assembled into this mosaic.

It is not an easy task and yet the promise it inspires, like the artist in his
ote'painting, should move;. each of us to gothe full mile and try to make it

happen. .

.
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pHAPTER V

THE EDUCATIONAL EFFECTS OF NUTRITION

NM(

Joan Gussow
Chairperson, Program in Nutrition

Teachers College, Colunibia University

When I first saw titlelassigned to this session, The Educational Ef-
fects of Nutrition, I ssumed I was being asked here to dIcuss a topic which
has had a great dea of press in the last decade --\namelY, does a child's
nutritional status affect that child's performance in school? And if so,
how? I Understand that you need to know the answers to these questions,
simply because so much has been said and written about poor children
brain-damaged by poor diets.

But I have in recent years become more concerned about a problem
which underlies questions relating to nutritional' status and behavior and
which clearly has much broader implications for this and other socities:
namely, who is teaching our children what to eat and is that education ap-
propriate? Since the overall topic-of this series of presentations is Beyond
the School What Else Educates? I feel justified in asking that question
about food. What 'is society teaching children about food? What, if
anything,are your schools teaching them? And is there anything any of us
can do about it?

So L am going to begin today by discussing the educational effects of
nutrition and end by discussing the nutritional effects of education. I think
you wilt'find the first part a little boring but optimistic; I trust you will find
the seconyl part amusingly depressing.

Let me start with some basic definitions. Nutritionists do- not
should not use malnutrition and hunger interchangeably. Malnutriti n is
a state which can be clinically or chemically defined by a symptom com-
plex like anemia, for example, or by a low,level of a nutrient in one of the
Body fluids. Hunger, on the other hand, is a- state of physiological and-,
psychological discomfort associated with needing or wanting to eat.
very hungry person may or may not be malnourished sINnay merely
have missed dinner the night before while a severely malnourished per-
son is often too sick to be hungry. My iijjial focus here will be on
malnutrition.

What is known about the effects on humans, especially young humens,
of obtaining inadequate or inappropriate food? The question must le asked
even before birth. That is, does the mother's nutritional status during

vt. pregnancy affect the mental competence of the child she bears? We know
that poor women are likely to be less well- nourishedtiuring pregnancy', than
Women who are not poor, and that their children re, likely to be less
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healthy and to score more poorly on intelligence and achievement tests.,But
are these facts related? Does nutritional stress in mothers-to-be negatively
affect the mental development of their offspring?

There are two scientific ,stays to test such a relationship, directly or in-
directly. You can test it directly by altering the mother's nutritional status

either by starving or by supplementing her and then look to see if there
is a parallel alteration in the mental development of her infant. It is obvious
that there isoll), one direction in which we can make use of this method
experimentally. We cannot in g9od conscience deliberately starve pregnant.
females. But we can supplement their diets and see what happens later to
their children. Such a study was done about 20 years ago.' Women were
given various dietary supplement oh pregnancy and several years later the
IQ's of their children were tested and compared with those oLa group of
children whose mothers had not been given supple5'nebts. The,re5tilts were
marginally positive; the scores of children from one supplemented group
appeared to be modestly affected, the scores of children from.the othq sup-
plemented group did not. In fact, the study was uninterpretable because of
all the unaccoynted for things that happened between the time the mother
*as handed het supply/of vitamin pills and the time the psychologists tested
her child's IQ. -

Much more recently, a direct experiment of.the opposiPsort the
kind I said couldn't be done was reported. involved starving pregna
women; so' it was _euphemistically called "an experiment of nature
really the by- product of man's inhumanity to man, and,wornan. The in-
westigators looked at the adult intellectual status of a group of individuals
whose mothers had been severely undernourished during pregnancy
specifically during the "hunger winter" in Holttdward thqwend of
_World War II, when the Germans abruptly cut off food-supplies to several
Dutch cities.' Because the resultingfamine was 'brief (the Allies came to the
rescue by Spring) and'because it had a clearly defined beginning and end,
and, finally, because Holland's continuous records pergeitted follow-up of

o persons born in this famine period, the researchers were le to ex mine the
adult intelligence of persons born to mothers malnourished during various/
trimesters of their, pregnancies. No differences in adult intelligence
associated with maternal malnutrition were found. I should hasten to point
out that this cannot be interpreted to mean that prenatal nutrition is unim-
portant. The population involved here was quite well nourished beforeithe
{amine began, and all the infants were rehabilitated before the end of their
firs1 year of life sin& the SOinelad by then ended. Unfortunately., these
are not the conditions under which poor mothers characteristically bear
and rear their infants in peacetime. .

This sort of ditect Jest is clearly very awkward to carry out. Fortu-
nately, there is an indirect way to examine vthe maternal-diet-infant-
development relationship using a kind of "House That Jack Built
model. That is, if you can show that poor diet m pregnant/ is associated
with excess abnormalities of pregnancy and birth; and if you can also shpw
that such abnormal pregnancies and births produce excessive numbers of
children who are physically mid/or mentally handicapped, it is then possi-
ble to argue confidently that mothers' poor diets are a hazard to the
development of their4rtra'nts.
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Wi reviewing the supporting evidence, let me ,lay simply that both
these ateme is tuFn out to be true: complicated pregnancies and births do
increase the risk of handicap in eleildren who are their prOducts, and mater-
nal malnutrition does produce an excess of pregnancy and birth complica-
tions. The evidence is clearest where low-birthweight is concerned.' Both
the mother's height, as it reflects the adequacy of her own childhood nutri-
tion, and the mother's weight before she even conceives the baby appear to
affect birthweight. So does her weight gain during pregnancy, a fact which
has led to a number of productive'studies.4

For as these relationships between weight-gain, premature births, and
mental handicap began to be clarified in the late 1960's, a number of in-
v estigators initiated intervention studies, studies, in which supplemental
calories and other nutrients were supplied to high-risk pregnant women to
see whether their incidence of low-birthweight babies thereby be
reduced. Results from these studies indicated that birthweiVit could indeed

...he significantly increased and the risk to the infant thereby decreased
if mothers were provided with .extra food while they were carrying the
fetus.' Thus the available evidence clearly supports the notion that if we
care about giving children a fair start intellectually, we need to worry
,about the nutrition of expectant. mothers. Indeed, the evidence has been suf.
ficiently compelling as to have helped generate in 1972 a program which
now prov ides,supplemental foods to almost 900,000 poor pregnant and
nursing women and their young children. Though no definitive evaluation
of the effectiveness of the WIC Program (Women, Infants and Children) is
yet available, preliminary data clearly suggest that WIC is raising birth-
weights among the children or participants and thus accomplishing its
goal of lessening those children's risk of handicap.e

What about the infants and children themselves? What does the scien-
tific literature tell us about the importance to their mental development of
providing them w ith optimal diets? Surprisingly little, partly because we
don't know how to definr+TP,optimal diet. Since the topic of thelimitvof
nutrition science will be important later on, let me elaborate a little here
about what we do and don't know. We know' that undernutrition or
malnutrition, depending upon its severity , the age of its v ictitn, the v

-....."Nistory, and the nutrients involved, cau.produce a range of symptoms In
severe deprivation there may be clear-cut diseases or symptom complexes
such as iron-deficiency anemia (found predominantly among children and
premenopausal women) of xerophthalmia-Tand kwashiorkor (diseases of
vitariiin A and protein deficiency respectively which are seldom found at
all in the U.S.). Less severe deficiency can produce a reduced growth rate in
children apparently without necearily producing any other clear-cut
clinical symptoms. And finally,. where deficiency is minimal, there may
occur a variety of conditions which might be called, for lack of a better
term, "suboptimal health."

How do these various deficiency states affect persons who suffer faim
them? At the suboptimal health end of the scale, we hardly know how so
define malnutrition, much less specify its effects on physical or mental func-
tioning. We haven't established -nnanal" serum levels for many nutrients
so that we cannot.say whether a particular person deviates from nrdrmal
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or whether it would be significant.if he or she did. This is what makes nutri-
tion such a fertile field for creative minds. Most of us, for a number of-
reasons, fail to feel perfect so much of the time; and so little is known about
what "hidden hungers" (as the ads call them) might feel like, that someone
is always ready to make a buck telling us that Vitamin E or Vitamin C, or
Fiber, or Selenium or CocalCola will make us feel terrific.

What about the next level of malnutrition the chronic sub-nutrition
thlt produces a reduced rate of growth' in children? How ominous a,sign is
that as far as mental development is concerned? The hypothesis that there is
some link between physical growth and mental development has a long and

histqyy ,7 but the nature of that link is not clear. Growth rate in
children has long been used as an indicator of nutritional adequacy the
best fn children grow the fastest' so attempts have been made to relate
size: as a reflection of growth rate, to various measures of intelligAce
and/or behavior in order to demonstrate the effects of chronic malnu-
trition on intelligence. In countries where both severe malnutrition and
severe growth retardation are commonplace, there is some evidence that
the height-intelligence relationship holds,' but not in this country. Among
groups 4P poor children here, the shortest cliklcIren do not appear to have
the lowest IQ's nor the tallest ones the highest.'°,

Here as elsewhere, however, growth retardation, like poor school
achievement, is often found among children from low income familitt,
children who are expose&to'a variety of stresses other than, or in addition
to, nutritional ones. This is the very reason it is so difficult to sort oufthe
mental effects of infant and child malnutrition from the other accom-
paniments of poverty. Children likely to be ill-fed are likely also to be ex-
posed to more complications of pregnancy and birth, more illnesses which
exacerbSte and are exacerbated by viol-nutritional status, poorer housing,
poorer sanitation, less %Veil-educate() parents, poorer lea rninpopport unities
and so on. In short, the risks for a poor child are multiple, interactiv e.and
probably cumulative, so that separating out the effects of a moderately in-
adequate diet from the other hazards of poverty becomes virtuallyt
impossible.

When one, gets to the severest end of the possible range of nutritional
stresses, the effects of childhood nutrition per se become clearer. Certainly
the interaction betwee nutrition and disease becomes more obvious.
Among severely malnourished children vilinerability to disease is high and

l

a
it is often an infection measles or a bout of diarrhea which precipitates

child from a state of chronic malnutrition into the life-threatening condi-
tion known as fwashiorkor. It is children malnourished, or formerly,
malnourished, to this degree weho have been the subject of most of the major,
studies of the effects oftkutritional stress on mental development.

:These studies, done on severely malmiurished children are on the
whole simply not relevant to the U.S. Malnutrition of that, degree of
severity is, fortunately, rarely found here. But it is itfmortant, nevertheless,
to look at what these studies reveal. Despite the initial shouts of alarm
about the pqrmanency of the mental retardatiosscaiated with childhood
malnutrition, the data are not at all. clear cut, The evidence suggests that
unless malnutrition is very early, prolonged, and severe, it does not appedr
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to result in permanent mental, deficit." Even children who have been
hospitalized for life-threatening malnutrition appear capable of virtually
full recovery if the are pro% ided.with both an adequate diet and intellec-
tual stimulation a sort of highly structured Head Start with food. There
is a deception, here, howeser.12 In real life such children are not usually
miraculously rehabilitated. And as I pointed out some y ears ago, it is irrelez .

cant to argue about the permanency of the effects of deprivation if the
deprivation itself is permanent. ,

But if the handicap imposed by even severe malnutrition can be
remediated, why w, s there such wholehearted acceptance of the original
option that much legs sey ere malnutrition led inexorably to irremediable in-

-*el lectual deficit? 'lls, did otherwise skeptical scientists "buy" the idea'so
readily, e'en before the hypothesis was really tested? At least partly, to,13e
sure, because they needed to create a sense of urgency among hardheaded
politicians about the ultimate cost of failing to feed tie developing world's
starving children. In tihis country, their too rapid acquiesC'ence came very
close to backfiring. For when the first reports of Hunger in America filtered
up to the seats of power more than a decade ago, we were warned in tones
of -alarm that those of our children who were ill-fed in early childh9c4
Might suffer a permanent reduction in the numbers of their brain cells or in
the critical interconnections between them thus permanently handi-
capping them as learners." An argument meant to' provide a stimulus for
food programs began to look like one more excuse for not educating
children. If we did not remedy these children's hunger in time, it was
argued, they might come to school permanently and irremediably retarded.
That is not so. We cannot so easily discard these children. America at its
worst was never Biafra at its worst.

And when at List that fact became es ident; concern shifted from severe
malnutrition to worry ,about the effects of chronic um utrition and
hunlger." And we began to argue, wite logically, that c who came
to school Moithoilt breakfast (and too often without an ad er the
night before) would iney ilably be poor learners because they we rst,
debilitated bs their nutritional deficiencies and, at the least, dist
their hunger But asserting something and pros ing it scientifically a
different things. Unless a child is severely malnourished as I have pom
out earlier it is difficult if not impossible to assess that eikild's nutritional
status in a scientifically s alid way. Most people who have seen or tried to
tench hungry children, remain convinced .that learning is at least
daunted hi hunger. Those who have tried to prove that it is, have found
both hunger and its educational effects miserably difficult to pin down.

In 1970, discussing the question of whether. schools ought to provide
for children who were otherwise unprovided for, I wrote the following:
"There is, of course, one last argument which can be advanced against the
notion that the schools should provide for children's physical needs that
is that we can't prove it will help them learn '. .-, The hard scientific
ev idence to support the notion that children's present biological condition
correlates with their learning is best described as fragile. There are a few
studies . . . for what it is worth they have all tended to show that children

1 who were better nourished did better. But the fact remains that there are ...
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no controlled studies which show whether the child who.#s very hungry is
unable to 'work as well in school as one who is not htingry or even,
whether he is just unwilling ta."'s

Since that time there have been a number of impressionistic reports
from teachers or other personnel in schools which have initiated breakfast
programs to the effect that the children are easier to teach, more attentive,
less quarrelsome. They are also said to have better attendance reoords." I
suspect that at least some of these reports are true even if the children's
changed behavior reflects only the teachers' optimism or the children's-
pleasure that someone cares enough for them to fill theirtempty stomachs.
For what must never be ignored is the fact that just eshuriger is not always
a biologically definable state, Fut a psychologically defined one, so the act
of eating has overtones that go far beyond its biological. function of pro-
viding energy and nutrients to the organism a Fact which inevitably con-

, founds research results in the field of diet and behavior. Feelings and food
Consumption are tied together, inevitably, by our long ,period of infancy
a nd'd ependence.

But whether the teacher impressions are true or not, teacher impres-
sions are not accepted as scientific evidence. So within the past few years, a
number of careful studies designed to provide evidence regarding the effect
of school meals on mental functioning have been carried Out. One showed
no significant differences in attentiveness and test performance among
ahilten who did or did not have '%breakfast" (150-200 calories of
"something ") or among another group which did or did not have a mid-
morning snack." Another study found a very_.sniall decrement in perfor-
mance on certain tasks among anemic children, and small iiprovement on
certain Measures of p chological functioning among children. receiving
meals at a Head St center though the data suggested that a vitamin
pill would do a e I as a meal." A study reported last year compafed at-
tendance, rea ing and math, scores, and performance on various
psychological tests for 3rd to 6th graders at two schools, one serving a
regular hot breakfast, the other serving.none. There were no differences."
The latest review of the literature I have seen had about it a kind of frantic
determination to remain optimistic and connections will be found between
school feeding programs and learning despite consistently negative
results.2°

Now let me make it clear that my comments to this point should not be
read as a rejection of the idea that what children eat affects what they do
and what they can and will learn. I am firmly convinced, as a recent
report put it, "that what does or does not go into the mouths of human
beings is of central importance as to how they work, learn and behave."" I
am convinced diet matters just as we were all convinced that mothers'
diets mattered to the development of their infants, long before anyone was
able td put together a study that would prove it scientifically. Animal
studies on malnutrition and learning are extrapolated to liumans'arThe-c5c-
trapolator's peril, but it is probably pertinent that in all species tested,
malnutrition tends to produce increased emotionality and reduced ex-
ploratory behavior so that focused attention to and interaction with the
surrounding environment a prerequisite to learning is reduced."
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I have assumed from the listed topics that Jeanne Chan. will this after-
noon be dealing with some of the more recent research on the ways in
Which single biochemicals many of them nutrients can affect
neurochemistry and hence, presumably; behavior. We have known for
generations that nutrition affects nervous system function the insane
asylums of the South were long fillW*ith the victims of pellagra, a vitamin
deficiency afflicting corn eaters which was considered a hopeless illness un-
til Joseph Goldberger cured it with brewer's ypast. But just how and in what
ways we behave as we eat remains a subject of controversy. We are at odds'
over megavitamin therapies and over the question of whether
hypoglycemia (low blood sugar) is a medical rarity or a disease afflicting
millions of ordinary citizens. And surely everme associated 'with the
schools is accutely aware of the Feingoid controversy the argument over
whkher all or any part of the problems of hyperactivity in children can be
attributed to allergies caused by a certain class of substances commonly
found in food additives.

We are really just beginning to explore the relationships between
nutrients and behavior indeed between biochemicals of all sorts and
behavior. My point is just that we are just beginning; so the evidence
useful to educators regarding which children are affected, in which ways:.
by -what kinds of nutritional insults and with what effects on their
characteristics as learners such evidence is not yet 4o be had.'

- Meanwhile, we seem to have concluded some time ago that it may be
foolish for us to ask whether hunger 'has adverse educational consequences

since in this generally Over-fed country we can so readily remedy the
hunger. Even if we cannot prove that hunger interferes with learning, we
collectively have not found it acceptable that some children should remain
hungry. Without solid evidence that such meals will be important to their
learning, we have as,a nation concluded that children ought to be provided
with lunch and breakfast too if they neept and that they ought to
have it free if they can't pay for it.

Which leads me with some grace I hope from my assigned topic
The Educational Effects'of Nutrition to my self-assigned topic, The Nutri-
tional Effects of Education. I amied here by a conclusion which I will
explore more fully in a few minutes that whether or not school breakfasts
And lunches have,physiological _effects which alter children's ability to
learn, school feeding programs as routinely carried out clearly have
significant educational effects, most of them negative.

But let me begin somewhere else. I suppose you too have seen the signs
indicating that, ready or not, you are on the verge of having nutrition
education mandated in your schools- There is at this moment in a
Senate/House Conference Committee an amendment to the National Child
Nutrition Act, passed overwhelmiugly by the Senate, which-includes a pro-

isipn to supply to each tale at least 550c for every child enrolled in, school
to be used utrition education efforts." I am told that the bill
will probably be out of committee in late August -7 with the Nutrition
Education provision intact. But whether or not this particular amendment
survives this particular Conference Committee, it is becoming obvious that
later if not sooner, there will be mandatory nutrition education in the
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schools. The reason for this is simple. We are running'out of resources to
support a so-called health care system which is really a sickness-care system
,which devotes a disproportionate share of its assets to applying "ter-
minal life extension technologieS"24 to people who have,never been taught
how to stay healthy. It has become clear, moreover, that the diseases which
are trying to kill us at younger and younger ages are degenerative, and
that at least a portion of this degeneration relates to the dietary pattern we
have adopted over the last quarter century:

And so, as frequently happens when society discovers a problem the
schools are going to be asked to fixus up., You are going to be asked to
educate children "so that they will be able to make wise nutritional
choices," or, to use the language of the bill "so that individualstreceiving
such information will understand the principles of nutrition and seek to
maximize their well-being throkh food consumption practices." I am
tempted to say "good luck" and sit down. But as someone who has tried
very hard to understand the failure of nutrition education over the last 30
years, I feel obligated to share with you some of wharl have learned.

There is a widespread assumption loose in the land that if schools are
not teaching something, it is not really getting learned. When pressed, most
people will acknowledge that this is really not the case, that sure their
children are learning the alphabet and the numbers from Sesame Street,
and the pop tunes from the radio, but the schools are still supposed to be
teaching the "important" things. And as you well know, the schools are still
blamed when children and society do not turn out right though school
persons are not credited when for some reason things don't go wrong. Even
the overall topic of this meeting, Beyond the Schools What Else
Educates? is testimony, to the power of the image that the school remains
the major edUcatoi. Yet as we all know, that is simply not the case. Televi-
sion (as we were reminded again yesterday) is a major educator teaching
a plod deal more than numbers and letters, alas having at children for
more total hours than all their teachers put together. We have not even
begun to ask what that message stream is teaching or whether the children
brought up in thrall to that flickering picture are really different creatures
than we, with different modes of percbption.

The average child watches about 0,000 commercials annually, of
which a very significant proportion (up to 90% on some ,children's pro-
gramming) are for edible products sweet cereals, cakes and cookies,
sugary beverageAcandy, chewing gum, fast foods,.2s These are some of the
foods that some of. the cleverest minds in America are selling to chaaren,
over and over and over, long before those children ever reach a formal
classroom. ParentS feel frustrated about their inability to control their
children's diets" even though they are not particularly good as our
health statistics Indicate at,controlling their own diets. But you will be
expected to be more successful, to help wean children away from what their
television sets have been teaching them toward "nutrition knowledge" and
ultimately toward "healthier diets:"

I even have a pretty good idea of what those healthier diets will look
like. You will probably be asked to help shift the next generations away
from the heavy meat, heavy fat, heavy sugarokheavy salt diet of their
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parents' generations toward a diet containing more fruits, vegetables and
whole grains, less salt, fat and simple carbohydrates, more chicken and
'fish, less red meat, fewer pastries and desserts, less fried salty snacks. A
report from the Senate Select Committee on Nutrition and Human Needs
recommending such changes has already been issued." This report, Dietary
Goals for the United States, has been the cause of near fisticuffs among
nutritionists since its issuance in February." They are arguing about some
of the Committee's numerical recommendations (a 40% reduction in sugar
intake, for example, or a 25% reduction in fat intake). Rut the food advice,
the recommended changes in food selection which I have listed above is
fairly well agreed upon as a rational and appropriate basis for nutrition

/ education. These recommendations or something very like them will
/ doubtless be built into a number of government programs including the

nutrition education program in the schools.
What chance of success do you have in this task that is about to be

assigned to your domain? A great deal, I think, if you go into it with your
eyes open. But if you we are to be successful, I think you will need to
understand as I have come to understand the implications of that suc-
cess. When I first came into the field of nutrition education, quite late, in

'life, I knew I was coin' into a profession which was infused with a sense
of failure. If one looked at he "typical American diet" it was clear that the
nutritionists were not win ing. The traditional explanation fOr this was
that people were either ighorant or in the misguided hands of Adele Davis
and other "food faddists." To an unblinkered observer, however, it quickly
became evident that the public was neither abysmally ignorant nor "fad-
dist" but rather badly confused and misled by forces much more pervasive
and powerful than the late Ms. Davis.

Why did people need nutrition education so badly? Humans had, after
all, selected life-sustaining diets for countless generations even before nutri-

a tion science was dreamed of. Quite simply, the choibes had gotten harder.
Between 1928 and 1968, the typical large supermarket went fronr) offering
800 items to offering 8000 items." It may now contain 12,000 items,
selected by the manager for fast turnover from more than 40,000 items in
the food supply. The average supermarket has become, in the words of one
observer, a minefield through which the housewife must wend her way
without a map." Since a very large proportion of the -products on the
shelves are overprocessed, overpriced, and increasingly overfortified
with vitamins and minerals to make them appear "nutritious," the shop-,
per's cbaincestof going wrong unless she has a college degree in nutrition
science are overwhelming.

Even as it became clear to me that a large part of our nutrition prob-
lem related to the number of questionable products on the market, it,
became equally obvious that the underlying cause was economic. If people
ate the way nutritionists apparently wanted them to eat the way the
Dietary Goals statement suggests they should eat a number of food com-
panies would suffer serious economic losses, perhaps even go, out of
business. They have become dependent upon the public's consumption of
novelty food, products which are, taken as a group, more expensive and less
nutritious than the foods nutritionists typically urge people to eat." (Since I
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do not at the moment have time to elabc ate on why this is so, I will simply
point out that the profit margin is crearl igher, and more predictable, on
a Pringle which is shelf-stable for a year and costs the consumer more than
$2. and than it is on a plain old raw pot4to which costs.a lot less and
can rot.) .

But how -11 s this food industry dependence on overpriced novelty come
about? Food has a unique property which has made it especially vulnerable

r- to the American ecgpomic system. Unlike other products, food is difficult to
consume beyond ce ,'".n. very narrow limits. While you can have three
houses, four cars, twenty suits and 30 pairs of shoes (if you can afford them)
you can only eat so much food, even if you are willing to tolerate obesity as
the price of overconsumption as many Americans appear to be. As the
rate of population growth fell off in this country, the food industry would,
in a rational world, have stopped growing much at all. ut economic
viability in the U.S. has been associated with GROWING s fast as possi-
ble. And in order to grow, the food industry had to in nt products for
which we could be coaxed to pay.more on the grounds that they were non-

. caloric (the Dorian Grey approach -to gluttony), convenient, fun, or,
ultimately, just new like Pringles.

And, of ,course, the food companies won out over the nutritionists
because they had something terrific to sell not food, but hedonism,'
Moreover, they had the nutritionists seriously outgunned. The food industry'
is the largest industry in the ,U.S.; the nutrition profession is among the
smallest of professions. We had pamphlets; they had television.,To put it in
instant perspective, I will simply point out that the estimated annual
government expenditure for nutrition education and this includes all
those wonderful pamphlets about cooking rutabagas is something less
than the Coca Cola Company spends in a year of promoting the use of one
product." . ,

nNow inevitably this analySis of the problem throws nutrition educators
into direct conflict with the food industry. For any company's ultimate
goal must be to sell products. On the other hand, the nutrition. educator's
ultimate goal must be to promote good nutritional habits to teach people
how to get the best diet at the lowest possible cost, within The constraints of
their respective iife4y1Eis. These goals that of the food manufacturer and
that of the educator are often incompatible, since much of what the
educator ought probably to be teaching is, as I have said nonvonsumption
of the very food products from which the producer makes the greatest
profit. 4

Now I have engaged in this apparent digression about the food industry
in order to alert you to two things. One is that yolk will be up against a very
powerful and economically-motivated competitor if you seriously set out to
teach children the nutritional wisdom of consuming simple, healthful diets.
The second is .that in this conflict,between economics and nutritional
sanity, you have not been innocent observers. Five years ago, as the result of
an amendmertt offered to the Child Nutrition Act by Representative Albert
Quie, Congress tool away froni the Secretary of Agriculture the power to
control the sale of competitive foods where federally funded school lunch
programs were operating. By thus giving back "local control," Congress
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opened up vulnerable, local administrators to the full impact of industry.
lobbying groups anxious to introduce their snack products into the
lucrative school market. They have been remarkably successful. Foods of
highly questionable or no nutritional value can be found for sale in cor-
ridors and lunchrooms of schools across the country. Sa appalling has this
invasion become that, as you no doubt know, concerned citizens in a
number of areas have banded together to force the local school boards to
ban "jimk foods" from their schools. Often the major open opposition has
come/trot from the candy bar and soddmanufactuyers, but from school ad-,
ministrators who argue that these are th only foods children will buy
artd anyway the money is needed for bad uniforms.

Meanwhile, the nutrition lessons are not lost on the students: money is
more important than wise food choices, schools approve of your eating
whatever tastes good to you even if your teeth4ot; you should be free to
make your own food choices (just as if you were indeed free after hundreds
of thousands of commercials). In a country whose constitution guarantees
life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness in that order we ascducators
are tacitly assuring our children that we agree with their decision to put the
pursuit of happiness first even if they do not yet really understand the
implications of that choice for life.

What I am saying, of course, is that schools like television sets, and
societies .teach things all the time, even when they do not mean to. In an
article entitled The School As Surrogate Conscience, Henry Steele
Commager once wrote thshnfollovving: "Educators have, of course, long been
aware of the dichotomy Ntween what is talght in the schools and what is
held up for approval and emulation by mostl)ther institutions of society ...
To judge by results t e results of the past 40 years or so this whole
enterprise of relying on schools to reform society by direct teaching has
been an unmitigated f ure ... The schools cannot reconstruct sdciety, and
society has little inter stein reconstructing it along the lines that schools
might find gratify ing. The schools cannot refo ucation, for indst of
education goes on outside the' school room." Outside the school room, I
would suggest,,,but not always outside the school. And that brings.me to
school lunch.

As I suggested much earlierthere continues to he a l(4 of interest in
inv estigating the educational effects the effects on children as learners

of school lunch. I vote instead that we simply accept school lunch as an .

edUeationally relevant-experience and ask what it is teaching. I must con-
fess that for a long time school lunch boxed me. I have come to suspect that,.
the school feeding programs affect most educators the same way either
boring them or enraging them as a somewhat untidy and educationally ir-
relevant activity' v4iich the U.S. government forces them to engage iii. But
school food sere ict. doesn't bore me anymore. For I have come to the con-
clusion that nothing we can teach about nutrition in the classroom is going
to-have any effect at all if it is flatly contradicted by the experience of the
lunch room.

. Let me tell you a story. Sonic time ago I did a study which involved
finding out irbout the food habits of the teenagers in a relatively affluent
community'near my home. In the course of the study I discovered that most
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of the young people did not report eati t lunch. Instead a large propor-
tion of them appeared to be making their lunch off juice drinks (sugar,
water, 10% fruit juice-if you're lucky) and bags of corn chips or cookies. In
the course of checking out the validity of these reports, I went to the school
cafeteria. The dining hall itself was not unpleasant, but the entrance to the
lunch line was a narrow doorway at which there tended to be a :pile-up of
impatient kids, Wttn you entered, you could see right in front of you a
stainless steel tray half. filled with a kind of greasy liquid on top of which
were floating a fete thin brown Patties which were I sincerely-hoped
hamburgers. Down at the other end of the line sat the cash register, sur-
roimded by twinkling cartons of fruit flavored sugar water and bright
sanitary (at least!) packages of snacks. It turned out that* the only 'large
group of children who acquired the school lunch were the poOret children
who could get it free. They picked it up and tried to sell it chealito the other
kids so they too could buy the "junk food" that was obviously the only sane
thing to eat in that setting.

Lam sure that this is an unusual example that all of you haYe in your
school systems nothing bpt warm-hearted friendly help, freshty-cooked
food, and home-like lunch rooms where smiling teachers preside over tables
of calm and happy children eagerly devouring their tasty lunches. But on
the chance that at least one schpol lunchroom in your states is like,the one I
described, I want to dose by talking about some of the lessonk that are
being learned and, perhaps even more important, are not being learned
in lunchrooms across America.

I operate on the assumption that we are nearing the end of an era of un-
thinking abundance and its accompanying waste. Giventhat assumption, I.
believe there are three important facts that children in °America are not
learning about food: they are not learning that it is precious; they are not
learning that its quality relates to health; and they are not learning, really;
that it is the product of a complex biological system.

Most Americans hate difficulty thinking of food as scarce because, as
Margaret Mead often points oue,wthey are always having to refuse food to
avoid gaining weight. To help them out the food industry has developed
products no calorie bey erages,*crackers made with methyl cellulose and
bread diluted with wood pulp which enable them to continue eating.
Children learn from such products and from our frantic efforts t9 avoid
weight gain. They learn that food is not precious, that there is always more
than enough. that it can e'en be thrown away. This attitude is helped along:

television. A recent study found that in 94% of the fo.kl'ads directed to
children on weekend television, the primary appeal was that thelood was
"fun" to eat." The emphasis on food as "flm" has ten-clerk-Op ohscure for our
children the fact that food is not naturally abundant and that onl, a small,
affluent portion of the world's people hate enough food to risk vOaft-g-ig any.

ThiS'same emphals on eating for fun has allowed ell of us to,Carget.that
profoundly true cliche that we really are what owe eat, and thatpur levek.0:
health and well-being relates very markedly to what, we put in our ilaoutlis71
I find passing a contemporary high school at dismissal time a very ("ewes's-
ing experience. Any ont who tries to argue that we are noting somtithiiiK
wrong ought to take a look at our young people presumably io'thep.pft

/
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, of life. We can't prove these children are malnourished -L as the manufac-
turers of sugared products like to remind us for as I explained earlier, in
the absence-of flagrant malnutrition we have.a hard time defining "poor
nutritional status.- Nevertheless, I find these children a' depressing
reminder that we have produced, in the words of poet Wendell Barry; "the
world's first brqxl-based hedonism.-35

What is in the -long run perhaps even more frightening, in a world
growingly short not only of food but of the resources to produce it, is the
fact that American children (and adults) do not understand the workings'of
their food support systems or the importance of protecting them. We
have so completely broken the food chain that leads from sun to soil to
animal and man and back to the soil that children ca of be blamed if they
believe that food is produced by food "mannfa rers" rather than by
farmers in league with the soil and the sun..F g to understand that the
whole system is sustained by the miracle the sub works with chlorophyll
converting light energy into chemicals one can sink one's teeth into we
have not taught our children -their own dependence. We of the west have
become what ecologist Raymond Dasman hag'' called biosphere people,"
drawing the resources on which we depend froM all over the world. We do
not live within the constraints of our own e systems. If we did, their
breakdown would signal us to mend our Way . As biosphere people we
draw on food and raw materials far outside our i mediate life sp ce to sup
pcirt our ultimately insupportable way of life. T us we and our ldren re-
main unaware, except by 1-eporf. ot the true.en ironmental impact of our
food and other demands.

.

And the schools support,us in our self-tlecep ion. School lunch rooms,
more often than not, reinforce the very inappropriate lessons society is
teaching our children about food. Let me end with o e more personal story.
Last sear I learned that on the upper west side of M nhattan a number of
schools were serving preplated lunches and that th e preplated lunches
had been seilt flbm California." I thought at the time -- -Ind I still think
that the decision to serve such food in% ok ed a-disastrous misunderstanding
of the way the world was going and about the inevitable limits to energy
and TaW materials. Envision if you can the waste involved in mining, refin-
ing siqmoing those alumlnum trays, heating and then cooling the food,, Afreng those thousands of meals and keeping them frozen across 2000
miles, transporting them by truck or train at the cost of coal or deisel
fuel, to some central storage point in the metropolitan area from which a
trucl, using more -fossil fuel, picks them up and transports them to the
schools where they are reheated, served and thrown away half-eaten
'because the Puerto Rican children in Washingtonights do not really like
the food that the people in California have prepared for them. What a
model of an insane food system! Importing preproCessed FOCA to a destitute
city which -is short of jobs and surrounded by increasingly hard-pressed
farmer's. What inappropriate lessons those lunches teach!

Many of us are coming to believe in the necessity for a re-localization
of our food supply if only, to cut down. on the terrible energy waste in-
volved in' a process like bringing frozen lunches from California to
Manhattan. The schools can be a model using wherever possible locally
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produced and processed food, in many cases producing some of their own
food as even New York City schools did in wartime. The new urban garden-
ing projects have proved a gddsend for nutrition educators it is very hard
for people not to love the vegetables they.have grqwn. In the, lunchrooms
children can learn lessons their parents never had to know about the
ecqlogical rations jt of a d t lOwer in meat, about the ability of foods like
beans and rice tocompleme t each o3her so as to produce a meal lower itr
fat than.meat but just as h. h in protein vahie.

Because Congress s the school lunch room as the place where, if
anywhere, real nutritio education must take place, the new legislation-
specifically require at some of the funds be used to promote "nutrition
information activities in local school districts using as a learning
laboratory existing child nutrition programs, including, but not limited to
the National School Lunch Program." I would urge you to view this man-
date broadly. I would urge you to look upon this as a Congress-given oppor-
tunity to teach childreB many of the important lessons our society must
master if we are to survive into the 21st century. In a world where food will
become increasingly precious we owe it to our children to,t'each them the
truth about it: that it is precious, that it is essential for survival, and that its
production is dependent upon the health of a complex ecosystem which will
be theirs to protect. The luhchroom must become part of the classroom,st a
place where a respect for feed is model ; where the elements of a ratio al
health-promoting diet are served; and w re the complex interrelationships
between energy food arid the environmen are taken accountlf. Make no
mistake, a great deal more than hunger is stake in the lunchroom.
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CHAPTER

Implications of the Neurosciences for Education

Jeanne S. Chan
Harvard University

I hasten to say that I am riot a neuroscientist. My i mediatepredentials
for this presentation are co-editorship of the National ociety far the Study
of Education's (NSSE) Yearbook for 1978, Education and the Brain. The
co-editor, Alan Mirsky, is a neuropsychologist. But I re ain an educational
psychologist with -major interests in the psycholo and teaching of
reading, and in the diagnosis and treatment of reading a d related learning
disabilities.

It is in relation to my interests intreading that I became aware in the
late 1950's of the relevance of neurology for understanding reading
disability. More people were looki g then toward neurology for an explana-
tion of reading and language disa ility, and away from the prevailing view

( that reading, and language disab les were psychodynamically based,
Thus, in a relatively short period 9 time, the causes for children's reading
and language disabilities were sought in tlfe'brain, and not primarily in
motivation, parent-child relations, emotional problems and other
psychological factors.

By the early 1960's, the diagnostic procedures had also changed, with
the neurologist tending to direct such evaluations in place of the
psychologist or the psychiatrist. Treatment shifted as,well, from-remedial
reading and perhaps psychothera or*counseling, to training of the so-
called underlying 'psychoneurologi -processes of visual perception,

, auditory perception, and visual-moto coordination.
At about the same time; the con pt of minimal brAn damage (MBD)

and learning disabilities as one form of MBD, began to be recognized.10ne
category under MBD was hyperactivity, a colslition characterized by diffi-
culty in sustainfng attention, and therefore difficulty with ability /to do
what the school required. Medication was often prescribed and taken dur-

. ing school hours. 'This opened up a host of concerns to the educator as to
, . whether the drugs'were in fact beneficial, whether they might in some way

be contributing to a later drug addiction and whether the schools should
take responsibility in dispensing them.

By the early 1970's. it appeared that educators were already very much
,involved with the neurosciences. And since so much wag' being discovered,
and much was controversial; they needed to know more about current
research and theories about thelp4in. During the 1970's much was pub-
lished in popular magazines that Could be helpful but could al mislead.
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The profusion of these articles and books, particularly during the past few
years, attests also to the growing interest in the subject as well as to the in-
crease in knowledge.

Knowledge of the neurosciences is also complicated by the fact that
they /e composed of many different disciplines,, among them neurology,
psychiatry, neuropsychology, cultural anthropology, chemistryT-Wogy,
nutrition, educational psychology, and the. fields of reading, language and
learning disability., ,.

Because of the great variation-,in background among the neuro-
scientists, one can expectsome difficulty in communication among them,
and between the brain scientists and the non-specialist.

In 19741 proposed to my fellow NSSE (National Society for the Study
of Education) Board members that the time was perhaps right to do one of
their annuli' scholarly reviews of the neurosciences and their implications
for ediication. They agreed. I had assistance from the NSSE Board, from
neuroscientists such as the late Hans Lucas Teuber of MIT, Jerome Kagan
of Harvard, Richard Held of MIT, George Miller of Rockefelltr University,
and Horace Magoun and Dsuise Ma rsha Wof the National Corgmittee on the
Neurosciences, and may others.. All gave freely of their time anddounsel,
and with their help, and that of Alan Minsky, a co-editor, a Yearbook Com-
mittee was appointed, and a group of distinguished authors was chosen.

I will report here on some of the concepts and research findings of par-
ticular relevance to children and their schooling from the 1978 NSSE Year-
book. Education and the Brain, and from other relevant sources.
Hemispheric Specialization

,...---, I start with the -hottest'. concept from the neuroscienceV the one
.that is probably the most popular currently'in the general press. that the
human brain is divided into two halves: each having different functions.

-While all of this seems N ery new, it is important to realize that it has been
known a ver, ong time, some knowledge going back to classical times.j

Medical .ople have, long known that each half of the brain controlled
the opposite side; But. only during the latter half of the 19th century did,
physicians first conjecture that/the higher mental functiOns might be
organized in an a§ymmetrical way in the left and right hemispheres.

Careful study of victims of language loss (aphasia) revealed injury to
the left cerebral cortex. Rarely was equivalent loss of langage found when
the right cerebral hemisphere was damaged. By 1950, according to
Howard CardnerJ1977), a considerable number of higher reasoning
powers were attributed to the left hemisphere. 'After 1950r some evidence
began to accumulate regarding the special.powers of the right hemisphere.
But there is much disagreement with regard to these recent findings.

In-spite of differences of opinion, there seems to be a left hemisphere ad-
\varitaie for dealing with language. The left hemisphere also seems to

assume a more dominant than the right in classifying objects according
to standard categories of experience e.g. sorting out from a set of objects
all the red large cones or all the pieces of furniture. (Gardner, 1977)

There do not seem to be as strong cognitive right hemisphere effects as
the left hemisphere's dominance for language. Most people agree that the
right hemisphere seems relatively more important in spatial tasks, such 4s
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finding one's wad around an unfamiliar room or visualizing in one's had
the image of a two- or three-dimensional form. It also seems crucial jn fine'
sensory discrimination such as recognition of faces or detection of un-
familiar tactile patterns. (Gardner, 1 7)

Recent research and analyses by Merlin ittrock (1978) points to the
importance of an individual's hemispheric prefe ence on how information
is processed as well as on the kind of information that is processed. The left
hemisphee processes sequentially, and analytically; the right pro9sses
simultan sly and globally. ,, °

Several experiments point to the possibility of improving, upon rela-
tively weak left- hemisphere processing by making use of the proceg'sing of
the right hemisphere. Thus, to impro% e reading comprehension and recall,
both left-brain processes, imagery, considered a right-hemisphere process,
is used. (Wittrock, 1978) .

Another educatidnal implication drawn from hemispheric specializa-
tion is that schools make more use of "right brain" activities such as art and
music and construction so that those children weak in the left brain process-
ing of language, reading and writing and various forms of analysis, have
another means of learning and excelling. This vikv is represented by
Samples (1977). Education and culture have been biased, he claims, against
the cyclical, metaphoric, right-hemisphere thought. The time has come, he
says, for educators to take the lead in uniting the linear-logical (the function
of the left hemisphere) and the cyclical- metaphoric (the types of thinking
attributed to the right brain). Indt;edte seems to imply that the schools and
the general culture hate engaged in a conspiracy to keep down pupils who
are of proficient in the language skills recitiired and rewarded most by
schookof today. a

"The cultural ecology, with its emphasis on structure, logical and
linear ckInformity, o% ertlr and tacitly prejudices against the analogic, in-
tuiti%e, ' holistic functions- of the right mind.' He continues: "The point
here is t t the capacity' for expressing metaphoric knowing persists at all
stages of ogniti% e maturity, yet, in terms of pre% ailing teachipg strategy
and currie\ slum materials, appropriateness of its use is diminisTiesi through
the school experience." (p. 691) His plea for a curriculum more approkriate
for right- brained pupils is % ery strong, stating that such pupils have teen
gi% en "secod-class citizenship in the community of thought."

His arpirnent for a "right-brained" curriculum becomes still stronger:
"The metaphorical mind faces the pecking order created by rationality. .

Schools and tax agencies seem to have been created for each other:,
Counting and affirming, conforming and analyzing dominate the educa-
tional and soci\' I scene." (p'.-692)

It would see that in his enthusiasm, Samples proposes that we change
schools and the world into places that will be happier for those strong in
right-brained ctet 'ties. It is interesting that in an inter% iew in September,
1977 on the report of the Ad% isory Panel on the Decline of Scholastic Ap-
titude Test Scores, Matina Homer. President of Radcliffe College and a
member of the Panel, noted that frequent watching of .TV instead of
reading mar have a negati% e effect on scholastic achie% ement by exercising
the right, % isual hemisphere. The left hemisphere which is used in language
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and readingreading would not therefore receive sufficient exercise. Thus, it would
seem that Matina Horner is concerned with just the opposite that we may
already.be giving too much exercise to the right brain and too little to the
left.

Thus far we have mentioned three different educational interpretations
and implications of the facts of hemispheric specialization. One position
says that since modern school tasks and life require and reward the left-
brained, we should change schools, and the world to give more rewards to
those who are right-brained, metaphoric and analogic. (See Samplts)
Another view accepts the preeminence of ,left-brained activities for
academic achievement and is concerned with providing sufficient practice
to exercise and strengthen that hemisphere. (See Horner) The third tries to
make use of the right hemisphere for strengthening activities that require
the left. That is, imagery and visual media are used for better understand-

,ing of _printed text. (See Wittrock)
While one can be sympathetic with attempts to promote "democratic

brain utilization" one cannot help a§kinewriether modern technological-
scientific societies can exist without strong proficiency in language,
analysis, and sequencing left-brain activities. One can be polemic
against a predominant left-brain education, but will graduates of schools
exercising the right brain find employment?

Wittrock notes some recent research that found a greater proportion of
right-brained children in the lower SES. Does this mean' that their schools
should focus on right-brain activities, as Samples seems to propose? Yet
from the recent demands for "basics," it would appear that the schools may
be in for difficulties if they change the curricula to favpr the visual, intui-
tive right brains. The parents who want "basic skills- seem to be asking,for
better. reading, writing and arithmetic that is, for stronger left brains.
They do not seem to ask for the "right brain" actiyities of Samples.

While it may be quite true that some of the world's geniuses may be
'more right than left-brained Einstein, for example most also learned
the left-brained activities, reading and writing, although often with the help
of tutors and special schools. One wonders whether they could havesur-
vived academically and fulfilled their scientific potential if they had not
somehow mastered literacy skills, Would they have done better with a
mainly right-brained burriculum?
Maturation

Another of the recent findings from the neurosciences is that the brain
takes a longer time tz,mature than wad once believed. Thus it has been
found recently that the newborn can make certain discriminations at birth.
while certain parts of the brain continue to grow through the twenties, and
even through the thirties (Denckla, 1978).

It would appear, then, that the lowering of school entrance age to the
nurlery-school years and even to infancy in day-care prograihs has some
confirmation. The growing trend toward extending the age of higher educa-
tion to the mature dult years, and even to the retirement years, is also con-
firin by endings on the growth of the brain through the adult years.
In a way, ,he brain scientists seem to be saying never give up on anyone.
People can be taught from infancy to middle or old age. If a student has not
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learned to read and write in high school, he can still learn.

Another finding relevant to education is that the rate at which fhe
brain matures varies for diftgran4.4ndividuals and for different functions.
Indeed most theories of learning disability now seem to favor a matura-
tional lag explanation rather than one based on disease or disorder. As they
view it, 6 year olds with difficulty in reading may be seen as "perfectly
good" O., year olds. Their major difficulty with reading arise, because they

4V, eneer scimpl in Grade 1 when they have the prerequisite skills characteristic
of 4 year olds.
Sex Differences

The difference in cognition and behavior between girls and boys may
also be viewed as evidence of differential maturation. Girls are the faster
maturers. They are also less common among learning disabled children
(four boys to one girl), less frequent among juvenils delinquents (four to '
one) and referred less to child guidance clinics (Wolff, 1977; Denckla,
1978).

The slower brain development of boys (left hemisphere) gives girls an
early advantage in language and in reading. The slower, development of
boys, and the discrepancy in terms of school and societal requirements, puts
an added burden on them and they are more vulnerable in many ways.

The educational solution, proposed by some researchers is differential
entrance into school by state of maturation and readiness. Further, some
even recommend delaying formal schooling, and especially reading, for all
children till age 7, or 'better, 8. (Wolff, 1977)

It is important to note other recommendations for best age of school en.--.\
trance of slow maturing children by olihers who have also been concerned
w ith neurological factors. De Hirsch, Jansky and Langford (1966) and later
Jansky and de Hirsch (1972) recommend early intervention, i.e., early
screening for late materers, then further diagnosis, and placement in transi-
tion classes, where the slow-developing functions are exercised in a variety

--,-of 'ways.
. Thus it would seem that we have a return of the old reading readiness

controversy of the 1930's, whether a ,later start or an earlier one (with
special training to strengthen the weaknesses) is the best way to educate
;these children (Chall, 1967). This controversy preceded the present
knowledge from the neurosgiences. But it would seem that to6y, as in the
1930's till applications of knowledge about differences in, maturation for

. early schdoling will not easily result in guidelines for the best practice. In-
deed, it would seem that the suggestions for a late school start for iow-
maturing children may be dysfunctional for low SES children who need the.
stimulating environment of school (Stallings, 1976). There is also recent
evidence for the general advantages of an early stall:in reading (Durkin,
1966 and 1975; Smethurst, 1975). Thus a general across:the-boards recom-
mendation for a delay in school may bring negative effects for many .
children. ,

One other asput of maturation needs consideration the gaps or
discrepancies in skiffs and abilities of pupils in relation 0 continued school,
demands. It is well known that some children have a lag of two or more,
years-on standardized achievement tests, and the gap may grow wider as

i
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they mature.
The educational significance of the discrepancy between what they can °

do and what those in their grade are expected to do grows as they proceed
through school. It is not as significant in the,primary grades as it is in 4th
grade, when the gap becomes very great in te?'ms of qualitative differences.
Although in grades 1 through 3, reading is still being taught as a separate
"subject," in grade 4 it is aSbAned that pupils can use reading for learning
other subjects. The amount of independence in the use of reading becomes
greater in the upper grades and in secondary school.

Growth Spurts in Brain Development
Herman Epstein (1978), a biologist, has proposed a theory of stages of

brain development which may well manifest themselves in correlated, if
not casually- related, stages of mental development. He has found that
human brain growth occurs primarily during the intervals 3-10 months,
2-4, 6-8, 10-12s.or 13, and 14-16 or 17 years. "These stages correlate well in '
timing with stages found in mental growth. Further, those' experimentally
established intervals correlate in time with the classical stages of intellec-
riml devglopment as described by Piaget (P.3)

Thginplications for learning add particularly for school learning are
many. Pone hypothesis proposed by Epstein is "that intensive and novel
intellectual inputs to children maybe most effective during the brain
growth stages." (p.3) Novel challenges to the child's.mind "presented at the
wrong time might cause an active and potentially permanent turn-off of the
ability to absorb some of those challenges at a later-, more appropriate, age"
(p. 3).

Behavior Disabilities
Most of t'he research and theories presented so fa E have been concerned

primarily with acquiring cognitive skills. But the brain is also involved in
other kinds of behaviors in ability or lack of ability to control one's ac-
tions: in the ability or inability to benefit from past experiences, in ability
to make the fine discriminations in facial expressions.

Such behaviors used to be interpreted as having roots primarily in atti-
tudes, and in parent-child relations. Now much of it is recognized as being,
neurologically based. and simildr to academic learning disabilities,
benefiting from direct teaching and practice. Generally such teaching
removes the behavior problems from the unknoWn, the mysterious. The
child who has a beha-vior problem needs to have it made concrete, so that
he can learri to cope with It. He/she needs. help jn der eloping strategies for
coping, and like,other people, needs to feel worthy of respect, even .if he has
a social problem (Lichen, 1977; rienckla, 19781.

Implications for Education
The implications of the brain sciences for education are immense. They

range from general understandings about the broad effects of environ-
mental conditions and learning on development to effective procedures for
diagnosing and treating various handicapping conditions that are
neurologically based, such as the minimal brain disorders and learning and
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behavior
The most powerful gf these generalizations for education is one that

educators should find easy to accept, for it gives support to the meaning of
their work.. The brain, although it is implicated in all learning and
behavior, is in turn modified structurally by the environment and learning.
In rats, for example, it has been demonstrated that there is extra brain
growth when the environment is stimulating. Thus, no matter what the
strengths or weaknesses of the brain of a young or older student, the most
effectiv e treatment is env ironmental and educational. Whirr for some forms
of neurologically based difficulties' drugs may be effective y prescribed,
these are effective only if given in a program of learning, sti ulations and
environmental modifications at home and school that a e -constantly
watched and modified as needed (Denckla, 1978).

The major treatment for children with minima ysfunctions, ac-'
cording to neurologist Martha Denckla, is proper schooling that helps them
to do what comes with relative ease to those not handicapped, but with
great difficulty to them. Their academic and behavior problems vary,
hence the need for individual diagnosis and treatment. With some it may be
a specific reading problem, with others spelling or writing, and with still
others simple or more advanced arithmetic. The first task in helping these
chi en is to prbvide them with the consistent help they need in the
acade is areas of their special weakness. At the same time, they need to be
hel to keep up with the level of work of their peers in the other academic
and non-academic areas in which they have the potential to do average and
above average work.

Fortunately, there is a vast body of knowledge and technology to test
and treat such children, particularly in reading and related learning
disabilities. But we need more specially trained teachers to work with such
children. These children need a great deal of individual encouragement,
excellent teaching and reinforcement.

Better means of bridging the gap between general cognitive ability and
general school learning need to be devised. This is particularly so for the
children who lag behind in reading. For them more systematic means for
learning the content, concepts, technical and general vocabulary of the
various 'subject areas ate needed. They, cannot yet read these themselves but
they n leain the concepts and information if they are presented by other
meat Tapes and books, and even records and books developed for the
blind, have been used effectively. Audio-visual aids have also been used. All
of these are worthwhile. But what seems to be missing is a general cur- \
riculum to assure that certain basic !earnings are not...overlooketi for
children wittlearning dishbilities while great emphasis is placed on
mastering reading, writing, and spelling.

Neuropsychogists and neurologists make similar recommendations for
neurologically -based pfoblems such as hyperactivity (currently .classified
by many as attentional difficulties). While drugs can be an effelVe part of
the program, the majos focus is on learning and control, which means prop-
er teaching and expectations, on the part 9f the _school and the home.
Similar treatment is prescribed for those,with behavioral disorders. They
too are taught cognitively and sympathetically those deficient skills that get
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them into great difficulty inability to recognize facial expressions and
moods as well as difficulty in controlling their own impulses and behavior.
It should be noted that this particular view of behavior problems recognizes
that some, at least, do not result from faulty parent - child interaction, or
from defects in attitude and motivation.

The explanation for these behavior and other learning disabilities is
that the brain is physically and functionally implicated. It is, of course, dif-
ficult to completely separate out, the psychological effects from the
neurological. But generally, it is important in dealing with these children to
realize that they cannot help their poor spelling, reading, writing,
arithmetic, or behavior. It is equally mportant to realize that they need
help to learn the skills and abilities ith which they have such great dif-
ficulty. Too much sympathy is eq y, if not more, debilitating for them
than none at all.

Contributions based on neurological knowledge have also been made
to predicting and preventing reading failure in young children (deHirsch,
Jansky and Langford, 1966; and Jansky and de 'Hirsch, 1972). Prediction of
reading readiness has along history. The first such measures were, in fact,
developed by educators, based on various measures of linguistic and
cognitive maturity (Morphett and Washburne, 1931). It is interesting to
note that the more recent early predictive measures have a considerable
resemblance to earlier ones both measuring various aspects of language
and thought. Thus the facts are essentially the same. The major difference is
in the explanation. The earlier students of the readiness concept tended to
explain the differences more in terms of intelligence and of environmental
stimulation of language development .(Gates, 1937). The current explana-
tion by the neurosciences stresses the differential development of thebrain,
yariicularly the left heTisphere, by sex and by individual differences (with
some, particularly boys, showing significant neurological lags). Thus the
slower language development and reading readiness of boys is attributed to
the slower development of the left hemisphere amongboys of preschool age.

What are, schools to do about this? It appears that the proposed solu-
tions are similai to those of the 1920's and 1930's. Some neuroscientists say
that fRymal reading instruction for children whose brain development lags
shoulne delayed. This would include more boys than girls, but generally a
substantial proportion of children in grade one. Much could be done with
them, they recommend, oLa non-literacy nature. A Piaget- type'thinking
curriculum has been recommended, for example (Wolff, 1977). A more
drastic recommend tion of the same type is to have all children start school
later at age 7 or e en 8 to reduce the numbers whose left hemispheres
are immature at Jake 6.

Another group o neuroscientists claim that the slow m turers and
developers can best be helped by the school ikthey are screened early for
immaturities.as well as strengths, and intervention programs are begun in
kindergarten or even earlier. Both of these solutions have a .long history.
The recommendation to delay reading instruction till the child is "ready" is
the older, having been the predominant view from the 1930's tillTheMiddle
1960's. Some private schools even.delayed reading instruction for all im-
mature as well as mature till age 8. The prevalent procedure for the past
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-decade has been early screening and intervention for the "immatures," apd
early reading instruction for the "matures."

The research evidence to date seems to indicate that overall, early
screening and teaching probably leads to better results (Durkin 1966, 1974;
Jansky and de Hirsch 1972; Smethurst, 1975). But it may be that so e im-
mature children feel unduly pressured by this policy. It would seem th an
important implication here for the school is to study this issue ifgrea
detail. There probably are some schools that follow onv or anothe of these,
policies. These should be observed and studied by a team of specialists in-
cluding one from the neurosciences to gain further insights into the best
possi le sof-Citrons for the differential brain development of .children
g erally, and of boys and girls in particular..

The current interest in the two hemispheres of the brain has impOrtant
implications for educati . If the two brains have differentfunctions,with
the left specializing in 1 nguage, pid analytic and sequential proceSsing,
while the right special i es more inIspatial, parallel, and analogic learning,
what does this mea or education? What does it mean for what the schools
teach? What does it mean for students who have specific strengths or
preferences in.one or the other hemisphere?

Some educators are concerned that TV and other visual media may
have possibly weakened. the left hemisphere which should be "exercised"
more. Some research indicates that it may be possible to'keach students to
use the right-brain in the service of the left such as using imagery for im-
proving reading comprehension. .

-Others are recommending that schools provide more art, music, con-
struction and other non-academic activities that are primarily right-
brained in order to provide something for the right4k3ined children' to
excel in.

Another group of champions for the ;'disadvantaged" right-brained in-
dividual call for more drastic chariges in the Present school curriculum.
They want it to be less biased toward the ';linear" "computing" left-
brained students who end up as the high achievers, and more concerned
with the visual, analogic right-brained students who end up as the low
achievers. The claim is made that the right-brain is another and a creative
route to knowledge and is indeed the one taken by some of the most creative
scientists of our time.

What does this mean for schools? My considered judgment is caution.
The possibilities of the first and second recommendatio regarding the im-
plication of the two hemispheres seem worthy to purs at least on a trial
basis, but the third is quite drastic and,can, if not i plemented in small
research projects, /lea l to unexpected an. unwanted results.

A ConcludingNote.
In the interests of clarity, I m not have included a sufficient number

Of qualifications and cautions. e application of the neurosciences to
education is stilt relatively new and must therefore be approached with
caution as,well as with the excitement that comes from viewing old prob-
lems in a new light.

<, .
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RememberWe must careful not .to turn the useful slogan, "Remernber the,/
brain," (Denckla, 1918) into "Remember only the brain." This-occurred
about 30 years ago in theapplication of psychiatry and clinical psychology
to reading and learning disabilities. It could also happen to the application
.of theyneurOscienees. Indeed, it may even be happening-now with the de-
clining concern for motivation.and emotional problems along with the in-
crease in cpncern for neurological factors in the diagnosis and treatment of
reading and learning disabilities.

The greatest danger of all, I think, is that our hard-earned knowledge
about teaching and curriculum, from educational research and practice
tray be abandoned in our desire to study the effects of being either right- or
left-brained. Inste , it is hoped tliiat the findings and insights from the
neuroscien add- to and rectIhsfruct what we already know about
teaching and learning and other educational problems.
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CHAPTER VII

The New Religious Phenomena and Education

Martin E. Marty
Associate Dean, The Divinity School

The University of Chicago

ar

Wherever one turns, clashes between public educators and leaders of
the new religious phenom-ena are erupting. In some states Transcendental
Maitationists'educate or desire to, while educators and religious groups

K\zzle over whether they ,are representatives of a 'religion or not. In
nawha County, West Virginia, but spreading to Dallas, California, and

countless communities, new-fangled fundamentaltistafghf for equal time
against the teaching of evolution, or no evolution at all. Longtime represen-
tatives of abrasive or unsettling religious modes, Jehovah's Witnesses or the
Amish, fight against flag salutes or fight for their separate even if substan-
dard schools.

"The lists go on and on.t Much 'of the opposition to sex education in
schools has come and will come from explicitly r ligious groups. As Hare %
Krishna people or the Unification Church est b ish themselv s as non-profit
educational and religious groups and take hemselves the tax roles,
titizens in Hardenburgh, New Yorlc, enjoy ma ordination into mail-order
and diploitia-mill ministries to get themselves off the same roles until
public education suffers. The believers in the Second Coming in numerous
groupings ask for their own holidays, as do religiously inspired ethnic or
racial grqvps. Battles over deprogramming the young reach into collegiate
and.evenZigh school education. _.

Some of these stirrings are merely the current versions of church-state
struggles that are as old as the Republic and are likely to remain with us.
Others go considerably beyond issues anticipated back in the 1950s when
"dialogue in a pluralistic society" led Protestants, Catholics, Jews, and
secularists to understand each other better. They are a diffirent form of
controversy than those anticipated in the School Prayer decisions of 1962
and 1963. The previous controversies were over refinements in the rules of
the game, whereas some of the current antagonists want a whole new game.
In terms of your topic, they are forces that educate beyond the school

. and sometimes against it, inspite of it, or certainly withholding consent
from the way it is now constituted. Because the sc ool is repreentect,in
every American locale, often by publics that do of comprehend these
forces, the schools are among the most vulnerable of all agencies in society.'
People who cannot fight back directly at NBC or Time can frighten or

-._, dominate school boards, P.T.A.'s or faculties.
*-
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In the lay of the land today we might picture three clusters or zones
action, two familiar and the third classified among "the new religicius
phenomena." The first of these I call "Publick Religion," following a
coinage by Benjamin Franklin in 1749. Franklin helped charter an
academy in Philadelphia, one that he wanted to be free of sectarianism but
which he Ibst to The Episcopalians. In his design it must be friendly to
religion for the sake of morality and the commonweal. He was congenial
toward the religious groups of the day insofar as they supported the cegn-
mon good and wherever they overlapped or intersected in their teachings.x
Since they were almost a,11 Protestant Christian they -did share much
sus, though a Philadel'ph'ia Quaker could be as far from an Episcopalia
a Black Muslim todaypfight be from an Orthodox Jew, so far as style As
concerned. Meanwhile, Franklin regarded what each sect taught i
dependently aSlinteresting but irrelevant, because it made no contribution
to the eommoii good.

The religion of Franklin was more than a mishmash of church faiths;
he also shared the outlook of the Enlightenment: a belief in a divine order-
ing of the universe, in Morality in rewards and punishments and a probable
afterlife. These he thought to be universal while church religion taught the
partial or the particular. Ini,yavious degrees the other Founding fathers
shared his view, and Jefferson, Washington, Madison and their colleagues
helped write it into basic American institutions. The churches regarded the
Enlightenment as a sect itself. Revivalists called it "infidel," and over-
whelmed it, while the more liberal religioniits transformed it and absorbed
it. The Enlightenment religion of the Republic or "publick religion"
(today's "civil religion") is not institutionalized in churches or taught as the
truth about life in university*ilosophy departments. Yet i an informal
way.it is tire privileged faith of the American academy ancivu institu-
tions. nit

Today the more militant religi us coups repudiate all aspects of this
public faith, both for its own Enlighte ent ideology and for its congealing
or combining of church religion. They see it not as neutral but as a wrow,
and sometitnes potentially demonic alternative to their truth. Far from
agreeing with Franklin that what they taught in particular was irrelevant
to the .Republic, they tend to find his Republic irrelevant and their
teachings the be-all and end-all of existence. Aence the clash.

_' The second zone is what I call classic consensus or conventional
religion, the religion/of most Protestants, Catholics, and Jews. They often
may conflict with some aspects of the code or practice in Publick Religion.
but overall have made their peace with it. They were "present at the crea-
tion," as it were, and see much biblical faith in the public order. They have
been in constant conversation with its articulators. A Baptist who
repudiated Jeffersonian deism might team up with othpr founders of the
nation against the French Catholic antiChrist, the Episcopalians who
wanted to seat a Bishop in America, the British government when it favored
Catholic faith in the Quebec Act: the established Congregationalism or
Episcopalianism-in nine colonic<7;7Whatever they commonly regarded the
enemy of the moment be in the 18th ektury.

Visitors to America uzzled over the shallowness of people who g
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, tenaciously to their on denomination and then liowed a blissful tolerance
of each ether and of public religion. Far from being shallow, these people
stumbled on to sophisticated Augustinian and Calvinist ways of relating
biblical special faith to republican general faith. Catholics did it through
the tie that "natural law" made possible. Jews regarded the Cod orlsrael as
active among all nations. Protestants saw "common grace" or "civil
righteousness" as operating in the orld beyond the circle, of those "born
again.- Somehow they made therr- e. 4

I would not overstress the harmony of those clays; battles of long ago
tend to seem domestic down the long corridor of history. Catholics had to
start their own schools when they saw Publick Religion combined with Pro-
testantism dominating public education. Dominant groups in many locales
tried to throw their weight around at the expense of minorities. Jews were
often the losers here, or ethnic groups. Or non-Mormons in Utah. Despite the
problems, overall they all came -to buy the concept of a dialogue in a
pluralistic society and thus followedwhat I called the "rules of the game."
Battles over the School Prayer decisions and proposed constitutional
amendment show how tested that consensus was by 1962-63.

Suddenly in the mid-1960's the consensus broke. Blacks and other
minorities,' often on at least a quasi-religious ground and not necessarily
using my terms. questioned the WASP character of Publick Religion. They
wanted a rewriting of; history and a new set of holidays and ceremonies.
The War of 1967 led Jews to be concerned about survival and to seek to
assert their own ide tit over against some Christian traces in public educal
tion. American I ians did not want their dominators to set the spiritual
tone while ov e ooking their valueS. Ethnic groups of various sorts,
Chicano and E. stern, European among them, found religious appeals knot-
ted and ebbe with their concerns forpeoplehoOd in education. Most of
them play ed t e rules of the game, howevez, and wanted other participants
to recognize t em and to play the rules as well. Then came what you are
calling "the ne eligious phenomena," out of long roots but most visible
after about 1967-68. ose were years of societ upheaval over the Viet-
namese War, the racial revolution, "the military ndustrial complex" and
establishments and power structures. Militant rev lution was not changing
American life, and many turned inward.

Phase One was what I call the intrusion'of "old new religions." They
were old because in the East or Africa, among American Indians or oc-
cultists, they were around before the Bible or the Enlightenment. But they
were new to most Americans, who were unaware of the few stray Yankee
Hindoos, Theosophists, Beat Zen poetS, and precursors.. This first new
flowering came during the brief period of the counter culture, spreading
from California to the centers of intellect and affluence, campuses, young
adults' neighborhoods, suBurbs: Some of the spread came as a rejection of
conventional religion in "the establishment," and some of it was Oedipal,
against parental attachment to staid institutions and explanations. Some
grew out of boredom with the old and the freedom to explore the new,
thanks to mass higher education and mass media, travel and affluence.

This is not the place to list and detail all the expressiblis of
nowfaith. Many have come and gone. They are of interest now as
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survivors of three sorts. First, as a suffusive presence. Here they are the
religion of the'airport newstand and the college classroom, the Stutur1/4ban'Y'
and its yoga and Psychology Today with its therapies. It is thus not solYttich
institutional as literary, and suffuses or casts a glow over Westel-n faith.
Many mainline church meditators learned to meditate again first. by going
to the Orient spritually, not out of their 6wn traditions. For the most part
this zone creates few problems for public education precisely because it is
no lOnger cultic. The second zone is wen less disruptive, since it is wholly
literary secular people or church members read Zen texts or admire tribal
and natural religions of the Indians.

The third sphere is the problematic one, the "hard core" cultic expres-.4
sions. I refer to Hare Krishna, The Unification Church, Scientology, and
countless tiny but*locd1IN er.). visible alternative religions. Members of
these usually do not care for the common good except on their terms,,or do
not care for it at all. They are fighting each other and everyone else, and are

71tremely assertive oF their rights. They do form "families" or communes
and try to hold control of education. I do not know how large a presence
they remain or will become in America. It is my guess that they have
generally crested ap;:i attention is sliding from them, but locally they can
exercise, great power because they focus their energies white the rest of the
community has diffuse interests.'

The counter- cultural religions are dwarfed by the huge sub-cultural
faiths, sub - cultural because they share some assumptions of the larger
society but either then want to recast it or fight its tendencies. These I call
the new old religions." Old they are because our society is familiar with
them, but they are t)eu as militant expressions long after most people
thought they were obsolete or buried. They are of biblical roota&e. Jewish
or Chrlstian and often Qnservative Protestant, but they do riot share classic
consensus religion with its belief in dialogue and compromise. They infist

wilt have it their way In the public schools or not at all. I refer to the many mill=
tant fundamentalists at the right of more moderate evangelicalism.
Evangelicalism is hardly outside the consensus, unless we want to placethe
President of the United States outside it! But certain fundainentalists do not
share his assumptions about the public weal. Some kinds of Pentecostalism
are also belligerently disiant from others, but they' are less frequently
political in outlook. Some Hasidic Jewish ciiCles or defense leagues have
challenged the consensus.

All of them refuse to play Benjamin Franklin's game. They insist they
overlap and intersfct Or share with no other f14urches and certainly not
with secular society. While the morellamloyant of these went the way of
the counter - culture ("The Jesus People'," "The Children of Cod ") others are
in the hands of generally staid and dead-serious workers and community
dwellers, and thus create more issues and problems. Let us look at how'
some-of these citizens voice concerns, gainirig power again by focality
in the presence of people with diverse interests who hold, less selective
power: .

Boman Catholics and man kinds of Jews and Protestahts who in
general belong to the consensu groups have spawned militant forces that
will for some year; conce to on issues having to dd with sexend the
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family. These include abbrtion, 'homosexuality, "Ii.ing together,"
euthanasia, many subjects that come up in set education or .alue theory.
They hay e much continuity with their predecessors on the old church-state
front, but among them are many w ho are ready to start alternate schools or
take mer school boards in order to ha.e their curricular interests Aatisfied.
They are in contact with the bishops and,denominational leaders, but differ

*11tactically from many of them.
Second are Protestants who tend to combine anti-e.olution with right-

.. ing politics or reaction to racial integration to the point that the. start
schools of their on or fight textbook battles mer against "Publick
Religion" and consensus churches. Add to these the grow ing extreme!.
orthodox Jew ish groups that ant ,to rem°. e themsekes from the taint of
larger society, the "patriot" groups that make much of religion in their
paws. and the like.

They 'educatem'se. eral ways. First. through their. ow n "fundamental"
schools. Anti-busing forces ga.e the great impetus to these, but theories of
learning and anti-e.olut)4nary contingents ha.e contributed. Second, they
form aggressive Sunda. School some fundamentalist churches own or.
lease as many as 200 Sunday School buses where they disicipline
children to withhold consent from the teaching process in the public
schools at many crucial points. They educate by approaching adults on
school boards or iri communities at 'large and work on children through

'them And they finally go through the motions of public education but
ithhold consent from what it sets out to do in relation to values.

In time they may subtly change the characterof public education, it is
also likely that some of them will begin to make,compromises with tlite
larger society But for now the stand as agentwA discord and dis\uption.
In the political tradition that dirk es from Aristotle. a society like of is a
communitas communitatum. It is neither a totalist whole nor indi. 'dualist
atoms, but a cluster of many kinds of subcommunities, be they go.ornmen-
tal. familial, educ4tional, clubby,-ethnic, religious or whatever. Tb stress
corninunityand not subeommunities leads to totalism. To stress subc:om-
munities vIthauf concern foi jcotnmonweal leads to ,Balkanization and

- anarchy. The founding fathers, with James Matilsori.Asii spokesman, took
some comfort and sense of secttrit. from "the multiplicity of sects." If one
prevailed, all others would rose freedom.' If two or,three'pfe.ailed, they
would war over the spoils. If thany,sur.i.ed, the would iiot be able to seize
power ;Foday.out of the ''mpltiplicity of sects" have come people who ha. es

rned ho to jab at the Agulars and touch points of society. Yet the larger
' iky itt'peril tries to Silence them, or put therh down.

What do educators dc1.3 I have,to begin-by say iqg`that in acc3.itestages
we aye-to remember "yOu,cannot 'em all." No fifes or gods assured us
that everythin& will come out right. We ha.e seen go<4.1. reasonable;
hu edic4ed school boards and teachers simply overrun by hit -ands
r n experts on a single topic, arid thiswill 'continue. But it is possible to
a ticipate and meet many situations.

A
ders awareness./Administrators, faculties. policy makers, and

civic eaders 11, enough on their hands and minds to keep them from
beeomir exier eiolggists of eNgion or anthropologists, but they would

/ c
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do well to become more alert to recent societal changes. To understand a
cultui-e, to locate one's self in it, is both-good strategy and, in the face of
defe 'ats, helpful consolation.

2. Educate the community. Itelieve that public schools have not made
enough use of the experts, professorial and ministerial and lay, in each com-
munity: people who could help set forth "the 11y of the land." If people
understand more about the character of the Republic they, can better learn
'how to fend off forces that do not care for it, assure liberties to opponents of
consensus whom they do not find attractive, ,and support boards or teachers
who are "on the spot."

3. Make an opportunity of bad situations. It is important whereVer
possibleto "head 'em off at the pass,""as rile old Westerns put it, to antici-
pate trouble areas. But when surprises occur, we do well to remember
Whitehead', theme that a clash of doctrines is not 'a disaster but an oppor-
tunity. Often disruptive or focal .groups ,do, despite' their smpetirryes g
treacherous ways, have their finger on legitimate critical Issites. Some of
them feel that they,have had no voice in poi* or are the floor for everyone
else's self-esteem, and want to be representtid. Why do people turn to such
authoritarian groups`` today? What "broke down" in the culture to lead peo-
pie to cults? There, are ways to "teach about" society and retigion'to take
advantage of some of the breakdown or tense issues.

4. Wait. Panic and overreaction, often gis publicity to grouiSs that
prospe r under persecution. Someday the schisnW in our society in 1977 will
look no more traumatic than did those of 1777 in our retrospect. People
keep being accommodated and they keep buying into* larger society,
making their compromises. This wilt happen again in ,Many cases, and a
long patient-policy may be,better than the kind that needs a victory in every
classroom and school district..

Have I anything good to, say about these groups? So far they look like
Huns and Vandals who invaded our rational Rome. Hard as it may he to see
it in the midst of controversy, much that is good from our society has come
from people Santayana called "rabid and pensive apostles of liberty," non:
'compromisers who saw what others did not. The maverick and the heretic
against societal values sees what people who held them do not. Cognitive
minorities "often lead majorities to -reform, even if majorities do not
acknowledge the source. I have refrained from judging' whether any of
these groups are true or teach truths, whether they are beneficial in the lives
of any of their adherents. No doubt they sometimes are. Our concern has
been for their part in,the commonwealth. Here they may be teaching us
something again about the barbarian and civilization and about the rest
of us, who consider ourselves civilized: that in the republic we need not
always work for consensus but for a higher level of argument. The cultist is
not interested in argument but only in freeliom for himielf and an audience'
for his or her opinions. Many examples in history show that such set-apart
people sooner or later come to feel responsible for some larger:share of
society, It would be a pity if the majority did not discern that moment in the '
case of some of today's groups and failed to lure them into the dialogue and
conversation simply because they feared what they would hear in itS give
and take. Little that f have said is of comfort to beleagured boarat,or
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faculties, but on a larger scale and-landscape, it is possible to do better than
we hake done at keeping a % ital tension in the concept of'our fragile com-
munitas coranzunitatuin4.,;
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CHAPTER VIII

THE AMERICAN POLITICAL SYSTE)vrAS EDUCATOR

St6phen K. Bailey
Acting President, American Council on. Education

Professor of Education and Social Policy, Harvard University

it is a privilege to be able to talk to America's most distinguished
Irpoliticaeducators about the American political system as educator. In a

fundamental sense, all of American education is a function of the political
-system. Y.ou people are elected Or,ap,pointed through politiFal processes. All
of our schools and colleges (even private ones) are either licensed or

'. chartered by the state, and most of them are directly financed by state and
local authorities. The overwhelming bulk of financial support for
American education at all levels comes from tax levies and tax exemptions.

I havee spent a good part of my professional life in the past 15 years try-
ing to explain to educators how profoUndly; they are embedded in the
nation's political matrix. Most Chiefs have always known this, but the inno-
cence of others who should know better has been astounding. Education
still pays a heavy price for the political innocence of its professional Practi-
tioneas and its friends. ...e '

I must assume, however, that the theme of this Summer Institute is not
addressed to t itical system as the incubator of our formal educational
establishm . Your attention is turned instead to the educative functions

tot

services that are pun y-ed by the political system apart from its crea-
tion and nurture of the educational system itself. Following the lead of

. America's foremost historian of American education, Lawrence A. Cremin
(who, lam delighted to mote, will be winding up this institute), you are look-
ing at the full range of educational forces that shape the minds of the
citizenry. You are to be congratulated, for oply by so'doing can you get a
fix on the special role of the, formal education system in the total learning
environment of the nation.

In the 'creation of this essay, 1 have frankly been astounded at the
variety of ways in which the American political system does in fact
educate. The truth is, the list is so long that I can do little more than suggest
a few thematic examples. Let me concentrate on four: the political system
as political educator, as economic educator, as technical educator, and as
cultural educator.

First, the political system as political edurator. In looking at the
political socialization of children, David Easton and others have discovered
the importance of the cop. A child's sense that parents are ultimate authori-
ty- is drastically modified the first time the child watches 'a pace officer '

...3
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give orders that Daddy and Mommy hasten to obey, usually with a highly
deferential attitude. Subsequently, the President of theUnited States is first
perceived by most children as a Super Cop who is to be local policemen
what the loc4 policemen, are to Daddy and Mommy. By the time a child is
subject to the authority patterns of-the school, he or she has already learned
the reality of authority patterns in the larger polity. In tough
neighborhoods, the rudimentary political groupings and leadership struc-
tures of gangs reinforce a child's perception that in hUman affairs some peo-
ple gain some kind of legitimacy for giving orders that others obey.

It is doubtfgl that anything in subsequent classroom learning is a more
powerful educator of young people about the realties of political power
than those early childhood experiences. Starting with infancy, then, the
political system is an impressive political educator.

For adolescents and adults, political education § Overwhelmingly a
'function of what the media transmit from key poltical actors. Theodore
Roosevelt called the Presidency "a bully pulpit. He miglilas well have
called it "a bully lectern." One of my most vivid memories when I was of
high school age was listening with the rest of the.far*ly to FDR's fireside
chats. They were, as you know, rhetorical masterpieces. Sometimes t
gave more clarity to cause and effect, and a higher probability tothe
benign consequences of legislative therapy, than in retrospect were war-
ranted. But for a people confotfnded by the inscrutability of blind economic
forces. a strong ''and educative Presidential voice was an enormous
reassurance. The fact that he tried to educate, rather than to overpower or
to bypa;s, the citizenry was itself a piece bf political education. For there
were 'other models of political leadership abroad at the time Stalin
Hitler, Mussolini who looked at political educaton soley in terms of pro-
paganda backed by terror.

Presidents educate directly through tv6 and radio. They educate in-
,

directly through their messages to Congress, executive orders,and press
conferences. They educate by their willingness- to greet sot fir foreign
dignitaries, but not others; and bv-.the agendas they establish ith leading
foreign powers and Within the United rations. They educ e when they
issue proclamations reinforcing national traditions. T educate when
they campaign for office or--for a party slate. They educate when they place
their children in a public schookThey eduate even when they misbehave..
The consequences of their misdeeds loom so large that they dominate the
nation's prilitical thinking for months or years witness Watergate.

Others besides the President, oficourse, shape our political education. It
can be argued that .the Supreme Of ourt is a perpetual seminar in political
theory. It is the definer and explicator of the evolving moral conscience of
the nation rationalized in, terms of our constitutional heritage. It has to
educate, for as Andrew Jackson once pointed out, it has no troops. Its
supremacy in our system rests, I firmly believe, upon the root fact that it is
constrained through the educative devices of hearings and dicta to buttress
legal and moral judgments with rational argument. In that sense, it gives to
our political,eduaition both procedural and substantive content.,

Cabinet members also educate. They educate when they testify beficie
Congressional committis, or make public statements. Regulatory agencies
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educate why they Md. public hearings and make quasi-legislative or
quasi-judicial rulings.

The Congress is ndt only, to use Emerson's phrase, a standing insurrec-
tion, it is a sitting classroom in American and world politics. Its printed
hearings, its Congressional Record, its committee reports; its daily snowfall'
of press releases and newsletters to constitute are all instruments, of
political education. It is true, of course, that aside from their use by lobby-
ists and columnists Congressional publications are not widely tappet' 1
directly. But through the diffusive processes of media and of scholarly
publications, Congressional discourse and reflection become .major reflec-
tors and shapers of the diverse views of the nation.

Tb a greater or lesser degree, chief executives, legislators, and judges at
state and local levels-are all powerful shapers of public v iews and attitudes
towards politics and policies. I had the priv liege once of serving as mayor of
the city of Middletdwn, Connecticut. I was at the time teaching politics at
Wesleyan University. In 130 cases I was trying to extend the knowledge
and insights of others about the American political system refining my
own understanding in the process. I remember ox le o'ccasion.when my
Director of Public Health, a rather officious type; wanted to have fines slap-
ped on any first offender who broke the sanitary codes applicable to food
stores and restaurants. Partly from political prudence, partly from honest
conviction, I asked him to start by launching a series of open seminars on
the laws and regulations governing food handling inyjting all food -store
and restaurant operators to attend. I believed then as I believe now that
education is half the battle of law enforcement. I concur with Plato that
persuasion, not coercion, is the divine element in the,Nvorld.

Political leaders learn from the citizenry that is almost a definition
of democracy. But they aye also major educators of the itizenry about both
policies and politics. It is this process of two-way 15°1 ical education so
traumatically but triumphantly played out during th tragedies'of Vietnam
and Watergate that A the hallmark of our form governinent. We do
too little inour schools and colleges. I think, to epare young people to
participate in the lifelong educational colloquy politics. It is the glory
and meaning of Our political system. It is the ulti ate justification of a free
press. It is continuing education in its richest sense.

If the political system is a major instrument of our political education,
it is also a major factor in the nation's economic edtcation. In one sense,
this has always been true. We all remember Hamilton and Gallatin, and
Clay and Jackson in part because they educated the nation in the prevailing
economics of the time. Perhaps the most famous political address in
A rican history, William Jennings Bryan:s "Cross of Gold- speech, was
an attempt to educate the nation in the Largely specious economic
argumentsof the late 19th century. What is the message of Hoistadters
great book on Thi, Age of Reform, bUt that the entire political system
became an enormously powerful instrument of economic edtkation in the
latter part of the 19th century and early part of the 20th century. Many of
FDR's greatest fireside chats were centered on economic education of the
public. The Supreme Court spent most of the 19th and early 20th centuries
on eases interpreting to the public (some of us would say in retrospect,
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"miseducating the public about") economic rights and prvileges.-
In more specialized terms, the informational serviets of particuliL

Federal departments and-agencies have for more than a half-century bee
economic educators for particular audiences: the statistical series of the

'Departments of Labor, Commerce, and Agriculture come to mind,
But all this pales into insignificance compared with the macro-

economic Federal indicators that presently help to shape the economic
education of the nations of the world. Tune in any day or night, read any

a major newspaper or weekly journal of opinion, someone is quoting the
President's Council of Economic Advisors, the Treasury, the Department of
Commerce, or the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve. The GNP is
up or down, new housing starts are up or dowl, prices are stable or
unstable, inventories are,thinning out, the dollar is slipping further on the
international exchange.

There are, of course,,,,some privately-run series: Dow-Jones, Standard
and Poor. But the great economic educator of the nation is the Federal,
government. My first major book, Congress makes a Law, was a study of
how the Employment Act of.1946 came to be passed. Although that impor-
tant piece of legislation was presaged in some ways by both the Federal
Reserve Act of 1914 and the Budget and Accounting Act of 1921, theessen-
tial contribution of the 1946 Act was its creation of two riew Federal in-
strumentalities of economic edutation in the nation: the Council of
Economic Advisors in the Executive Office of theTresident, and the Joint
Economic Com,miltee in the Congress. Both the CEA and the JEC have for
thirty years been the nation's major seminars in , macro- economics.

Within the last three years, a third Federal instrument of economic,
education has been added: the Congressional Budget Office. Underthe able
leadership of Alice ,Rivlin, CBO has brought order to the fiscal chaos of
legislative authorizations .and appropriations. Budget ceilings have been
set. The nation has been privy to committee hearings and floor &bates
designed to reveal to the Congress and to thaptiblic_at lUrge the distinction
between what Rousseau once called.the "will of all" and the "general v411"

the "will of all" being the Sum of separate interests, and tliVgeneral
will" being the articulation of policies designed with a larger "public in-
terest" in mind: To be precise, if the net result of the Congressional pork
barrel and of appropriations log rolls is to set loose a runaway inflation,
special interests may benefit temporarily, btit She interests of the general
public are cruelly penalized. The function of the*CB0 and its related
budget committees in the Senate and the louse is to plot the consequences
of Congressional actions with the dynamic stability of the entire economy
in mind. It is difficult tdimagine a more impressive educative function. All
of this is not topretend that there is a single authoritative Federal voice, or
even several voices, giving us some sacred truths about the economy. Ex-
perts, including Federal experts, differ about figures itcl trendi and their
meaning. Economic therapies can prOduce grotesque side effects. Trade-
offs are pervasive; high tariffs protect some industries' but limit exports for
others; more energy means a dirtier environment (as Alvin Weinberg used
to say at Oak Ridge, "All power pollutes, and absolute power pollutes ab-,
sokitely."); full employment may be inflationary. But all of these anomalies
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and contradictions are also educative they gradually hammer home to
the public that there are no free lunches, no simple solutions, no easy
dividends. An awareness of these economic realities means, that we are
maturing as a people. Part of the solemn. temper of our times is a product of
the economic education being given to us by the political system,Twenty
years ago Michael Oakshott put it starly:

"Vo litics is an activity unsuited to the youngi not on account Of their
vices, but on account of what I consider to be their y irtues. Everybody's
oung days are a dream, a delightful insanity, a sweet solipsism. Nothing in

them has a fixed shape Everything is a possibility ... Since life is a dream,
politics must be an encounter of dreams in which we hope to impose our
oyi.-n. But when wehaye passed what Joseph Conrad called 'the shadow line'
there is disclosed to us a solid world of things, each with its fixed shape,
each with its points of balance, each -with .its price, -a world of fact, not
poetic images, in which what we hay e spent on one thing wesannot spend
on another, a world inhabited with others besides ourselves who cannot be
rAduced tp mere reflections of our own emotions. To rein in one's own
beliefs and deszires, to, acknowledge the current shape of things, to feel the
balance of th t. world in one's hand is a difficult achievement, not to be
looked for in the young." (Quoted by Henry Fairlie, "Camelot Revisited,"
Harper's, January 1973, p. 67.)

Oakshott could have been speaking of a young nation as well as of
young people. Increasingly the economic education given to the citizens by
their political system helps them to mature even as it destroys comfor-
table illusions. 1-lerhaps this is the true meaning,of Carlyle's definition of
economics as "the dismal science." But if we ate- people can be educated to
understand the train economic concepts of ;trade-offs" and "maximiza-
tion," we may save oursely es and our successors vast discomfort or worse in
the years to come.

I turn in the third place to the political system as technical educator.
Otir4,0,, in large measure, a ci ilization of gadgetry and practical' arts.'No
mat *r wheie we look we see people attempting to cope with technologies
that both ease,an4complicate their lives. Have you ever taken a look al th
"How To ... books aid pamphlets published and disseminated by all
levels of government: "How To Install A Septic Tank," "How To Fight
Gypsy Moths. "How To FiFh For Smallmouth," "How To Build A Barn,"
"How To Na y igate," How to Choose Edible Roots,"How To Recognize
Cancer Symptoms," the list is endless. Sometimes these are disseminated
without charge., sometimes there is a nominal fee. But the political system
through government, publications is an enormous educator in all kinds of
technical fields.

In a namber of areas, gove nments use field agents. One of the glories
or the world is Ameriican agricult whose triumph is in no small measure
the work of county agents iti ant technical educators who have
dissemina ed to individual fa s technol ical and' scientific
breakthroughs of government-sponsored agricultUral experiment stations.
Similarly,- the. Small Business Administration has educated tens of
thotisands of small businessmen ire techniques of running a small enter-
prise. Alt, of us receive a daily etrucation in the vagaries of the weather
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through the work of government meteorologists.
For millions of our younger citizens, the Armed Services provide a vast

variety of technical courses that have both military and civilian pay-offs:
courses in computer technology, engine and machine maintenance, elec-
tronics, surveying, mapping, celestial navigatin, radio, nuclear power,
radar. Many of these courses, through the Office of Educational Credit of
the American Council on Education, are certified for scholastic and -
academic credit in civilian institutions.

Increasingly, but still' inadequately,, government sponors technical
training for unemployed young people: MDTA and CETA job training,
various programs of the ACTION agency, youth conservation work as in
California.

And all of these, of course, are in addition to technical training pro-
vided in prisons and in inservice training' programs osganized by the
civilian branches of governments to improve the technical and managerial
capacities of their workers: foresters, ship builders, space mechanics, con-
trol tower operators, building inspectors, police detectives, state' highway--
engineers, communications specialists, I. do not know that the inservice
training activities of our political system have ever been totaled, but the
amount spent on such educative activities must run into the-tens of millions
of dollars each year. And all of this has an incalcuable multiplier effect as
trained parents pass new skills and knowledge on to each other, to their
children, and to friends.

Finally, what of the political system as cultural educator? I must start
with the city of Washington itself. One of the delights of our most recent
five-year-tour in that city has been to savor its cultural renaissance. The*
Mall is now a gloriou4,. perynanent midway. Every year millions of .

Americans visit the Museums of Natural History. Space and Aeronautics,
Science and Technology; they linger in the Mellon Art Gallery, The Hir-
shorn Museuin of Modern Art; they tour the monuments to Washington, Jef-
ferson, and Lincoln renewing their sense of identity -with our inherited
political'arlture; they stand in line for a glimpse of the. Whife Hoilie, and
drive past Lady Bird's flowers along the Potomac. In the evening they can
take in the theatre, opera, ballet, or symphony at the Kennedy Cei-iter for
the Performing Arts. Cheek by jowl to the Congress and the Supreme Court
is the magnificent Library of Congress perhaps America's single greatest

I-
cultural resource. Visitors may f iry out of Dulles Airport which, however in-
efficient in strictly economic terms, is surely one of the most hputiful ex-
pressions of functionalism in the entire world of architectures.

Through increasing appropriations to the National Endowment for the
Humanities and the Arts, what is already happening in Washington is-
gradually being promoted across the land. .The government support is
woefully insufficient. Museums, libraries, and performinli arts centers are
being cruelly hit by\inflation antUry the drying up of traditional sources
private support. I commend to )u the American Council for the A s in
Education's recent book,.. Coming to Our Senses: The Significance of the
Arts for America Education, which calls for a new national cqmrnitment
to the support or our cultural life. But, the fact remains, if we lAk it what
t political sys m is already doing for the quality of our lives through.,sup-
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port for parks, playgrounds, zoos, arboretums, museums, performing arts
centers, historic bui ing preservations, historical markers, national
monuments, libraries. ardens and publications related to most of these

we cannot help being mpressed by the primacy of the political system in
the field of cultural ation.

So much is.going on all the time about which mot of us are tragically
upaware. Recently in reviewing my file of news bulletins called Higher
Education and National Affairs, put out weekly by the'American Council
on Education, my eves caught a short squib dated November 7, 1975, with
the headline "History of ti.S. Art Qepicted in New Film." The story read as
follows: .

.

"A motion picture depicting the history of art in America during the
past 200 years has been produced by the National Endowment for the Arts
and the Sears-Roebuck Foundation. The 28-minute film in color and sound
contains more than 18,000 images tracing the evolution of American art
from colonial craftsmanship to pop/rock. More than ZO museums, galleries.
and libraries supplied art works. Its New England premiere will be held in
Boston November I0 at the annual meeting of the American Association of
State Colleges and Unix ersities!The film ... is available to clubs add groups
on a free loan basis through local film libraries.,.

During the past two years this is only one example of the dedicated ef-
forts of Y arious parts of our political system to recapturein the context of

.the Bicentennial the cultural richness of the American adventure. All of us
have been further educated by these endeavors..

Recently I was appointed to the Carnegie Commission for Public
Broadcasting to rev iew the past decade of public teleNision and radio and to
make recommendations for the future. All is not well in public broad-
casting in this country. Even so, through financial support from the
political system, as well as from private sources, our nation's cultural life
has been enomously enriched by the best of what public channels have pro-
duced or disseminated. I need only mention The Adam's Chronicle, Sesame
S ee , The Forsyth Saga, Upstairs, Downstairs, Civilization, and The As-

nt of Man to make my point. In this context, we owe a substantial debt of
ratitude to the asitish government for its support of creative artists who,
rough public broadcasting in their country and ours, have made life

richer for hundreds of millions of people.
Ahead of us are the marvelous opportune for cultural enrichment

made possible by the development of satellit ansmitters part of the
spin-off of the space decade of the '60s. Increasingly, we shall be able to
bring to. the America k hdusehold the cultural wonders of the worjA. The
creative artists of eve country, with all of the rich diversity therein im-
plied, Will soon be available yia satellite to all people across the face of the
globe.

I have only scratched the surface. The political system, directly and in-
directly, is one of oar greatest educative instruments. We have not learned
yet to appreciate fully what it doeS, or what it can do, as an educative in-
strument. Much of its eduCational impact is infusive and suffusive.

But if the educational effects of the politicalsystem wer6 to suddenly
disappear, we would surely feel the difference at once. We would together
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share a great anguish of deprivation.
Great political systems have always been great educators. Among other

fhings, they have set the conditions and the spirit within which individual
growth has taken place. -This was true of Elizabethan England, of the
Roman Republic, ind most certainly of fifth century Athens. As Edith
Hamilton pointed out in her classic and beautiful I;ook The Gree& Way,
"The Creeks were the first intellectualists. In a world where the irrational
had played the chief role, they came forward as the protagonists of tbe
mind." ,

And Edith Hamilton summarized for us the political ideal that_
emerged from this flowering of the intellect.

The idea of the Athenian state." she wrote, "was a union of in-
di% iduals free to develop their own lvay obedient only to the laws they

o
passed themselv es and could criticize and change at will. And vet
underneath this apparently ephemeral view of LINA, was the conviction
peculiarly Athenian which dominate the thought and the art of the 5th cen-
tury that the unlimited, the unrestrained. the lawless, were ba*arous,
ugly, irrational ,Freedom strictly limited Eiy self-control that was the
idea of Athens at her greatest...

What higher goal for education can there be?
When will our own political system learn that the inculcation of this

.116 o

ideal is its highest educational. responsibility?
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CHAPTER IX .?

'THE AMERICAN ECONOMIC SYSTEM AS AN EDUCATOR

Kenneth E. Boulding
Prdfessor of Economics
University of Colorado

'"" Education in the larger sense of the word consists of all human learning
experiences, from womb to tomb. It includes what we learn from our con-
stant exposure to sensedata froth the world around us; it includes the learn-
ing of language in early childhoodand the enormous amount of informs-
tion which enters the mind through language in all subsequent years;It if
eludes what welead, what we see onion, hear on the radio, see on the
stake or in movies, all that we hear or overhear. in conversation, and a vast-
flood of information input that streams in upon us almost every moment of
our lives, even to some extent in sleep. It includes also the self-generated in-
fqrmation; of which the human brain generates an enormous quantity all
the time in thoughts, ruminations, imaginations, which constantly in-

. teract with the inputs from the outside world in order to structure the brain
into ,.the universe within which corresponds in .some sense to the

erse wit out, however imperfectly, In these enormous processes we also
learn values and evaluations, we learn preferences, we learn to criticize
these preferences, we lean; to persuade and to be persuaded, we learn a vast
variety of emotions and attitudes, we learn by trial and error, by disap-
pointment and failure, with images of fact and images of value interacting
constantly in an immensely complicated process of cognitive growth.

We enter the world with a brain, largely unstructured, with some
genetic structures but a vast potential for learned structures. A baby is like

. a settler going into an empty land: as the child grows and mattlrykrwast
structures of .the mind are built, internal cities, roads and farms, in a pro-
cess that ends only at death, 'though before then, in senescence, the rate of
deprciation of the* structures may exceed their replacement and expan-
sion. In this enormous process formal educatiOn is only a fraction;. what
fraction of course varies with-the individual and is 1 to measure,.but for
most people it is probably not more than 10 pet! MI of total learning;

N\4e,,though if we itieluda the fact that formal education is strongly concerned
ith teachini-ikople how to learn, its total effect may be much larger.
aching peopleto read', for instance, enormously increases their capacity

for futuie learning, and indeed this could be regarded as the major task of
formal education, to expand the learning ortpacit_y_of the studentInore_than
tb4eaCh actual content, though this too should not"be neglected. , vo
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Among the type Siif learning experiences outside formal education, per-
sonal contact with the co-110m is certain one of the ost Opefrtant.

Ige" about the
society, and in-
e environment.

These are he experlences-.-,which build up. "folk know
economic env ironmen f the.individual. verybday in o
deed to someextent in ci,4 ties, grows ip into an excha
'even "as children we learn how to spend money and perhaps ei how to.

z earn it. Everybody is familiar with shops. with prices. with jobs and wages. J1/4

Large numbers of people have bank accounts and savings accounts, and are tip,
acquainted' with interest. insurance, union dues anti membership. Almost
everybody is exposed to large quantities -of alichertising on television, in
newspapers and magazines, on the radio, and so on. Most people have some
per,sOnal experietice with unemployment, of moving between jobs, of
shifting from one store to another, ohe'brand to another. As we move up the
wale of complexity, fewer andfewer have personil experience with certain,
demerits of the system: only about 10 per cent of the people ever tiny and
sell stocks, a much smaller percentage than that deal in commodity futures,
andthe subtli'ties of corporatelinanye are experienced only .by a very few..
Such mysteries iis 'mergers, even collective bargaining. are again experi-
enced A)y a ver.c. few.Ve can arrange elements in the exghange environment
from those which are virtually universal and that everybody. experiences. to
those which milk- a very- few people experience. With all sorts of gra *ion.

'7- in between. , - ,,i

The exchange ens ironment forces.budgeting and economizing v r-
Mall. everybody. Wc"ar all conscious that ther,e are certain things that we
cannot afford. We are ccinscieus that if we buy one thing we cannot buy
another, and that we hose a problem of allocation of scarce resourcef. in
.this'case. Ci'ilr income.,among competing uses. which are the different lines
of expenditure, Large numbers of people are aware of credit in one form-or '
another, whether conkun4r credit. house morfg.lges, or es en thesloan shdrk ,
and the p:ikvn staiN which expand resources. at least temporapily. Large
numbers of people are aware that we tan shift our total puruha's 'from the
present into the future if we save, and froM the future into the present if we
borrow. ,.

, .,-.

Actual business eXperience ,that is: the taking of responsibilay in gun-
ning a piiof it-making enterprise = is confined toa!Platisely small propor-
tion of the populgion, perhaps not more, than 10 per cent. Experience in (.1,)
profitrnaking.c in ac 'fualls running a businiss. in hiring labor. buying ).
materials and selling a product. and making pi.of its. is really quitirrare, It'
was one of the sdcial t irtues of the consumers' cooperative thovetnetit that
it gave] certain number of people who would otherwise hime had no per-
sonal experience of what it meant to run a business an opportunity to par-
ticipide.. even at 'times painfully . in this process. People whose income is.' '
derived wholly from wages. salaries or grant often has very little idea of

kthe risks and the strains invol in undertaking an7fliejtig responsible for a J,
Iiiisiness enterprise. . . ' , 1.

For most people also; cbritaci with gosernment'is quite'peripheral. We
pay'taxes often rather unaware in the case of comnibdity taxes, though
we are highly conscious of paying income taxes and real estate taxes. We
may havosorne contact. through.yvelfaze payments or coning restrictions,

1/4
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but on the whdle it is a fairl% small pr rtion of the people say 20 p r
, ,

cent wino either participate in goy rent as cis s'er% ants, or experience
the impact of goternment regulatio . Government imPinges on most pea.
pie at second hand and they ate often .citiite unaware of its impact. TOO
like tariffs..antitrust lasts. go% ernment subsidies. env ironnieni regulations.
and so on affect a large Majority of people only indirectly . It is not surpris-
ing. ,therefore. that so many people are insensitite to government. that
many people do nest' e% en bother to tote. and for a large .propov,Ion of peo-

e political activity consists'in toting once or twice'a year. It is only % et%

sm ll'percentage of the people tbat form pressure groups and public in-
te est groups, and so on...The government is line the weather --,we notice it
o Is when it fouls things up Ordinarily, most people'simply take it for
gr nted and Chet are perhaps particulark unaware of the impact of
got nment on economic life.

he eolk knowledge of.the economy, .etltich is derived from the kinds Olir
experiences mentioned above. is frequently quite accurate in. local en-

4 'ironments. Et,erybocit , who shops has a pretty fair idea of Vhar cum:
modities are atonable at roughly, t% hat prices. Some things will appear,
Vde4r and pedple t% ill turn to substitutes that are -cheap.- At the locad

vel folic knowledge is fairly accurate simple because it has rapid feedback.
We soon find out when gas stations run ott-lof gas. when coffee prices'
double Netertheless.Cthere imporf,Int failures of folk knowledge. par-
ticularly in regard to larger sl stems. of which it is hard to hate personal ex-

.'perience.
Thus. from °di- Lrdinart experience we do not get'muchsense of the

nature of the price ststibi or any total pic trite of the econom% as a w hole. in
its structure and proportions. We take the stiVermarket for granted without
understanding the complexity of the processes by ttl)ich it is kept stocked.-

, P plc may be % agalt aware in general that prices are rising. they are
.tin 'kelt to be aware of the processes b% which inflat ion.takes place.'qe the

'nettions. for instand between inflation and the total Monet supply or
the total 'budget defi(it. Almost etert body but cheap!and sell deatk. r.
without realiqig that if the price Mtitern#is distorted too much e'en in
directions which seem favorable. there may be large. and perhaf)s unfor-,
tunate. consmences. There is % er% little sense in the general public of the
importance ocf-elatft'e'prices in insuring that markets are cleared and that
goods argfnerally available. and little trfiderstanding of the fate that price.
control- cart-6MR 'bring shortages and surpluses. People hate eery
'understanding of the effect of tariffs. quotas or specific taws on com=./:
modities.

The folk knowledge of the economy give % ert little understanding of
the ()wrap social function of profit. Large n nhers of people with no ex-
perience of business thick of all'profiyas "gouging.- They hat(' little sense,
that profit comes from risk bearing, fromi lea% ing the secure hItten of
go% ernment bonds and sat ings accounts ,md.benturIng out onto the stormy
seas'of hiring and firing. of making g'amrselling: of gitirOsemploy inent and
hoping to reap the' wards. The Marxist picture of the employer as dry.-
plotter of tfie laborer who -really.' makes the pnoduct Is quite widespread
even in capitalist, societies ,There is little understanding of the role of the

/
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4 employer or the capitalist iii organ zing production and taking the in-

coherent pot ntial of labor and turning in "acti("ity yvhictican produce a '-
prochict M st people.,es en graduate stu ntrin econamicsZd grossly to r
overestimate the proportion of the national income which g into profits.
This is actuall'Yn the order of 10-per cent of total income, over 7$per cent
now going u/a.iges and salaries. There'is a general feeling, that somebody
somewhere is making enormous profits which can easily be siphoned off a&
a cast source of re% epue.-. ' . .i

Folk knowledge gie'S at, little 'understanding of economic fluctua-
tions, or of the remedies sshiAl might be taken to overcome them. Most peo-
plc. are. mp.ia.jre that there is a depression until either they or ,a: neight:dr
down the street loses.'his job. tnemploy-ment statistics meari-very little to
people who are still employed. The dilemma of raising.employ'ment at. the
cost of a higher rate of inflation isisomptliihrOhat we do not learn at our
mother's knee or ar the supermarket:The role of banking policy or. oftthe
publiudeficit is very' little understood, Although over .the last generation
economists de seem to ba% e persuadedlargetipurribers of people that govern-
ment deficits ate wonderful and that the public debt is nothing'to worry'

: 'about But still extraordinarily large numbers-of people di) worry about the
national debt. more perhaps than ineeessar . simply ,because they argue
by analogy from peisonal debt into national de

Finally , folk knowledge tendsto give us v e e sense of the long run,
of the sort-of problems we m N encounter in the net fifty or one hundred .
years.(There may be some loge in that, butit is har to expect people to be
NN ildl. concerned about things at are goinglo ha pen after they are dead
or after their children or. per dchildrrn are ad._ Large numbers of
AmericAns for instance, feel t at the energy c is-is a fraud, or is just the
result of manipulation on the part of tie oil companies and theovernment,
and that all and gas will go on fives er. Few people see the relation between
the price of any thing,and the degree to which irwill be conserved, or see
cheapness ffs.iii encouragement to waste. .. , ..

Th-Fnext question is whether formal education in schools., colleges, and
,unisersities can remedy ;the failures of folk knowledge imcregard to the
understanding of the economic system. It is indeed one o f t hiajor f -
tions of formal educational institutions -to remedy the 'tai re of talk .
knowledge in all fields and to give people skills which enable.them totrans-
cend their own personal experience and to obtain images of largersysiems.
The answer seems to be that in regard to the economic system there is a,
pretty massiverfailure,of formal'. education, in -spite of the efforts tor'
organij like, the Joint CAenci.1 on Economic Education in New York.:
and its,branches around the c try, in spitebf the efforts of the American,
Eeonbniic Association through.its mmitteeon Economic Education.;The .
rude fact seemild be that only a .re tively small proportion of people in
this country. or in any other, go beyond what folk knowledge and the or-
dinary experience of daily life,can teach thqm about the economy. . .:,

There are 'many good reasons for this. One is that teachers, especially.
at the eleme a ry and the high scliool lever. are rarely trained in 'economies.
A considera I proportion of social studies teachers, for instance, have had
no course in "economics, They come out of majoring in history or
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geography, or even sociology and political science. The teacher below the
college level who has had a major in economics is quite rare. Ran Ir perhaps
this is because majors in economics tend to be siphoned gff Into more

occupations
.

remunerative occupations in banking: corporations, or government
whereas people Yho ha% e majored in history,,Or g% en other social sciences,
often find teaching the major avenue open to them for earning a Jiving.J The absence of teachers is reflected, also, in the absence of teaching
materials and textbooks, whith fin this area are generallr 1/4of -rather low
quality at the grade school and high school level, with a few notable excep-
tions such as the materials prepared by my friend Larry Senes0 There are,
unfortunatel% , good reasons for this too. Acadernicsconomists on the whole
dre confined to college .and university teaching and hate rarely devoted

. themselves to the problems of exposition and publication at the grade and
h school le% el; Businesses, both individual Corporations and focal and

na onal*usiness orgainzations, have often pal out a large volume of
mate. Is which aresupposed to educate people, in the schools in the print
tiples o cOnomics. For the toost part, though, these too have been of low
quality, a again for a yen g son the business oF. business is
business, not teaching. The businessessm who support these N enure tend to
be poor jud0 of their quality, os pub ications in this area often tend to be
.propagandistic, and the propaganda frequently' backfires and produces
quite the opposite effect from .what was intended.' ,

Another Newiood reason for the failures of forntal education in,this ,.

field is sunk!y that other pliorities tend to crowd it ut. Particularly at be
level of the grade schools and high schools, the r business of learning,

- how to learn, of learning the tools of learning a e reading of iiiereag 11
ingly advanced materials, in writing arld'express n, in mathematics and ,..e---',

statistics "are so time consuming that the -content fields- tend7tb be e ..
squeezed anrwa%, and of these, economics is often regarded as difficult."4.. t
rather dull, and much hatder to teach than, say. history or geography, or

°e% en politics. The educational srstem iirdeed has so many good reasons for
doing as basil>. as it does in this matter that it l's hard to take a high mofal
line with it. . ,

The final question' therefore, is, doe; this failure matter? Does it really
matter, that we are turning out large generations of economic illiterates. ..
people whose k'nowledgc of economic- processes will Iry learned only .from
daily life and their on immediatepersOnal enyfronments?1What peopk

k lethem It oftek tends tr) be more aclionrate than ithAt
arning.of the 2,

learn in daily life indeed should not be despised,an very important to ,-

schools-, simPl because their mistakes lead to failure nd failure leads to
learning. Een 'tilt; folk knowledge: 4d vouisr, can be iMpro% ed, and indeed
a good deal of what goes br the riame.oreconomic education in the grade
and high schools is let more than the iinKrmementgf the folic knowledge, .4 that is, a consumer education , teaching people how tg, open bank ac-
counts, how to understand insurance ,contracts, and so da. There is cer- ..,' , :

'1arrs. Sene ',h. Bo( Iy ford A Comm:tray Sorra/ Profile (1976i. one of, thcvolumis
de%eloped in the Coloi'acto S% shim Based Corrii.ohlin Projea.fundedb% the Nationat St lent e
Foundation. 1976 4
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tainlv nothing wrong with this blot if that is.all that there-is the deficiencies
of folk knowledge remain. v

In assessing the importance of the failure e educational syilem to
overcome the failures of folk knowledge. ,Ive earn distinguish a Whole spec-
trum of possible positions; At on extreme there is the view that this failure
does not matter at all, that decisions about the larger economy are going to
be made by a very small 'group of people who really run things in business
and in goverriment so that if these people undersfand the economy that is
all that we need. The ignorance of the majority of people does not harm us'
much because they never have to use the knowledge of which they are ig-
norant. It must be admitted -that there is something in this view, though it i's c''
perhaps a little tocncomforting to be really Comfortable. Ifthe one per cent
of tlie people from whom the makers of economic policy in government and
in private organizations are drawn are reasonably sophisticated in these
matters, then on the whole they.willmake fairly giihd decisions and the
economy will \run welt, whether the 99 per cOnt of tiicIpeo.ple knoww - ..,
anything about, it or not. . 1.1 4 4....

At the other endfof,,the spectrum we take the' iewh that widespread
ignorance of economic reality is very dan erOus because it leads to the rise 1
to power of people w ith unrealistic views e economy, who ?hake large
promises which cannot be fulfilled, who will make bad decisions the conse,
quences of which are multiplied because the decision-makers are poWerful.
This problem is-likely to be *ticularly acute in highly' democratic
societies, where theorise to power depend onthe ability ,to Prse latge :
numbers of ple. ' r

The point i n
.

e this pessimistic v iew is likely to have some plausibility
is in regard to speci 'nterestpolicies which benefit a few people noticeably"
at the cost of injuring large npmbers' of people ImpercePtility. fatly
economic policies, Sucloas tariffs. quo s. quantitative restrictions-0 sub-

transfers frotn federal, state, ape ocal governments, andso on. have
,. thisrproperty. In many cased the aggregate cost exceed the aggregate s

bet efits. but the benefits are enjovediby a small group of people and hence
are Very visible, and the people who enjoy them are vociferous arid exercise.
argz, isvlitical weighyvhe,reas the costs are Widely diffused and are hence
unnoticeable except in a very wpiristicated view. ..

,'" The w&st possible case. gf cburse is that in which.both the ordinary
....leinile of a society and its leaders are economically illiterate. so that the

leaders. Witfi the consent of the populace enact policies which Are in fact
destructive df human and economic welfare. 'there are enougVexanwles of
this, of societies which have messed things up economically, to make this a .

real *worry: The contrast, let us say, between Japan and Indonesia, br be-
tween Canada and Argentina, is an illustration of the devastating conse-

- quences of..economic illiteracy aebOth the top and botturn of the society, as
compared with tlisticcess of ec,onomic literacy at the top, e'Ven though
there may not be much atjhe bottom: or even in the middk.:This, however,
is a problem for the colleges anduniversitits rather than for the grade and
high schools, for it is in the colleges and universities that trained incapacity
and inspired ignorance, which seem to goveru the economic Policies of
many countries, are careffilly learned. If the level ollecohoMic literacy-in
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the uniyer , we cannot expect much from the lower schools.
n spite of these poteltial difficulties and.th!.: fact that the edUcational

Astern, like any other finds it`quite easy to go from bad to worse rather
than from bad tb better, there is a case for at least modest optimism in
regard to economic literacy. in the last thirty or forty years there have been
many cases around the world in which economic literacy has clearly been
improved. This is particularly noticeable in the United States, where, for in-
stance, Herbert Steins has traced the growth of economic sophistication, at
least in regard to, depressions and unemployment, from Herbert Hoover's
tax increase in 1932 the worse possible thing to do in the Great.Depres-

ViNKennedv -inspired tat cut io j964, which seems superficially
at-anv T trOilive beena great success, arfd may be'given.partial credit for
a decade ithot t t Jays Klepresslon. The acadenjic scribblers of one
geneeation.,as"Joth`,..445 *dynes himself retnarked' produce the corr.
NentiOlial wisdom o'Ithe-' a heiblacas this is go, it is.certainl: impor-
tant that They scribbles:A. L stakes iritfi@x.%ndo great dalnage in the
practical world if they result ii ealse irriAes:irta,processes of society.
Es en in the socialist countries vvesee a kin of a' teaming p-rOcess elich is
almost a folk learning by fhe powerful. Venin had to retreat front :01171st,
munism in the new .etorlomicliolicy of 1922, Stalin hail tb retreat from
the first collectiv izationpf agr re in 1932. Mao had to.retreat from the
"great leap forward,- that turned o t o be a'great leap backward. ail
froth' the Cultural Revolution. One hes that the "learning of the-podler--4"

fur which is'so costly in terms of human misery ..coulibbe clone more
cheaoly ands icanously through academic education f. but the faildres ofjthe
acadeniir; are notorious enough so that one cannot boMkope ft! aboilt°
this. The fact-that it is usually, much cheaper to make mistakes in sehools
than it is to make mistakes in the outside world gives one hope that the
schools can contintep perform the enorinously important frinction of.
cheapJea ming; even Abbut .large and difficult

'A question ,which is p.frticularly important at the present juncture is
whether th systerre of formal education can`beconre more.sophisticate4
about its ov(n position in the economic sy,stern. We are all aware that'for--
mal education i; a cleclirting 4ndugtry,simply' KeEause of the decline in
births in the past. formal education' up to now at ..Inv rate has had a verit
age:related markerand been age graded to a'tjegree that is almost certainly
excessive-The spectacular declihe in births Much took, place in the united'
Stats in the 60's AO has persisted in the .19,0's has alrefidy had a
tnal.st:t fed on the grade school and high school systems and will move
into-- e voile es next year. In a (las whep infant ulartalit has been ,vir-
tually abolished the stumbe:r of pupils,. let is say age 12. isalmost exactly
equal to theAsim1Serof children yho we're born 12 years ago. The "bulge'

' fil6M about r947 tb 1961 mcw,et1 through The school sv stem, is now

ertxrt Sttiri. The ri,:ai get;lattan m .A me; Ica tchn ago. l nisi.rsits,114ant ago Pres
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still iri- the colleges. The trough of 1965 on is already in the grade:schools, to
a considerable extent in the high schools, anckwill move into the colleges in -
the 1980's.

What the education al system faces, therefore, is a management of
decline. Unfortunately:we ate ill-equipped to do this, for almost all the
managerial skills of the present generation of managers of all kinds have
been 'yearned in periods Of growth. Decline, unfortunately, is much more
difficult to manage than is growth. Growth-trained managers are par-
ticularly likely to do it badly. In particular, the whole question of the
'finance of the educational system becomes much more acute in a,period of
declining enrollments when all capital structures are likely to become top-
heavy, both in buildings and in personnel., The managers of education,
therefore, need to pay very careful attention to the sources of income of the
educational industry, particulatly the extent to which it isaderived from
grants and the extent to which it can be.produced,by exchange! Particularly
corrupting at the moment is the tendency for grantihg agencies, such as
state legislatures, school boards, and ultimately voters, to increasingly in-

, terfere in.aetail with the management of. these grants, tnd to withdraw
'trust and confidence.kom the managers. HenCe the granting agencies often
destroy any.opportunity for increased efficiency or for real solutions for the
problems involved. This utterly destroys flexibility of management and the
ability to detrise Ingenious, solutions to these somewhat unprecendented
problems. Real responsibi 'ty falls between everybody's stools in the'frantic
and ill-considered sear for "accountability."

In the days'indeedthere is an acute need -for a rethinking of the whole
pattern of educational finance. In the great peiiod of expansion we came-to
'rely more and more on grants, especially from government authorities, to

. find ce eduCation, and less p.t.icl lesson the market through feesand through
.

Pn eborrowing. Grants, floweVer, tend to produce subordination, to im-
pair th ifatus of the recipients, rand often to destroy the potential for
Change and adjusIthenti. Whether .vie can get the educational system out
from 'under the grants economy to some extent is a, critical qtiestiOn to

which far too littlthought has been givc:n. The KSPosalsof Professor K*
ingsworth,4 .for instanlib, have a, great_ 61 merit, but are har ly

. anywheretaken seriously. would take care of a are proportion of the
finance of hVier 'education through setting up a system of educational ,
banks which would a'dvance:the students the full cost of their education,

1" which the educational iVitutions would he compelled to charge, the loan
to be repaid by a surcharge on income tax for.the rest of the student's life.
The basic argument is that education especiallyahigher education is an ,

investment for the individual, a private good more than a public good, and
should be financed accordingly. This is certainly not appropriate for grade
schools, though it is ,wortk considering at the high school level. .

Our experience with things like, the GI Bill of Rights aftetheSer9nd
World War_his suggested that up to a point subsidizing the students may be
'a much better form of the grants economy than suh.sidiziog the institution,
for the institutions then have to compete for students rather than for grants.
Subsidizing students or even parents is not, of course,inecessarity the same
thing as educating the student put at least it- would seem it has a fair.
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chance of promoting education. rather than a s stem such as we has e at
present in which the ress ard.s to the educational SN,Stem are all too often
completel:C.independi'nt of what happens to the students.

, Perhaps all this is a pipe dream, but if economic eduLatton could begin
ith the economics of education itself, not 00 might this be good for

eduiation but it would demonstrate to the vdmators that economics is in-
deed reles ant and that it should has e a larger place in the curriculum. But
perhaps this w ill not happen until eLonomists themsels improe
economics.

Y.

4

How n, fin- Hight.? Lilts( Mum.: pat7it) pizr.t.ntett ht the
Et.emostilt ,houvt. of \fit:higan. Itthi imimetti
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CHAPTER X

The Business/Industry/Labor
Complex as Educator

Willard Wirtz
President, Manpower Institute

ListeningAhis morning to Kenneth Boulding's fascinating discussion of
The American Economic System as Educator. I found 'Myself thinki back
to those opportunities college forensics occasionally offered to cross ss cls,
at least words, with visiting debate teams from one or another of gngla
great universities. I remember trying to understand the magic of their in-
Mingling wit with wisdom so that each enhanced the other. I couldn't corn-

te then and I can't now. Professor Bouldiiig remarked in passing on the
suffering of tle -people, in Maq;hington from delusions of certainty."

ough I cannot disclaim either that domicile or occasional exposure to the
symptoms he describes, I would diagnose my wn ma=fdy of the moment
differently: as an inhibiting consciousness o comparativ'e inadequacy to il-
luminate flirther this subject you have assigned both of us. even if iinderdif-

ferent titles.
What is basicallx important in the roles of The American Economic

or The Business/Industry/Labor Complex (whatever this ightly
,sinister sounding term may mean) as EduCator, involves the inflile that
youths' prospects for theluture.have on their learning. Stidents ttitudes
and interests, their aspiratiqns.a motivations, are unquestionably af-
fected by the opportunities theY a d for them. Particularly when (ve

7 are young , we tend to concentrat our leatAing. on what we think we are
going to _able to use, espco tiYeconoitiic-ad ge.

I' uspect the learning process is*Ongly-dffeeted;)too by the-images
yoqng,PeoPle4eveloP in _their m'inds: of men and .iivtimerl, who have ap-

.
parently succeeded'-- agliejnedia-.arid,the tax, lapile ors measure success

in leadership., roles imprivite eil,Orpris,f,- . ._" ,_':-

Perhaps.the most ierestir4issiiefrifolfedhere.0°w youths' educe-
'''. is,ihtl zc-4.,, t)y, ,idolatry in the.gnSindsiindushylai)or complex of

e go'sPe tflietroikest'Nlittional.P.,......8.1Liet, i4-Iiisidiy* id the world,
e.gerittS-la;,higin,:to-llirt,-vvth-:heresy, I ,re:alip ,,that while these

philosOphicaf, aspects of, todaY's_ Object glieliart of :PrOtesior Boulding's
assigiMat,_ th- are.nnt:iricritcle4 in mine. Your inquiry of'4-ne is really
about.hicipe_ iiniat_Opeets of this relationship* How does, and ean, and
sh'Ould theIn- _.-aeppig`blusfpessuUdiudtstry and labor relate to the cur-
ryicg out, ott-bfectop,i9pa-rgivices)A--,2

YCEU 4/1a 1:610 talked together before about the Most obvious aspects
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of this subject: the implications and the potential of "career education," the
possibilities of work-study and .rativ e education ,programs, the
developing of more effective car( counse ng and guidance procedures
rough,the collaborative efforts of those with academic credentials in this

t profession and others whose contribution derives from other types of
-.4 empl4yment experience. Recognizing that none of us would remember1 much of what we either said or heard at those ekirfier meetings. it still seemsi I better to simply incorporate here by reference the subsynce of whaever

has already passed between us. ,

So I should like this afternoon to try to explore another dimension
'which seems to me to be d eloping in this relationship between what we
cO. the worlds of educatio and of work, though this shorthand serves the
demands of.dialogue only , t some considerable expense in clarity. Indeed
this broader dimension. (lc n't really emerge until we'straighten these
terms out a little. .

. .
Both the established institutional patterns and our thinking about this

subject are affected strongly and are warped by the assUmption that
"education" covers only what young people do in that relatively discrete
period of their lives which starts with their entering the doors of a
schoolhouse at the agd of foui to six and ends with their going out through
other schoolhouse doors with diplomas or degrees or sometimes less
ceremoniously sometime between the ages of 16 and _about 22 or 23. ,It is
Bart of this ssumption that "education" takes place, by its nature. in the
course of a si Ie. increasingly, 'ling session. Our teen for any interruptio

44 it is "(Iron ing out," which has-funereal overtones.
I guess I hmk that the role of the business/industry /labor/ ex as

educator given that traditional concept of edcication is a rel, dv
limited o e: that it is indeed important to do sill more than has yet been
done to evelotithe potential of collallorative processes for enriching career
educafion, vocational education, experiential learning programs. and effec-
tive career guidance and counseling procedurd but that we at least hate

,"
4 ' thoselpossibilities fairly clearly in mind.

Suppose. however. we were to put the question a little differently: Not,
what is the role of the employ ment.world in education? Rather, what are
the reciprocal roles of the "educational and employment institutions .end
processes in adnunisOing the.ehanging relationships between using the
conventions phrases education and work?

The poi t in remolding the question will be evident from brief sugges-
tion of the changes which have taken place in recent years in this edycat ion-

. .... work relationship. ,
Just a A-m*449n ago, at the he-way mark in the century, the passage

,rom school to what came after it was'. irtually standardized and relatively
routine. There were only 'two courses; you went on to college or you didn't.
There was almost, always a precise point in time When education ended and
work started; the terms "gradnation." "commencement." and "dropping ,
out" reflect the suddenness of the happening.

Twenty-five years ago three Out of every four boys and girls completed
their schooling, once and for all, between the ages of 16 and 18; then they
welt to work, either in paid employment in commerce itr ill unpaid

4,
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employment in the home. Most of the other 25 percent went on through
four years of liberal arts college, a few on through graduate school, and
then they, too, closed the academic doOrs behind them for good. Vocational
education meant primarily a semester of "manual training" for boys in
high schoOl and a course in "home economics" for girls, with quite a few of
the latter also taking sotne "typing.", Comparatively few yming people
worked while they were in school, except during the summer. A high
percentage of boys and a considerably higher percentage of girls went into
unskilled jobs (at least when home-making is put in this classification); and
although the assumption was that many of those entering paid employment
would work their way up various skill ladders, there was comparatively?
little thought given any very formal "on-the-job" training except in the
professions and in a few trades: Although "adult education" was talked
about, and engaged in by a f6w, it amounted to comparatively little.

This picture is sharply different today in several important respects, all
of them involving admixtures of education or training agd work.

The percentage going on to same form ot,post-secondary education has
doubled in 25 rears. A substantial part of this additional education has a
strong technical or vocational orientation. Vocational education has
developed in significantly new forms and degree at both the secondary and
the post - secondary levels.

As the high school retention rate and the college-going rate have in-
creased, both the number'Snd the percentage of students seekin employ-
ment while they are in school have gone up sharply. A doub g of the
yObliiiiiie-triployment rate is itself a, significant-part ott piCture.io,
however, though its implications have been less noticed, is a more than
doubling of the youth work farce participation rate. There has been an ac-
companying development of the practice of "stopping out" for a yearor
two, working or trying t2 work, and then going back to school:

There has been a sharp diminution during these 25 yeirs in the 'number
of jobs (in comparison with the youth population) which are sufficiently un-
skilled that they require only,aaninimal education, and a parallel change in
youths' attitudes about taking these jobs. Most large employers, at least in
the manufacturing industries which used to pick up the largest-numbers
of students going to work at 16 or 18 now hire very few new employees
under thl ages of 21 or 22, We are still only half conscious of the changes
That aretaking place as a consequence of4,astly larger percentages of young
women choosing careers outside the home.

Principally because of changes in the nature of work, "on-thilob train-
ing" has been expanded to the point that its annual cost is estimatWlo bein
the $100 billion range, interestingly close to the figure foI formal educa-
tion. Although that estimate is questionable, a major change has clearly
taken place in this connection.

The previous almost incidental interest in 'adult education as
developed almost suddenly into major emphasis on "life long' lean,"
though this is still a phrase looking for its contenti, .

The short of it is that education and work are no longer separat and
distinct chapters in people's lives. The passage from school to employ ent,

e a matter, of moving almost in a moment across a boundary 'line, as
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bethme in many cases a four to eight year transition marked by changing
combinations Of general education, specialized institutional training, short-term hiring but of various kinds, and then more permanent employment
often including substantial training elements in its early stages. Nor is
education any longer considered a monopoly or exclusive prerogative of the
.young; there is4M increasing expectation that adulthood will offer and in
many instances demand a 'return to either general orcareer-related formal
education. Jdentifying the effects of these changes on the r9le of the
business /industry /labor complex seems to me better consideredn6t in terms
of a role as "educator" but rather in terms of a necessarily collaborative
role in administering an increasingly shared responsibility.

Turning from what are perhaps abstractions to some specific illustra-
tions of the new needs that are developing for collaboration between the
school system and the employment system, let's look first at some of the
developing incidents of the school-to-work passage: 7We talked before, at your meeting three years ago so I mention it
only briefly here of the increasingly imperative need for Rime 'form of
combined analysis of prospective career opportunities and "manpower
needs" on the one hand and current educational and trainin activities on
the other.,We keep our' educational and employment statistit! separately, ,,with little or no effort except perhaps in the professions to match them
up. We simply don't know how many young people are proceeding along
what career lines, and how these numbers compare with the opportunities .that are going to be available at the ends of these lines. Although this prob-
lem, will not yield to statistical 'analysis alonT,-the red-difficulty 1-hat
there is no clear assimiption of resPonsibilitv for pulling together the infor-
mation that is available. Is this up to the educators or to the ss/in-
dustryilabor complex? Or to both? ,

v.A more refined form of this sgme'problein is developing as a co soya nce
of the emergertce of a variety of options so far as preparatory cours s are on
corned. Although we count the opening up of these option-1,p
creates at new se of uncertainties.so,far as young peciple' c choc
them is conCepieeWhen it'0s.a, matter of almost everybody's folloiyin asingle prescribed educational course; the only decision for most young people
was.how long to stay on that course. Now, hewever, there ay choices to be
made between "general" and "vocational" or "technical- course s or eventschoolg at the secondary level; then between four-year and two-year Col-
leges; between not only private and public but also proprietary schools.

the notion prevails generally that the primary interest of the business -
community is in seeing to it that larger attention is given in the schools to
the development of, particular skills. This notion warrants thorough re.examinappn. It contrib4s subltantially to the continuing reluctance
among educators for developing overly close adminsitrative arrangements
with employers and labor unions, being seen as a threat to the liberal arts
tradition. I wonder,-though, how accurate an assumption this is about the
employment community's interests:

Cyril Busbee's question this morning about how to cope with the
clamors of the South Carolina Chamber of Commerce that economics betaught with a larger emphasis on the virtues of the historical free enterprise
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co OCT t.z10 fed latioes attitude tovkard the, educational establishment,

'ion t 'Other' nI,Tontinues to be cool geptit has been slow, for exam-
''s .
pie, to endorse the career education InitiM e, ( h there are prnbabl%
other reasons for this beCause of a feeling t al; i, little recognition is

,given to the significance. of trade- unipnisrti A erican political and
economic histor% . These "special interesf" reiiettopit're obviously factors
to be given account in any considerationOf the proitroleV be played by

'Ahe busineseindustrOabor complex in education.' thougir this is by no
means to discr. edit these ple,,nlin Ts I suspect it has been a mistake to feel
that their talance in ( 14 content can be best assured b% main-

01.
tain' an aloofness (rote

1,,, bet% *
aijitest pkvading regarding it. If that

w s ever true, the (0 location and the rest of
the life experience .hes its 'vi -

It isimportant t ingtus ft,re, in iZrti, e en between whatever the
views may be in various segments of the em-ploy me communit% about the
balajlce and biases of °ducat' 's philosophies am the very different ques-
tion of the distribution of empha betwiten asic" and ,"liberal arts"
education on 'tom one hand and skill training on the other. I hear more and
more employ ers complaining not about education's underetfiphasis on par,
ticular skills development but rather about the unpreparedness of young
people so far as general work readiness is concerned. "Let the schools just .'
be su eople know how to read 4.vd write and dO arithmetic,'' it is com-
monWut,' "and then we will do the rest '': or perhaps cyder more
charactensticall% :'read and write and do arithmetic and shape up.-
Among working people., perhaps most particularly those-,.),1,ho have
themselves had the, least educational advantage. there i often strong ill-
position to,mot-ingtheir children onto vocational tracks. giving them larger
hOpings off.. rk-study opportunities, or .encouraging theW early school
leaving by eriwspecial employment Opportunities.

..--,-.- %.-....

,N,le should question seriously the assumption that employers primary, --..
intere;g1 in educatkin-today is in assuring a malrithum supply, of.:N ou ng peo--..
,ilde" with specazed traWrig that- ma,thes,axailable work opportunities.
Although most of the talk was in those terms ten oilifteen-years ago. 'it ate
pears on clearer hindsight that this was primarily part of an attempted ra-

.

tionalization ,f the rising youth iinemplo% ment ratc . which,. turns out
now t much d er causes__ I don:t Religic::Kiiierican Businessmen's
._,.' \ ,N

-Largest sro,UT this #rf;a "Mal' israbccuilhe skill-traininistud'ents get in
School. hey seesn'Sto me increasingly eonsslous rather of the broader
problem of how to improve the handling of a youth-to-adtilthood transition
period which isnOw characterized by 20 percent unemployment 1)ati.3 up
to 50 percent in the inner cities and which would not be significantly
clfanged even if there were a perfect match behk,een student work skills and
available job-opportunities. The businesand labor leaders' concerns s less.
I think, as employers and union leaders than as taxpayers and responsible
citizens who recognize the losses and costs resulting from this system's
having some way gotten out of kilter. The concern is not-so much with

. education in the traditional sense as it is with.working out with educators
some new ways of handling this passage between-le4ning and ,earning a
living where nobody is presently in charge. , .!r -- .

a.
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There is a related development here. -I am not clear about the factors
that are involved in the apparent marked increase in the past ten to fifteen
years in the amount and the formalization of on-the-job training in so_many
industries and with respect to so many differenrkinds of occupations.I
suspect it reflects primarily' changes in the nature of a good many kindS of
work, the Widening, effects of technology, and a general tiftile of skill
levels. Whatever these factors may be, this development clearly involves a
significant shifting of responsibility so far it4.the education/training func-
tion is concerned. It makes increasingTyligpgrtitive some further analysis of
the distribution pf this function betw4 t4Schools and employers.

What is the sensible approach to, this situation? Even this cursory
review of some of the factors of change involved he makes painfully ob-
vious the insufficiency of any attempt to dispose of e matter by improving
the counsaing and guidance function. The need i not for mare and better
counselors but for architects. These aren't problem he school systems can

"Handle alone or even with the"advice" of industry a d labor councils and
boards. There joint,oint, responsibility involved here.

Let me make just some little suggestions abotit possible starting, ap-
proaches to the discharge of this joint responsibility. It involves, again, get-
ting some more facts about this situation. I know the problems that are in-
volved in any attempt,* evaluation of ephiCafictial- and training programs.
It seems to me, nevertheless, that there must be and that thereare
wayslo findout more than we presently know about what education/train-
ing patterns make superior sense with respect to different types of occupa-
tions. We have done this with respect to the professions depending in this
*Tea, incidentally, very largelytn practitioners and employers, along with
educators. It seems tome that the same thing ought to be possible, at least to
some degree, in connection with other types of careers.

Suppose joint councils including teachers, employers, labor union.
leaders, and community representatives were set up in, 'opal corn-
mutinies, problily coordinated at the state level, to ccknsides precisely these

a questions of what kind's of education/training pattei-ns make the most sense
in various career areas. I know about the vocational education advisory
councils. Yet whether correctly or not, it seems to-,me that most of these
council are focused on'too narrow a set of possibilities and that they reflect
lloo oftdn an institutional bias. The broader problem is how to work out a
youth-to-adulthood tra ional program.

Suppose th "t a thdy cox prehensive longitudinal study were
undertaken with, representative cohorts of young people being followed
from say age 16 to age 25 ak they pursue varl'ous education/traiiling courses
toward various career objectives; and suppose this could be set up so that a
new starting cohort wouldtbe pickedup by the study each ye r. I know the
difficulties: that the expense is great and that this aliproac wijl taketen
years telproduce results. , .

I suspect the cost:may-pas high as one-tenth of one perc n I the cest
of not ha4ig the information such a study would give us:4 the tithe ih-
voiv well, it'd like planting trees. I wish, too, that ther were time:here .

to tat through some of the possibilities of relatively', immediate retroactive -
&longitallal studies taking cohorts of young people-Atm! in their' late
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twenties, some failures as well as some successes. and then tracing their case
histories backto see what these histories suggest:

This is too little to be persuasive, perhaps too much to be discreet. But
someway or other an_informational base has to be laid for a collaborative
undertaking to develop a youth4o-adultheod, education-to-work, policy
based on something better than the now anachronistic illusion that these

(day.separate
worlds, connected,by bridges that can be crossed in a single

(day . Turning to the area of "lifelong learning," I'd like to pick up with a
particular development which may not be very important in itself but
which illustrates the changing relationship between education and work.
This has to do-with ,the so-called "tuition refulaci" plans which are now
becoming commonplace. at least on paper, in larger companies. These are'
programs. as you know . Inv olv mg employer undertakings to pay all or part
of an employee's enrollment costs in connection with education or training
courses Taken during the employee's off-work hours.

Until comparatively recently, most tuition refund.plans were set up by
employers unilaterally. A study being.made presently .by the National Man-

- power Institute indicates a substantial movement, however, toward the in-
' clusion of Nov isiOn for such plans in collective bargaining 'agreements. A

rev-iew of the approximately 2,000 agreements covering 1,000, employees
or more discloses one form" or another of emplOyer commitment to provide

?eaucat)onal assistance to some 280 of hese contracts. The total potential.
cost involved appears to be over $1 billion annually. .

It is 'hard to appraise the significance of this development. It con-.

ceiv ably portends a major expansion of educational opportunity, possibly a
substantial shift in educational and training patterns," perhaps even a 11,
significant change In the allocation of the costs of education. These plans
may be important,both in connection with youpg people's decisions about

4v.hen to make their moves from school to work and in relationship, beyond
this, to the whole continuing-education concept.

There is a marked difference, h5rever, between the pattern of this
development on paper and the use so far being made of these plans. Only
ab t three or four percent of all employees eligible .for such tuition aid
prog ams appear to be making use of them, and our preliminary estimates
are that no more than five percent or so of the employer dollar commitment
is being picked up. In the General.Motol-s -Cadillac plant in Detroit 260
employees received tuition aid payments last year4 at a total cost of about
$235,000.,These figures compare with 10,000 as the approximate'nuffiber
of eligible employees, and a potential company commitment of about $10 c
mill iop.

. In general, tuition aid payments are limited to job-related training. In
one contract, however, there is provision for tuition aid payments to permit
all employeesaged 60 or older to take formal retirement trai?ing courses,
and almost,all employees in this group are making use of the program. A
number of contracts provide for employee leaves of absence for educational
and outside training purposes. '

The tuition aid.practice, is probably less significant for.,What it amounts
to so far in itself than as illustration of the pos-ibiliiies of introducing new
fle*ilit into what was traditionally the virtually complete separatism
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. `betWeen education and work.
There may well prove to be larger eventual significance' he already

es Wen/ movement toward the' introduction of alternative wo schedules of
I one -kind or another Fia.time employment. eight hours a t ay. five dc-ty s a

week, makes it difficult for most employees to take any gnificant amount
of education or outside training at- the same time. re are increasing
demands. however. for changes in this traditional wo scheduling. Women
are insisting increasingly 'on opportunities for part- imb employ ment. More ..

'and-more' consideration is being given to flexitir e work scheduling. under
whick employees can shill their working hours o permit their engagement
in other /achy Ries including subst-antial art-time or even' full-course

. edlication .1 suspect that the timing of th now almost certairvventual
large-scale expansion of significant -conti uing education- hinges in large
measure on what is done with respect o the development of alternative
,work schedules.

.
I venture this, prediction. though imidly with Bill Pierce present: that

itv the year 2'.000 just one genera on from now. a third of all institu-
tionalized education w ill be taken men and women over 25 years of age.
foro;:irrga period of work. and th t in another generation beyond that. this
figure will be up .0.percent To kink about/education on the basis of an
assumption that it involves only outh and only what people do in the first

77third of theielives is like thinki g of energy policy solely in terms of th6 use
of fossil fuels. To the extent thi is true. the role of the Industry/Business/ la-
bor oorrtplex in remolding its Practice's and conventions to the demands of
thislifelong learning process hecomes a good deal clearer.

There seem to me three r' asons to expect this development. Thevi have
nothing to do with educatlo s being one of life's ultimate satisfactions.

Reason number one in der of imm,ediacv is that women are going to.
demand the opportunity to requalify themselves for second careers follow-
ing career motherhood. Thek have 39 to 40 percent of the jobs in the work
force now In another 10 t 15 'sears they are going to have half of.those
jobs This Will mean. almost in'ev itabl-, a Nubstantial, amount of adult
education to include what it takes for women to requalify themselves for
something else after going- hough the business of motherhood. .

-Reason number two is hat the nature of work. more broadly the nature
.

of the employ ment relation hip. is today evolving along lines which mean a
rapidly increalpg need for career or occupatiOnal change requiring off-the-

v
r

job training. More and mole people art bein
machines which can do their work as well as
a lower rate. This is bbundlto mean an incre
course of their experiencel Fred Burke an
morning whether there is Kline exponential d

, which is lading us towardidisastcr in one fo
if we accept the necessit of renewing peo

can cope with "circiimstanc s that have cha
Point number three ma seem to contrad

'true that more and more p ple are going to
' Attiring the middle and later eriods of their Ii

in "the work fore. at least.as we have traditi
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displaced almost suddenly by
they could do it before, and at
sing need for retraining in the
Dan Taylor both asked t'his
velopment of complexity here
m or another. I don't think sok
le's competencies so that they
ged since they left school.

t this. I think it is going to be
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. , To loOk back is to wonder whether we have made some of the gains and
) ady ;int es in expanding- t-ducation41 opportunity in ,This country for

Illunanitariain or%1-pure . economic reasons.,I don't know whether we in-
creased the schoor retentio rate in this country in the 1960s because we felt

1

it was a good thing for young people to has e more education, or- /whether
A (' (let ided to Inc rease it at that point because we were running At of jobs
for youth

The vs (irk week at the beginnig.of this century was 70 hours a week
for mutt people. Today it is 33 to 40 Has that change come as a conse-
quence of humanitarian impulses or because there just isn't enough work in
this country today for every body to do for 70 hours a weeks We at least re-
mind oursely es that` the fair lahastandards act. the minimum wage law.
was put into effect in 1935 solely as a work distribution proposition It
stasnt that we thought a would be a good or a humanitarian idea to pay
people more money when thec vs Orketkzvertime. It was because we wanted
to pura penalty on the working overtime. we were trying to spread the
work. *

I d
s'

on't know whether we developed the retirement programs in this
country (Alt of c-t concern for the dignity of older people or recognition of the
economic efficiency' my oh. eel, or sump'y because it,began to dev erpp tha
there was no lodger enougiofor older people to dO.Dur shod\ es becoli
suspect

. .

spect j)ecause we added.the 'concept of compulsory retirement. '-'s .,

The only way we can today hold to even a 7 to.8 percent unmploy--
ment rate in this country is by turning more and more older people out to
p8ture earlier arichea Hier and by postponing the entry- age Of youni people
into the work force. .

LetTne use et half-truth, which means it is half false, to make what
seems to me the central point about the role of the Businessilndustry!Labor
Complex as Educator. That role could well be identified as being to pros ide
enough work to make education worthwhile. the qualit), Of falseness in
such a statement is that it obviously disfegard§v:hat most experience since
the Golden Period of Grecian history has confirmed. The part that is true is
that the functions of education and work are, oing to hay e to be coordi-
nated in a manner that takes account of their reciprocal relationships

After ten years of careful analyzing of this relationship. Sweden to
* which we often look for a 'glimpse (,)f our own future has now decIded

that the right answer to youth underemployment is to ration higher educa-
tion. Starting next month-or perhaps in January, only 38,000 students will
be permitted to core% in post-secondary education courses, and these
enrollments must be kept within specified 'maximums in six or seven
specific 'subject matter areas: These maximums: as well as the over-all
figure, have been arrived at-by identifying the manpower needs thsit would
be expected to develop in these various, areas. .

Unattractive as this Swedish solution sounds, it at least illustKates what
a cold!), logical answer to today's apparent'dilemma of too much edu.cation
for too few Jobs might be. There are, moredver, some other interesting
aspects of die new Sys eaiSh 'approach. While young people's entry to,the col-
leges and universities is to he curtailed, adults will beencouraged to return

. to what we would count both secondary and post-secondary education.

. .
.
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This seems to us. gi% en our <,ntutikioning. anomalous. Yet this is only , whcIn
kwe tfiknk 'about it, becatise of our assumptions about where education
shouki come in the l'ife,Pattern.

recent report4k, George Bonham in Change Magazine is that over 25
percent of the adults,fn Sweden are "engaged in some form of adhlt educa-
tional progr'am, usually one of the'hundreds of study circles sponsored by
national labor and industry organizations.",'

This is a dangerously Incomplete reference to v.htit I suspect is a major
step. in Sweden. toward an attempt to work out constructively a coordina-
tion of education ancf work. more broadly a constructi% e redistribution of
the education and work. functions anti satisfactions in life's pattern.
This is what a consideration of The Business Industry Labor Compl'ex As
- Educator is all about.

Hay ing exhausted not my subject but my time. let me close by sug-
gesting that we will probably get Taster to the right answers regarding the
relationship between the stewards of the educational and the employment
systems by thinking this all through in terms which take full account of the
fact that these are hard times foliboth of these systems. The key to effect! ye
collaboration here is perhaps suggested by ,Lew is Cartoll's quatrain in-
vo1%rng'two characters whose identity I hay e forgotten The Hunting of
the Srtitk:

The %alley- grew narrow and narrower still,
And the night-got darker mid colder.
'Til only from neryousness, not from good will,
The: marched dlong shoulder to.shoulder.
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CHAPTER Xi

Public Education: The School. and the Other Educators
Lawrence A. Cremin

President, Teachers College
Columbia University

I have defined education in my recent writings as the deliberate,.
systematic, and sustained effoi:t to transmit, evoke, or acquire knowledge,
attitudes,.v'alues, skills, and sensibilities, and any learning that results from
the effort, direct or indirect, intended or unintended.' The definition
stresses intentionality, though I am well awii:e that learning takes place in
many situations w here intentionality is not present. It makes room for study
as well as instruction, thereby embracing the .crucial realm of self-

-tdifclation. And it acknowledges that, behavior, values, and tastes are in-
Olvedr-as Well as knowledge and understanding. It sees educationas a pro-/

cess more limited than what the sociologist would call socialization or the
anthropologist enculturation, though /obviously inclusive of many of the
same phenomena. And it recognizes that there is often conflict between
what educators are trying to teach and what is learned from the ordinary
business of living.

The definition is latitudinarian in at least two major respects. In the
first place, it permits us several angles of vision with regard toe he interplay
of generations. Edimation may be viewed as intergenerational, with adults
teaching..children, the most common arrangement, or with children
teaching adults, which is less common but often quite important, par-1
ticularly in immigrant societies (recall Oscar Handlin's poignant remark in
The Uprooted about the meditative role of immigrant children in inter-
preting the new culture to their parents and gr'andparents "the young

im-
migrant

their nativity like a badge that marked their superiority over their Im-
migrant elders").2 Education may also be viewed as intragenerational, with
Children and adults teaching one another, often 'across social or cultural
boundaries, or itailay be viewed as a self-conscious coming or age, of the
sort reported in so many sensitive autobiographies. The several perspectives
are more than a theoretical nicety. They poinWo the complex variety of
educative processes going on at any time, in a given life-, or institution, or
community, as people shift roles from one tducational situation to another
or indeed play more than' one role simultaneously.

Second, the definition projects us beyond the schools and colleges to the
multiplicity individuals and institutions that educate parents, peers,

'The paper drives substantially upon Lawrence A. Cremin. Public Eduratio; (New York. .

Basic Books. 1976). and Traditions of American Edueation'(New. York. Basic Books. 1977).
'Oscar Handlin. The Uprooted IBOston: Little. Brown and Caimpany. 1951). pp. 253-254.
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siblings. and friend's, as well as families, churches, s.nagogues, libraries,
museums. summer camps. bene% olent societies. agricultural fairs, settle-
ment houses, factories. publishers. radio. stations. and telex ision networks.
It alerts us to the numerous occupational groups (onls sonic of which hase
been professionalized) associated with educational institutions Joan
Cooney and her colleagues at the Children's Television Workshop are
educators, as are S Dillon Ripie% and his colleagues at the Smithsonian In-
stitution and Frank Oppenheimer and his colleagues at the San Francisco
Eploratorium and it directs our attention to the 5ariety oriledgog`ies
they Obtlplo. -

c

We hase traditionally thought of only the school' as haying a cur-
riculum. byt the fact is that mans institutionstiase curricula that are quite
e\plicit and well defined Es en fat-nil. has a Curriculum, which it teaches
deliberately and 's% stematicall. %fa cons ersations around the dinner table,
stories in the bedroom, pictures on the \NAN, and a relentless process of
modelling, eplanation. praise. and punishment. Even church and
synagogu has a curriculum. which it teaches equall. deliberately and
ss stematicalls . The Old and Ness Testaments are among our oldest cur-.
[-Kula, as are the Missal and the Mass, and the Book of Common Prayer.
Thi.y impose meaning on existence at the same time as they seek to order the
most fundamental relationships among human beings. Es et-% emplo.er has
a curriculum. which lucludes not only the technical skills ci typing or
\N Oiling or sending or reaping but also the social skills of earning on those

,actwities in concert with others'on given time schedules and according to
established evectations and routines. One can go on to nt out that
libritnes hale curricula, museums hase curricula, Bo% S ut mops have
curricula,' and clay -care centers hase curricula, and, most important,
perhaps. radio and tele% ision stations have curricula and by these cur-
eicula I refett not only to programs labeled educational but also to news
broadcasts (which presumably inform), to commercials (which teach peo-
ple tot .kanti, and to soap operas (which reinforce cts rtam popular myths
and salves).' .

The definition series other purposes as welt. For one thing, it directs our
attention to tht relationships among the %arious instittitions that educate,
And to the effect of one institution's efforts upon another.'The rapid -fire
pedagogical st le of a 'program tike Sesame StreetArT--) vxample, will in-
eslrabl. affect the act is it and pacing of teachers in daycare centers and -
tindergartens The presence of fundamenttlist churches in a. community
ss ill sines itabls affect. the w alues are taught in the elementar% school

'On Lundrat edit( ,' . ,n seape-Jensen Len liter eel The faintly aS Erlur (Or I N(AS, orb'
edt hers Ce*ege Press 197i There is an immense literature on homileti s, or the art of

preat }Hug %%huh eating of the hurt it or ssnagogue as vdthator lit its right. as «VI-
I rasted s% ith the literature, of 'religious edm atietn. %%hie tends to deal in e'y Imlay& th
c l,tssrf )(lin teat lung undo r Lier( it or 55 itqgogire atispie`rs. On the lac tors as rein( ator,(see Ste\
Misch-. and I)asof if Smith Br( oming thnicr.n hulk-61mi, Chang,' in Si x (man -.
tree s (Cambridge, I tars aril l i iserscts Press 19741 On tele% isnin .15 edm attn. see 11411)Prt j
G,1115, '111V \ LIS% 11.(11,1 as 41 I 1:(11.157,1t11)11.11 11111t1111011. I elri ism; Quartrrly. S I 119671
20-37 (.erald S 4.sser ( /I thin n and Trdri Ision Lessons from Sesanir Street l \ ess 1 ark Ran-
dom House V/741, and the seeral essays in Hit hard . dler. ed Teter iSIMI as a So( ial Form

Approw In-: Tt, Critu ism \ eqs: lurk Pnieger. 19751
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that, or curse, was the essence of the conflict in Kanawha County, Wesi,
Virginia, during 1974 and 1975. And the preseticeeof a large automotive
plant nearby will ine itably. affect the way, vocational guidance is con-
ducted in the high school ask Arthur Jefferson, the superintendent of
schools in Detroit, whether the presenci of General, Motors makes a dif-
ference Moreoer, et en in the:best of worlds, educative institutions are
often it-Ccqnflict. Family and school may share a mutual concern for the
child's intellectual dec,ellopment, but the teacher may be more demanding
at the same time that the parent is more sustaining the tension is at the
heart of William Gibsons' lovely dfama The Miracle Worker (1964 about
the education of Helen Keller. Or till. teacher may attempt to liberate (by
offering. intillectual, moral, pr vocational alternatives) at the same time
that the parent attempts to constrain think of the countless instances in
which parents prefer the immediate earnings of a dependent child to the
continuance of a school career that would defer earnings but almost cer-
tainly increase them once independence was achieved. Or, bearing in mind
Jerome Brtiner's distinction between enactie, ikonic, and symbolic learn-

' ing, the family may emphasize enackie and ikonic education (particularly
as it metligs the effects of television), while the school emphasizes sym-
bolic education, and in the end" the sy mt;olic,education may end up in con-
flict with what the family has been teaching.'

The definition also enables us to shift oui perspectiii m time to"time.
aril to view education from the vantage point of the clientsfocusing on the
carious as in which people engage in, more through, and combine
educational experiences over time It is a truism that individuals come to
education0 situations with their own temperaments, their own histories,
and their on purposes, and that different indkidlials will interact with
particyar constellations of educative institutions in different ways and
with different results. Yet the truism is often honored -in the breach. We
have dtcelpped elaborate sy stenAfor determining what teaciieriare actual-

% ly teaching from one gra'de to the next and for assessing what students,ap-
/7 pear to have learned, but we have no comparable means for se'p'arating out

what parents, pastors, peers, or television Programs might have con-
tributgd, w ith the result that the school tends to receive the furl praise or the
full blame' for whatever occurs. When a youngster enters school with a
deficit, whether in knowledge or, mpre importantly, in the techniques and
habits of learning, the school may make a Herculean effort that results in a
modest gain on the achievement scales, but the school gets blamed for a bad
performance. Conversely, When a youngster enters schdol with a great tfeal
of knowledge and a weltde eloped ability to seek out further knowledge,'
both of which have beenlearryt from pareris and peers of similar cultural
background, the school may race a modest effort that shows upbrilliantly
on the achievement scales,-and the school gets all the praise. My collftue
John Fi cher likes to tell the story of the schdol for tall people, for which.
the ad fission Lcquirement is to be six feet in height. It graduateg.lakge
numbers tat men and women, and then proceeds to take full credit for

,

that remarkable achievement. )
, . .

'Brrwr e\plic Ars the thstim him in Dip Met am, 0 f Edut at fon (New 1") rk W NV Nol?n.
1971)4 pp 7-8: 18 ,
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The definition is also helpful in the realm of policy making. It enables
us historically to trace the shifts fie) one era to the next In the educational
institutions on which the Ame'rican eople have "placed their bets," so to
speak. For example: when 'colonial AmNeans turned to education to
achieve certain social goals, they tended to rely on families and churches;
one finds only passing mention Of the schools. in 'seventeenth- and
eighteenth-century tracts on education. The great shift of the early national
-period was to begin to stress the schools as instrume)Us osrpublic policy,
though it shpuld be noted that'the churches. were far from forgotten. The
same gel-Notation that enacted the early laws establishing,Comprehensive
publ. schodl systems also disestablished the churChes, but they continued
to rely on the disestablished churches as instruments of public policy. One
need only recall the historiVie§ between those churches and the public
schools of nineteenth-century American to recognize the extent to which the-
two institutions worked in concert, or indeed to contemplate the striking
similarities in substance and values between the McGpffey readers a'nd the
pamphlets circulgted by' the American Tragt Society.

It was not' until the twentieth century that Americans came to rely
almost exclusively on the schools as their educatidrq means for achieving
certain public ends, and even then social policy always assoned that
families and churches would perform certain crucial educational tasks.
And indeed, it is the growing uncertainty about the validity of that assump-
tion concerning families and churches that has given rise ,to some of our
most serious contemporary policy questions. A steady decline since World
War II in the prtstige,and influence of the churches, coupled with profound
changes in the character of the family deriving from the movement of
women into paid employment, the rise in the power of the peer group; and
the rapid extension of television viewing, has 'occasioned' radical shifts in
the overall ecology of education, in the relative significance of tilt several
educative institutions, that may well call for fundamental changes in the,.,
way educational voltcy,is conceived and forthulated. . ..,

Finally, the definitibn is helpful in forcing us to contend realistically
Withour present educational predicament. Whatever the immediacies of
del ographic changes, financial stringencies, and the policitcl dilemmas-
arising from teacher activism -and legislative intransigence, it is nqt these
that are causing the crisis; the real crisis runs deeper and involves the vet),
nature and sources of education. And unlfss we are able to alter our ways of, 1
tipproa.ching educational problems to take account of this fact, ere will be
little -chance of achieving lasting solutions. In this respect, I ave argued
that we roust begin to think comprehensively and relationally about educa-
tion, as Jvell as publicly. By comprehensively, I refer to the range and
multiplicity of institutions that educate and the need to consider that range\Iand multiplicity when we make policy. The fact is hat the public is
'educated by many institutions, some of Them private a d some of them
public, and: that ,public schools 'aire only. one among several important
public institutions that educate the public,. There are, after all, public
librarie, public museums, public teleyision, 'and public, work projects, the
most extensive of which'a are the militaryservices. Oliversely, it is important
to bear in mind that all educational transactions have' both prititte and
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lie consequences. Family nurture that en urages ijideOndence, . 'A,
..

rcili teachihg thit csIndemrttfamily planning, industrial apprenticeships .
t exclude members of tnindrity groups from participation, television , skt
s programs Chat dramat4ze the human consequences of military opera-

ns these are but a.few exam VI of private eduCatic e efforts that hgve
f oupdspublie consequenkes. ,

. .
To think comprehenMY el} .'ab ut education,, then, we must consider

ilic les with respect to thfull -rang of institutions tHat educate. To be eon-
rned solely with schools_ giN en the educational realities of the contem-
irarY world, is to have a kind of fort ess mentality in the midst of a fluid
nd, dynamic situation. Educatidh mus hc\looked at whole, across the en- ...
re life span, and in all the 'situations'and institutions in which it otiocurs

N IOUSIN 'Albic policy will not touch and ought not to touch ever} situa-
ion with equal intensity that h4pens drily in totalitarian societies, and

even in totalitarian societies it never happkns quite as efficaciously as the
leaders would prefer. Indeed, there are soy* situations public policy will
/not touchot all. But it must at least consider each, so.that wise choices can
be made as to Nk hew to invest what effort iv achieve which goals with

..0

respect to which clienteles The United States',Congress already does this
when it decides to allocate so man} dollars Co 1.1ildren's television rather
than schooling (and in dealing w'qh children's television it in v. itably affects
the family). State legislatures do this when they assign funds-to the state arts
council rather than to the state university. 'Andlocal communities do this
when thty decide in a period of financial stringency to close a public
library rather than a public school. I would only in4ist tivt the range of
possibilities be understood far more exrticitly than in the past and that
pulrlic authontiey aRproach these questions of allocatidn rationally rather
than whimsically, with a full awareness p5 educationar gonsequences.

goes forward, it should do so not in isolation from other,, ducatise mstitu-
By thinking relationally, I mean that, whenever an

P
elucational.effort

., .
4

turns but in relation to them. Indic iduals come to educational situations
viitha history of yrlitIr educational encounters and with the\lilcelihood that

re will i contemporary and subsevent educational encounters
el. here The point of thinking relationallY is simply to'be aware of these

'-other encounters in designing any program. For pa rent, day Bare Yorke" rs,
schoolteachers, pastors, editors of children's encyclopedias\ '`training of-
ficers in industry. and directors of senior citizens' centers thevm6sage is ....,
essentially the same. whatever is done, to be effective, must he dime with an
..tvi areness of vi hal has gone gm earlier and what is going on elsew, here. For
the day-care worker lo be unaware of the language learned in the family,
for the schoolteachei to be unaware of the Head Start program ih, the day-

, 'ca'r'e center, for the pastor to be unaware of the religious obsery a ce or
lack (Wit --=" in the family , for the editor of the children's encyclb0 is to be1.
unavvare of the elementary school curriculum, for the industrial ritining of-
ficer too be unaware of the high school vocational program, apd,for the
adult 6 luca tor to be unaware of what'is being shown on telex isidn, sheer .

idiocy, ,n the root tneaning of that word, namely , removal fatm, *ocia(
reality. I hould add, incidentally, that to be aware of the other edocatOrs is . .

not necessarily to succumb to them, or to respitd to them, or ever? tO take
\ \

f \
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aaccount of them;` it is merely 1p:canvass them from the viewpfoint of one's

own curriculum in the interest of achieving Maximum effectiveness. To. .

avoid the canvass is to riskduplication, or indict ality, or; worst of all, ir-
televance. , ,i. .
s

II
/

I have put forward these formulations" an effort to 'encompass the
various elements Kenneth Hansen has built into the grogram of the Sum-
mer Institute. Wilbur' Cohen and Sidney Johnson have talked about the
family as educators; Joan Cooney has talked about the massmedia of com-

' intiniCation 'is educators; Stepl-ien Bailey has talked about toe political
system as educators; Willard Wirtz has talked about business ankindustry
as educators; and others have talked more generally about the educational
effects of the arts, religion, nutritiom,bio-chemical realities, the economic.
system, and the American culture in general. One could proceed to syn-
thesize these eleMents in various-ways by explicating, for example; the
different processes by which policies are determined in the different
systems', or by indicating thevarious points at which each system 4-twinges
on_the others, or by charting the movement of particular individuals and
classes of individuals through the several sy$ems (though, as Nicholas
Hobbs cif Vanderbilt University has pointed out, it is often exceedingly dif-
ficult to move from one system to another). What I shohld prefer to do,
hovlever, is to view the complex panochmaof American education from the
vantage pdint of the school. How might educators working in the schools
take proper account of the phenomena described here' perrilit me to
Organize my comments around Three theoretical concepts bOrrowed from
the work of my colleague Hope Jensen Leichter: engagement,. linkage, andagenda.' -
' First, engagement. If we 'review the several-areas-o the school',cur-

riulum, we become aware that in some the school originates much of .whoit teaches, while in other's the school is a "Johnny-come.lately.-
Mathematics is a,prnne example of the first, In mitthematifs, t'he student
learns much of what he needs to know for the first time- in the classroorri
(thOugh walk the new mathematics series now available for television
-through the Education Development Center, that may become less and less
true). So also with foreign languages. There a well, unless tIr student hap-
pens to choose' a language regularly used at home or in church or
synagogue, he learns virtually all of what he need's to'kriciw for the first,time
at school. In other realms, hi:oweAr, EngLish, for example, or social. studies
or hygiene, or fhe arts or the domain of morals and values the child has
his first'learning and possibly his most persuasive learning earlier and
elsewhere. In these areas, it is i ortant for the school to engage the jn-
structiqn of the other educators a d seek to strengthen or complement or
criticize or contravene that instruc *on, gr,,rnore generally, try to deyelop
in students an awareness of that instr akin an.ability to deal eer'iticallyI

lohl" makes the point in The Futures of Cb4,Idreta o' )ost,qBass, i975N.

in Lenhter. ed , The Family As Edut ator, pp, I-43. and The Family in T ay's Edvaltotral
s^See, fur (Ad1111)1C, lope_leasen Leihter, -SoituOrSpNt is vs on the Educator,- .

World (Chiago: The N. tiondl, PTA,- 1977) c. ,
.
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and iiiilepeqently with it.
A lew examples-ilia% be cited to illustrate the se% eral kinds of engage-.

inent. Stferigthcij. A .(ingster from d ,musical famils -begins s 101111 lessons
it an t;arl% age and becomes a fa irl% aciomphslied performer b). the time he
is twel% e. The mtiedle school can_ encourage him. gi% mg him credit.
perhaps, and making/film concertmoter of the school orchestra; but the
essential (IN7n:urrisii; dthat phase of In.s..ecluc atibn.is Outside the school ,end
will probably remain there. Comp/true/it. The motion picture %(.:rsion of
0/it er Tit ist appe,o in a local theater that features reruns.'The high school
can niodit% its c urric ninny() introduce the nos el itself into a number of
English ,ind hisior% classes Fpr some students, the film w ill be a letclo% it'
kir tit?'N: 'id t des doped that remarkable c atilt. it to imagme more r.ichh

.from good literature than ,5,1% film maker- can do it for them. For most
students, the film w ill brinphe noel to Life in was that would he difficult
to ac comphsh w ithotit dramatization. For all students, the film will pro-

4% ide an opportunity to de% elop a/ ritKal % isual literacy That extends beyond\\*
so-called good literature to thermddern popular arts. Criticiie: Se% era] '

tele% ision series lc-attiring the police (sonulone hats called these series the
Westerns of the _late twentieth centur%) are efijoy ing rims (hiring prime
time The school can help, students to scrutinize the ways in which the
dramatizotiOns deal w ith the First- and Fifth -'Amendment rights of citizen
and to compare these with the mtetpretations of the courts. It can also in-
% itc some real policemen in, % la the tocational guidance arogram,lo talk

.1' about the actualities of the job. Contravene. Packages of tie k introduced
breakfast cereals and the telex ision commerci,Ils that ad% ertise them make

.

certain assertions about. the nutritional % al ue of the cereals. The elemental-%
school 1 an test the awtions against generall_%, accepted facts Abut nutri-
tion and-let the %oungsters 'draw their own conclusions.

The coticept of linkage is closely related to -F of engragement.
It stresses the fact that to do some of its %cork well the; sell( must col-
laborate with other educati%e institutions. It ix more than a m, r of find-

c mg "realistic 101 at ions for academic teaching, it is rather that some-Kings
tat are important to learn can be learned better outside the school. The

fi4 ctm collaborate with the fanlike for example, An,a host ofprojects
that range'from parent-assisted homework to the exploration of particulir
ethin traditioilsof cooking, costume, folklore, and music. It Can join with
the church and snagogue .for the celebration of particular religions
ceremonies, not, as with so man), rele.ased-hme ograms, because of any4.1.r.,

assumptain that religion is not the business of the sch ol, but rather because
what the school ought to.be teaching about religion needs to be exemplified
b), forms of liturgical experience that are inappropriate to the school.' The
sihool can join with the I ibrarOanditbe museum in the de% elopment of live-
6 programs of local historiography , and indeed if the museum's collection.
are of aesthetic worth, it can ser% e as a uniquely rich locitle for sch4col-

1
, ....,i.

-Mt «illeague Pfulip II Phelio, hIs ks. rale:nail( easels :,uid persuasisds 0 om erning the
s hoof s (mason' I le' resporisibilas for religiois idea ation ',i.e. for eansisle. I' "nee; Intelligi

'Wile Religion 1 \ (.1% '1. (irk flamer awl Bre et heis. 1954 , and Religious Cone erns 111 Contemporary,
him abort ,1 study of Re e zpro«11 H. lotions (Ness. 1 al. Bureau of Publications. Tem hers Cor
lege. Columbia Um7sersits 19541 s ,- .- .
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sponsored programs of education in the arts. The school can join with the
cOmmunity recreation center in.multigeneraqonal programs in the crafts,
the dance, music, .and athletics. If can join with local businesses and
goy ernmental agencies in prograins of vocational exploration, rich as the
one Uric Br onfenbrenner and Day id Cos lin recordeil in a remarkable film
(as aitrible through the itusseli Sage Foundation) portray ing a group of
youngsters participating in the achy ities of the I5etroit Free Press. And it
can j-r- with the local radio orteleYisiA

on station to put oh programs of in-
formation and entertainment that are of educational value to adults and
children alike the Philadelphia public school system recently announced
the beginning of such a collaborative effort with the local CBS station in
that- city . , '., . . .

The concept of the agenda is !wally intended to assert the integrity of
the school curriculum, and is introduced to explicate the point made
earlier, that to be aware. of the other educators is not necessarily to suc-
cumb to them, or respond to them, or eve4n take. account of them.. The

hischool, beyond all other educators, bears a historic responsibility for con-a
yeying tested knowledge and accurate informatioti, and for teaching the
processes of organized and disciplined inquiry. For this reason ifo other,
the school curriculum must have its own scope, its own balance, itsown s-
(pence, and its own coherence, which then in turn become the bases for
establishing its own educational agenda. To talk about engagenient and
linkage is not to imply that thC primary obligation of the School is to-,re-
' pond 'to tery outside opportunity. It is rather to assert, once agam, that
the school wust know what is going 'on elseWhere ih order to do its own
work well. Oliver Twist may arrive at the rerun,theater, and it may simply
not be possible to take advantage of its availability, when Lit Boherne is
shown li e on network tele% ision a month later, the opportunity may prove
a bonanza to the music department. The'rAy cereals and the, pomthercials

1-1announcing them may arrive in.foree in Battle Creek, Michigan, but t ere
may he more politically prudeilt W.41`Ns of.teaching the facts of nutrit m .n
that particular community . The lOcal librarian May he a joy to collaborate
with, while the curator oithe local historical society ''''inay be a hear. 'Ile-
permutations an'dco'inbinatams are legion, the point ig for the school to be
aware of the full range of possibilities and then choose wisely and well in
terms of its own special needs and resources. °

.In sonie realms, conflict will he difficult to avoid, especially if the
4 school is to remain true to its ciwn commitment?t. Edward Jay En:stein and

Ron Powers, for example, have documented the extent to Mini television t
news programs are increa4log11 constructed with an eye toward their enter.
tainment4e (the recent fiim Network caricattired this development),
while Pa eayer has argued that television news differ essentially from
print news in thitt television newp presentations teneto close by pro-
pounding intellectual resolutions of the issues they raise while print 'news

, presentations tend to close by leaving the issues unresolved, thereby en-
col urging readers to draw their own conclusions.° If Epstein, Powers,tand

1.(1%.'arrl Ja% F:pslenk, \feu Irma %int here ttiew. 1 ork Jiandorn House. 1973). Ron
Powers, The (Parrs )ties~ Nod. Si \lartm's Press. 1477). .amyl Paul 11 \ er.
"Nosspaperatw. n(1 Td, hion Adler. eh 1 Awn as a 'wile on r. pp 81-94
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Weaver are correct arid I judge that they are then the commitment of
the school to critical inquiry is fundamentally at variance with the commit-
ment of television to entertainment; and, given the pervasiveness of televi-
sion in our lb. es, the differences cannot be glossed oYer if school programs
cif English and social studies are to make a difference.

A relate(' point might well be made respecting the school's, concerfrfor
the fey elopment of indi iilual children. There has been a good deal of com-
ment in recent years, nuich of it utterly romantic, I believe, about reducing
the period of compulsory schooling in the United States so that youngsters
can be released froin'the boredom of the schcaml to partake of the more

celeakengaging education of a full-time job.' Now, there is no ing !ghat much tl,

that passes for school ing, is wnstunmately boring, nor n one overlook the
fact that there are sorrie engaging jabs waiting for youngsters with the pro-
per qualifications. But the record of the schools ON er the years in their con-,
cern for the development of indi idual human beings, granted all its imper-
fections, is simply superior to that of business and industry; and until we
can be more certain than we hate any right to be at this point that appren- 2
ticeshios of all kinds will be educatie raffher than exploitatim. I would
prefer to ,see them proceed under the school's supervision; at le,ast until
youngsters are seventeen or eighteen-y ears of age. The sch6o1 in turn needs
to do far more than it has in the past to relate .apprenticeships of eYery.kincl
to the more general' program of academic studies, to help students impale

unity agencies and to contir,ct that' meaning with what goes on in theI
.

an,... ming on their experiences in business, industry, gernment, and com-

social studies, literature, the sciences. and the arts, f we have learned
nothing`else from two generations of progressiYe ethic tion, we should,d a
least ha\ e learned that all dot\ ities are not equally effectie in stimulating
intellectual and persimal development. . .

o
Finally, with respect to the agenda of the school I would reaffirm the

simple fact pf the efficacy of,schooling. A great deal of nonsense has been . ...

propagated .since the publication of the Coleman and the Jencks reports to
the effect that schools make no difference. ThoconcluSIon,a wholly unwar-
ranted inference from the4ata and the arguments of those reports, is simply
not true, and the concept of the educationqYagencla is meant to reaffirm
th\it the school retains agency and potency in choosing those functions that
it will undertake-Ns its on special concern. Eygrything we know about
unusually effectiye schooling indicates that it is effectie because it is pur-

meful, systematic. focused, and'clear about frY7vhat'it is trying to accom-
plis , and because it proceeds in concert with at least some of the other
educators, especially the family .'° Schools must make their own agenda
in the last analysis, that is what curriculum making is really about and I

the argument here is that they should construct and pursue their agenda
awith full awareness of what the other educators re, attempting to do.

'The argument for lowering tlic compillsor), school attendance age is gnn m Tho Ref
of Se(ondory Edur ation A Report to the 1:tiblu and the Prot, s?ion by the National Commis-
sion on the liclorrn of :Secondary Education, Established by the Charles F. Kettering Founda
tine (Noy York McGraw Hill 1973). The romanticism of the arguments pointed out m
Eleanor Farrar McGowan and David K, Cohen. "'Career EduCition. Reforming Schiml
Through Work' The I'ublu interest. No, 46 (Winter. 1977), pp. 28-47.
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"For the efficac% of schooling, see Alexander M. Mo(xl. ed Do Teachers Make a IN-
, ference? (Washington. D.C.. Upited*Statet Government Printing Office. 1970). and How

'Teachers Make 0 Afference Miashington. D.0 United States Government Printing Office:
.1971), Hare A. Aserch et al.. How Effective Is SchAling? A Critical Review of Researr h
4Englewoo(I, Cliffs. N J. Educational Techpolog Publications. 1974), Herbert H Hyman:

' Charles R. Wright, and John Shelton Reed. The Enduring Effects of Education (Chicago
-Untsersit of Chicago Press. 1975). and Thdmas,Sowell. **Patterns of Black Excellimce." The
Public Interea. No. 43 (Spring, 1976). 26-58.

In /Permit me two brief observations by way of conclusion. They address
the special rewonsibility, of the chief school officer, whether state or local,
with respect to any implementation of the principles I have,propounded.
First, it is anomalous, but I think revealing, that in the United States we
elect or appoint boards of education, which then proceed to employ
superintendents of schools. Granted, the pioper Management of a school
systein is no small task, and it readily consumes the.entire timd.and energy
of any skilled executive and then some. Yet, r would contend that the
superintendent of school in any state or locality is better equipped by train-
ing and commitment than any other individual to lead in making the com-
munity aware of the full range of its educational resources. That said, I

.would add. that there is much in our time-honored separation of school.
politics from general politics in the UnitedStates that stands squarely in the
way of the, kind of comprehensive thinking I have been urging. The separa-
tion grew up for good and sufficient reason, namely, to insulate the schools
from the worst of partisan political controversy. Its unintended conse-
quence in our time, however, has been to frustrate attempts to bring about
collaboration among various educational institutions and authorities.

John Henry Martin apd Charles H. Harrison proposed a useful device
some years:ago whereby citizens might inquire into the character and the
quality of the educational services available to themselves and their
children. They called it the "local educational convention."" Such a con-
vention, they argued, could provide, a useful arena for traditionally in-
dependent individuals and authorities (both public and private) to exchange
ideas via a political instrument that would have no direct power beyond the
power of discussion and recommendation somewhat in the fashion of the
White House conferences that have long been held in the areas of education
and child welfare. Now, if the dialogue at such a convention on the state or
local level were Fnuine and if any recommendations that emerged were,
true outgrowths of the dialogue which admittedly has not always been
the case with White House conferences then; it could be an immensely
useful vehicle for stimulating interest in educational affairs at thyame
time that it conveyed information concerning the range and variety of
available educational programs. It could also serve the cause of com-
prehensive educational planning, though in the end I think such planning
ought to he undertaken by other agencies, with more carefully defined
poweis and responsibilities.

"John Henry. Martin and Charles H. Harrison, Free to Learn. Unlocking and Ungrading
American EdUcation (Englewood Cliffs. N.J.: P;entice-Hall, 1972).
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Haying made the point about comprehensise educational planping,
Isouldalsoadd a final caveat about localism. Es en, one-of-the gedraliza-
hons I has e ads anted NN ill .101\ differentls in different state and local
communities. The relations boss een school and family ssill sars immensely
from the urban black ghetZos of Detroit and Los Angeles, to the rural Men-
nonite,alages of Pennss Is ailla and Ohio, to the surburbail sshite presers es
of Scarsdcile and Gletnoe.,The as a ilabdits of tsso dozen television channels
in Ness York Cits creates in and of itself a profoundls different educational
situation from the one in Fairbanks, Alaska, or Honolulu, Hassan. The
presence ol the Art Institute of Chicago and the Museum, of Fine Arts in
Boston affords unique opportunities to the local schools of these.a iesis do
the pifesence of the Smithsonian Institution in Washington, the American
Museum of Natural rhstors in Ness York, ind the Exploratorium in San
'Francisco. The bitter conflicts of 1974 and 1975 in West Virginia renderpd
the communiti6 of that state less reads for certain forms of eollaboratibn
bets% een chusrcci .ind 'school and more reads for others. As aissa \ s, political,
economic, ind histpric,11 factors vs ill profoundly influence sshat is feasible
and advisable in arm gis en situation, and for that reason alone, the school
aammistrator ssho would act on the principles I base proposed \sill begin
ssith a careful cans ass of the educational resources that are actualls.,
asailable and the conteLin ss Inch the operate, and then graduail 4nvolse
the people on shorn any fruitful coMaboration sstll ultimatel), depend.
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